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No. 1 For Better CD Sound
Great advancements in analog signal digitization... 

No. 2 The Black Gate is the Best Choice for DX
In long distance receiving (DX), you should �rst consider the antenna... 

No. 3 The Peak at Last Attained - Black Gate K Series Created
You may wonder if a higher grade is attainable...

No. 4-6       Black Gate Can Di�erentiate Your Products to Meet the Requirements...
Black Gate applications include: Studio Equipment, Audio, TV, OA... 

No. 5 Only Limited Life for Electrolytic Condensers
Though Black Gate is used to revitalize professional audio... 

No. 8 Black Gate C - The Best Coupling Capacitor
Just one single Black Gate C can greatly enhance your electronics circuit’s... 

No. 9 Perfect NF (Negative Feedback) Finally Has Become a Reality
As you know well, the highest tone quality is obtained through... 

No. 10 New Audio Life with The Revolutionary Black Gate
The reports related to No. 9 (NF) and No. 11 (Vita Drive) of the BG-N series... 

No. 11 One Unit Capable of Attaining Ultimate Localization and Depth Sensitivity...
Generally speaking, the sound of TR ampli�ers is inferior to... 

No. 13 Why Should You Use Black Gate Now?
First you should know inner distortion noise of electrolytic capacitors... 

No. 14 Increase in Capacity of Power Supply Capacitor Cannot Always Decrease...
The SOTA Co., a high-grade player manufacturer in the U.S.A. said that... 

No. 15 Capacitors Play a Major Role in Producing High Quality Sound
However, capacitors of low quality give only low quality sound... 

No. 16        Small, Terri�c, and Remarkably Highly E�cient
Black Gate super small PK series. When electrolytic capacitors become smaller... 

No. 17 Electrolytic Capacitor Distortion Noise Reaches the VHF Band
People tend to think that ion distortion is a phenomenon limited to audio... 

No. 18A “Blind Sports in Electric Circuits”: The Electrolytic Capacitors
Electrolytic capacitors in operation usually allow a signal current to �ow... 

No. 18B “Blind Sports in Electric Circuits ”: The Electrolytic Capacitors
Electrons reach an anode oxide �lm in accordance with an input signal wave... 

No. 22 Capacitor performance drops incredibly on extension of lead wire
When a capacitor is mounted on a printed circuit board, how is its... 

No. 24 Improve CD Player Performance
Tune any CD player to produce the highest quality sound... 

No. 25 Every Capacitor That is Connected to Common Power Supplies...
It is a waste of e�ort to change only some of the capacitors in the circuits... 

No. 26        Unbiased Coupling is a Serious Problem in Circuits
Black Gate capacitor applications: Our BG-N solves all the problems...

Below, please find the Summary Index of BlackGate Technical Reports (in downloadable PDF Form).
Click on the Report No. to Open the Appropriate File.
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No. 27        BG-N Capacitors Are Very E�ective in Grounded, Negative Voltage Circuits
Optimum design for use in cathode and emitter bypass circuits... 

No. 28 Television Replaced with Black Gates is Superior to Any Ordinary TVs
We chose several tens of people from many applicants who hoped to improve... 

No. 31 Black Gate is the Best for Improving S/N of MRI/CT/DSA/US
There is no rival in the world; super-low noise electrolytic capacitor... 

No. 32 Smoothing Choke Coils Reduce the Performance of Ampli�ers When...
Good quality high �delity sound cannot be achieved without removing the... 

No. 33 Creating the Ultimate CD Players
Successfully playing back the full depth of sounds by adopting... 

No. 34 Evaluating Black Gate Capacitors
Evaluations should always be performed against a standard...

No. 35 Black Gate is Aiming for the Performance of Sapphires, King of Dielectrics
Diamonds are the king of jewels. But, when considering jewels for their... 

No. 36 Improvement on SP System
The relationship between the mass of vibrating component and network... 

No. 37 Distortion Generated by a Capacitor - Except Electrolytic Capacitors -
All the electric devices are greatly a�ected. You may mutter to yourself, “Is... 

No. 38 How will E.S.R. become? When Capacitor is Connected in Parallel
It’s a troublesome question. Perhaps few people can give an immediate... 

No. 40 What is the Secret of Black Gate K Series
It’s essential for pulse transfer of ultra-low noise...

No. 42 The Relationship Between Traditional Craft and High Technology
Twenty years ago, the inventor of Black Gate was glued to the television when... 

No. 43 Is Battery Ideal Power Supply? The Weak Point of Ion Transferring...
When there was a question as above before, I remember some people who... 

No. 45 Semi-Conductor Stabilized One Is Ideal Power Supply?
Black Gate makes it perfect put at in- and output sides...

No. 46 The Essence Condensed in Merely 50µm of Electrolytic Capacitor
Caps must take o� a heavy jacket that blocks the transferring information... 

No. 47 The Idling Process of Black Gate
It is completely di�erent from Aging...

No. 48 When the Leakage Current (L.C.) is small, is the noise also small?
You can make superior sets if you understand all functions of the capacitor... 

No. 49 The Birth of Black Gate Non-Polarized 100V/330µF, high voltage and high...
Wonderful news for vacuum tube audio fans and for the transmission of A.V....

No. 50A We Can Call Capacitors “The Fundamental Components ”
The quality of every electrical equipment is ruled by these fundamentals: C,R,L... 

No. 50B The Characteristics of Each Kind of Capacitor
Dry type of electrolytic capacitor: It has a large contact distortion noise over...

 Below, please find the Summary Index of BlackGate Technical Reports (in downloadable PDF Form).
Click on the Report No. to Open the Appropriate File.
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No. 51A What is E.S.R. (Equivalent Series Resistance) of Capacitors?
Impedance and E.S.R. characteristics...

No. 51B Once the distortion is Completely Overcome, the Value of Capacitors is...
E.S.R. shows the minimum value at the resonance point of capacitors... 

No. 52        Speed/Phase and Power Transfer E�ciency of Signals Which Pass...
Capacitors which overcome two di�culties, the distortion (No. 50) and E.S.R....

No. 53 Every Ampli�er First Reproduces Perfect Sound With Black Gate
Distortion noise generated from passive components such as C.R.L. and... 

No. 54         Why the Great Di�erence Between BG-N, BG-AC (Non-Polarized) and...
The equal performance as �lm capacitors of 15µF or more is realized... 

No. 55 BG-N Will Promise Large Improvement on Irregular Circuit Technology
If you have a problem, DO THIS as soon as possible...

No. 56A Black Gate Series Capacitor - Easy Installation Using the “Capacitor Graft ”
Even a beginner can easily install the Black Gate series capacitor without...

No. 56B Black Gate Series Capacitor - Easy Installation Using the “Capacitor Graft ”
Even a beginner can easily install the Black Gate series capacitor without... 

No. 57 How To Bring Out the Full Ability of Black Gate
Capacitor lead wires connected to a power supply and an earth line has to... 

No. 61        Vibrating In�uence On Capacitors
In�uence changes according to kinds of capacitors - self vibration issue - ... 

No. 62        Outside Vibration Must be Forbidden for Electrolytic Caps
It makes basic performance worse altogether - outside vibration issue - ... 

No. 64 The Life of TV Will End When Electrolyte In Caps Dries Up
If you replace the caps in your TV with Black Gates, its life will be 3-5 times... 

No. 66 High-Voltage, Large Capacity Super E-Caps BG-N 100V/2200µmF
The Super E-Caps system, consisting of a pair of non-polarized Black Gates... 

No. 68A A Variety of Power Supply with Super E-Caps
Power supplies with Super E-Caps were announced partially in the previous... 

No. 68B      No Distortion, Super High Speed, High E�ciency and No Frequency Limitation
This theory can be utilized in other power supplies and circuits...

No. 71A Non-Polarized Black Gate Capacitor overcomes problems of switching power...
Super E-Caps will meet any requirement of high performance equipment... 

No. 71B Non-Polarized Black Gate Capacitor overcomes problems of switching power...
Super E-Caps will meet any requirement of high performance equipment... 

No. 72 The Merits and Demerits of the Electrolytic Capacitor, Axial Type Lead Wires...
If you judge something by appearance only, you may misunderstand it... 

No. 73 Why Tone Quality of Ion Transfer is Poor
You may be taking wrong measures without knowing the real cause... 

No. 74 The Great Power of a Bias Shunt “Super Vita Drive ” by Super E-Caps
The achievement of ultimate sound is impossible to be obtained from...

 Below, please find the Summary Index of BlackGate Technical Reports (in downloadable PDF Form).
Click on the Report No. to Open the Appropriate File.
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No. 76 Negative Feedback (NF) Ampli�er Will Be Perfect With Super E-Caps
Capacitor is most important component in whole transfer circuit...

No. 77 Super E-Caps Support Audio Sets Completely Over All Frequency Bands...
The Switching Revolution which is the greatest one in the century breaks out... 

No. 78 Caution: Imperfect Operation Most of Digital Equipment Falls Into
CD player goes beyond analog by means of Black Gate Super E-Caps... 

No. 79 What is the Power Transmission E�ciency?
Black Gate has the best characteristic for this: the value is extraordinary... 

No. 80 Super E-Caps: Improving S/N of Imaging Equipment Revolutionary
High frequency digital signals of diagnostic imaging device transfer perfectly... 

No. 83 Super E-Caps Perfect Anti-Vibrating System is Completed
Ultra-quiet ampli�er, a long time dream has come true at last... 

No. 84A   Super E-Caps is the Ideal Coupling Capacitor
Wonderful technology of Super E-Caps is spreading out in each industrial �eld... 

No. 84B Super E-Caps is the Ideal Coupling Capacitor
Wonderful technology of Super E-Caps is spreading out in each industrial �eld... 

No. 86 Super E-Caps BG-NX Hi-Q is debut beyond Giga-Hertz
Ceramic distortion that a�ect audio sets in high frequency range cancelled... 

No. 87 Super E-Caps Revive FM Sound as the Best
FM can be higher grade and more economical with BG-NX...

No. 89 Unconventional BG-WK Power Tank Is Born: Suppresses Noise Completely
Remove an unavoidable self-interference occurring in a common power supply... 

No. 90 BG-WK Power Tank Is Born: The Best Capacitor For Ultra High Speed...
Continued from last Report No. 89, this subject is for an important switching... 

No. 91 Super E-Caps Bias Circuit For Vacuum Tube Ampli�er Creates Ultimate Sound
It’s also very e�ective for a heater lighting circuit...

No. 93 Unbelievable Capacitor, Black Gate Improves S/N in Circuit Dramatically
Detecting lesions ranging from 1mm to 10mm is now possible...

No. 94        The Sound Covering E�ect of Speakers by an Interference is the Great Enemy
If you use just one piece of Black Gate non-polarized 100V/330µF, you ’ll get... 

No. 95A      Super E-Caps Removes the Sound Covering E�ect in a Speaker System
As we mentioned in our last Technical Report No. 94, this report will tell you... 

No. 95B      Super E-Caps Removes the Sound Covering E�ect in a Speaker System
As we mentioned in our last Technical Report No. 94, this report will tell you... 

No. 96        All Capacitors Have Internal Re�ection, Except Super E-Caps
Using Super E-Caps is the only available alternative for overcoming the... 

No. 98 High Frequency Non-Polarized BG-NX Hi-Q 50V/0.1µF from DC to Giga-Hertz
Sapphire capacitor with no resonance, low E.S.R. and unbelievable low distortion... 

No. 99 Your Audio System Creates Absolute Sound by Black Gate...
Black Gates ’ ability is �ve times as much as conventional capacitors...

Find Black Gate Technical Reports in downloadable PDF in the pcX Resources section: 
Click on the corresponding No.
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No. 102 Super E-Caps is Absolutely Noiseless and a Pioneer in the Field...
What is ideal power source? After we succeeded in developing perfect... 

No. 103 Guaranteed High Quality Sound at Station, Auditorium or Studio
A mixing room is the kitchen of sound, a place where you can show o� your... 

No. 104      The Ultimate Capacitor BG-WKZ for Tube Use...
All defect of tube-use ampli�ers is expelled and real sound arises... 

No. 105 You Don ’t Know How Much Noise A Capacitor Generates
Super E-Caps cuts down circuit noise from capacitors and brings crisp, clear... 

No. 106 Black Gate Promises to Ultimately Improve Every Electronic Equipment
The brightest capacitor holds unconventional performance and life span... 

No. 107 Non-Polarized Very Low Noise Electrolytic Capacitor
Jelmax has recently put on sale two unconventional types of very small Black... 

No. 108 Black Gate Works on Giga-Pulses Without Problem, While Other Capacitors...
You may think the performance of capacitors is the same as far as their... 

No. 109 Black Gate Decides Picture and Tone Quality
You will enjoy the unsurpassable sound throughout your life...

No. 110 The Harmful Noise Generated From Cell Phones Is Caused By An Inside...
The number of cellular phones is drastically increasing over several millions... 

No. 111 If You Get Rid of E.M.I. Noise, You Can Control All Over the World
Black Gate capacitor is the only one to kill the noise completely because... 

No. 112 It ’s Fatal For Digital Sets If You Make a Mistake To Selecting Capacitor...
A leading CPU company makes a dangerous bet that running through... 

No. 113 Conventional Polarized Electrolytic Capacitors: The Source of Generating...
Polarized electrolytic capacitor can not stop generating electro-magnetic wave... 

No. 115 King Black Gate Eradicates Electro-Magnetic Wave and Distortion...
Polarized capacitors drive signal information into deteriorating and dropping... 

No. 116 Best Chance of Adapting Black Gate to Win Fierce Electronic Competition
Black Gate Features - The transcendent electron transfer due to a tunnel e�ect...

Below, please find the Summary Index of BlackGate Technical Reports (in downloadable PDF Form).
Click on the Report No. to Open the Appropriate File.
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FOR BETTER CD SOUND 
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lelmax Technical Report No. 2 

The Black Gate Is The Best Choice For OX 

In long distance receiving (DX), you should first consider the antenna to be 

used. The second most important factor may be how to improve the SiN ratio 

of your receiver. Lowering the noise level c: active components such as 

electric tubes and transistors may well be of sericus concern to you. However, 

do you pay the same attention to passive corn?onents such as resistors and ca-

pacitors? A receiver power source and signal bypassing device, consisting of 

passive components, are liable to generate a very high level of noise. In 

this case, electrolytic capacitors are t!1e chief culprit due to their 

generation of ion noise. The noise level is 20 to 40 d3 higher than t.hat of 

other components. The SiN ratio of your receiver can therefore be improved 

sUbstz.ntially by suppressing the noise gene:-ated by t.he elect.rolytic 

capacitors. The Black Cato Series is a family of electrolytic capacitors, 

generating almost no noise. They are the best choice for ox purposes. There 

are people in sendai and Sapporo, 350km and 1,OOOkm from Tokyo, respectively, 

who enjoy FM programs provided by Tokyo broadcast stations by using FM tuners 

with Black Gate capacitors. Also, there are DXers who send very long distance 

Sw programs every day. Models for general circuits can improve the perform-

ance of your equipment. But the Black Gate F Series and Black Gate K Series 

are particularly recorrunendable because of their superior high-frequency E. S . R 

characteristics. 
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lelmax Technical Report No. 3 

The Peak at Last Attained - Black Gate K series created 

You may wonder if a higher grade is 

attainable - and the answer is - YES. 
We have finally overcome the noniinear 

distortion noises based on Don-reversi-

bility of electrodes, the last remaining 

E problem of BG which has greatly out-
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stripped general electrolysis by eliminat- . 

iog ion distortions. As shown in the 
," ", 

photo, a letter "K" is affixed to BG on the . 

label. The figure below sbows that the •
. 

distortion decreased at -30 - -40 dB fi-
naIly arriving at tbe desired limit of -150 
dB. 
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This means that Black Gate K products 3rc comparable to high-quality film condensers and that 

lelmax has finally eliminated all distortion noises attributable to electrOlysis condensers. With the 

use of products of the K series, distortions cannot be detected with the human ear and amplifiers 

using one of these products have a superb sound. For other applications than that for audio, these 
" . "  " . .  

products are suitable indeed for the.removal.of the internal noise of a switching power source. We 

have at last attained the peak. In the future, BG·F, Bc.. V and other important items will be replaced 

as follows to be graded up and standard items will remain as before: for example, BG-FSOVI000� 
.. BG-FK50VIOOOJ-LF, BG-FlOOVIOOJ-LF .. BG-FK100VIOOJ-LF. You may consider tbat the fun-

damental characteristics are the same in spite of the above�mentioned changes and that distortions 

wi1l be reduced dramatically. Some items may be a little larger in size. 

, 
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lelmax Technical Report 
Black Gate Can Differentiate Your Products to Meet 
the Requirements of the Time (No. 11) 

Black Gate applications include: 

No·�-6 

Studio equipment (used by broadcasting stations, recording companies, audio studios) 

• Two-way capacitor microphones ... Wider dynllmic r.mge; high SIN; very high leve! of reproducibility in the 
mid and high ranges. (BGNX, BGN) 

• Monilor amplifiers for studio use ... Improves SIN (more than tcn limes); improved sound quality in all 

ranges; bener positioning and depth; increased amount of infonnation. (BGK. BGFK, BON) 
.. Mixing consoles ... Substantially improved SIN in all ranges; bener separation and positioning. (BGFK, 8GC) 
• Master wpe recorders ... Improved SIN; wider dynamic range; better sound quality. (BGFK, BGC, 8GK, 

BON) 
• 

• 

• 

• 

Program equalizers ... Improved SIN in all ranges; better separation in the mid and low rll,nges. (BGFK, 
13GC, BGN) 
Recoro cuning amplifiers ... Improved SiN (more Ihan len limes); bener reproducibility in the mid and low 

ronges; dramatically ina-eased amounl of information; super analog recording. (BGK, BOFK, BON, BO) 
PCM processors ... Improved SIN in alll'llnges for CD; high definition DC recording. (BO, BOFK, BOC, 
BOK) 
Studio limiters ... Improved SIN; decrellscd peak level distortion; better separation and positioning; increased 

amount of information, (BOFK, BGC, BGN) 

Audio equipment for general use (Used by Japanese. US., Hong Kong, Taiwanese and Danish manuracturers) 

• Preamplifiers, integrated amplifiers, main amplifiers, tuners, CD players, SP systemS ... Improved SIN; 
increased amount of information in the mid and low ranges. (BO, BOFK, BON, BOSK, bipolar BO) 

• cassette decks ... EliminDlion of hysteresis noise; expanded dynamiC range; better sound quality. (BO, BGFK, 
BGC, BON) 

TI, OA equipment, camera equipment 

• Color monitors ... Improved SIN, color qualily and coloring (BO, BGFK, J¥JC) 
• 1V receivers ... Oear images; elimination of buzzing noise. (BO, SGFK, BGC) 
• Antenna boosters ... Elimination of snow noise; better rcoceiving condition. (SGFK) 
• Measuring equipment, CR oscillator ... Elimination of level difference between ranges; reduced distortion 

factor (by one decimal position). (BO, BON) 
• SwitChing power sources ... Elimination of residual noise; elimination of need of noise filter. (SGVK) 
• Strobo power sources ... 40% increase in peak discharge level 

We are confident tbat the use or Black Gate capacitors will substantially improve the performance ol the 

following types or equipnumt: 
' . 

Audio ... DAT 
TVs ... High definition lVs, Color lVs, cameras, digital lV receivers 
Communicltions equipment ... Super long-range mdar nnd identifier, satellite receiver, receiver for use in 
vcry cold areas, ];mding guide system, broadcasting studio equipment 
Computers ... 32-bit CPU power source, very low-noise switching power supply, superromputer power supply 

• Measuring equipment ... Spectrum analyzcr, FIT, Jow.<fistortion oscill<llOr 
• Medical electronics ... Cardiograph, electroencephalograph ultrasonic diagnostic equipment 

Lighting ... Inverter power sources for discharge tubes, strobo power sources, plasma discharge capacitors 

ProdOCI differentiation is Ihe need the requirements of the time. E1ecuonic equipment is no exception. Infonnation 
signals, whclher analog or digital, now through a power souro: and become contaminated there. Whal should b e  
done first is improve your ppwer source t o  minimize ilS ;nnuence o n  signals and ensure its idelll operation. Black 
Oate overcomes this problem. We earnestly recommend you to use Black Gate capacitors for more product 
differentiation. 
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Only Limited Life for Electrolytic Condensers! 
Though Black Gate 1S used to revitalize professional audio 

appliances, it is surprising that even ·-professional sound producers 
do not know that electrolytic condensers have only limited life. 
Though dependent on ambient temperature, the life is generally 
estimated as about five years. Energy is exhausted even when not 
m use. This is the fate of aluminium electrolysis. Life can be 
estimated from E.S.R. (Equivalent Series Resistance) and is ordinarily 
judged to cease at double value the initial E.S.R. For instance, in· 
the case of 100 VIlOOOO J.I F, when new, the value is about 5 mQ /1000 
kHz, but unexpectedly higher values of 20-30 mQ can be found, where 
life is virtually non-existent. With decrease in life there is in 
particular a decrease in responsiveness, drastic decrease in informa
tion volume in the medium and low zone and power d�op low zone 
(somewhat similar to human being) also occurs. The amplifier is 
then dead. The reproduction of music is Qut of Question. We can 
never forget the astonished producer's face when the amplifier pro
duced beautiful sounds after refreshing by' Black Gate". That is 
why a truly exciting sound is revived with a distortionless. coherent 
and strong power exceeding far the quality of the new state. All 
audio fans now agree with this. The effects of Black Gate Refresh" 
is outstanding. This should be· confirmed by all interested people. 

* Inner ions of r"Blac1-, C:,te.J move actively, and thus some idling 
is necessary prior t ro 

__ 
u

_
s

_
e

_. __ ld_l_ing-=-_0-,p_ e_r _a _t1_' o_n
-:::;;;o:
ls _ _  ca,.-r_ r_i _e _d_o_u_t_b--:.,y 

an audio signal 
connected to the 
set when in use. 
The time for this 
depends on 
capaci ty, voltage 
and signal level. 
However, 10 to 30· 
hours should be 
sufficient. 
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lelmax Technical Report NO.S 

Black Gate C - The Best Coupling Capacitor 
Just one single Black Gate C can greatly enhance your electronics 
circuit's performance. 

As electronic equipment becomes more and morc 
compact in size, the coupling capacitors mounted on 
the printed circuit boards need IQ be greally 
miniaturized so as 10 fit within these boards' space 
limitations, in addition to providing high 
performance. Jelmax believes that the Black Gate C 
is the only capacitor capable of satisfying these very 
demanding requirements. As shown in the adjacent 
figure, the Black Gate C has outstanding E.S.R. 
characteristics compared with other capacitors. The 
size compared with the film condenser is less than 
1/10. Also, as it does not fluctuate, it enables any 
sound system mounted with the Black Gale C 
capacitors to produce nalural sound quality in all 
bands. Different from normal electrolytic capacitors, 
the Black Gate C never misses information due to 
ion distortion to pass through much more 
information than the other capacitors. These new 
innovational features are being widely acclaimed by 
many users. Black Gate C's extremely small 
leakage allows it to be used i.n any high-gain and 
high-impedance circuits designed for enlire electrical 
equipment including head amplifiers, pre/main
amplifiers, tape recorders, tuners, video displays, 
CD, OAT, communication devises, and medical 
units. As an example, a high-end electronics 
manufacturer in U.S.A reported that the Black Gate 
C is already being substituted ror all tantalum 
capacitors used as a coupling capacitor in MC head 
amplifiers and pre-amplifiers and highly praised by 
end users. In addition, 10 prevent noise

' 
rrom being 

generating due to mechanical shocks, the Black Gale 
C is provided with high-noise resistance by molding 
the ends of lead wires with resin. Another very 
important advantage is its low price compared to its 
numerous other merits. Even manufacturers that 
have never experienced the Black Gates should first 
utilize the Black Gale C. for seeing is believing as 
the saying goes. Just one single Black Gate C can 
greatly improve the perronnance or your company's 
circuits. Trying it will remove any doubts you 
might have. 

Black Gate C E.s.R. Frequency 

Characteristics lOf.lf 

A: 16VIO\lF commercial 

B: 35VIO\lF solid tantalum 

C: 50VIO\lF regular type 

0: 50VIO\lF Black Gate C 

E: lOOVlO\lF mylllr mm commercial 

63VIOF polycarbonate imported 

http://www.partsconnexion.com
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PERFECT NF (NEGATIVE FEEDBACK) FINALLY HAS BECOME A REALITY 

BLACK GATE N (NON-POLAR) IS 

NOW ON THE MARKET 

As you know well, the highest tone quality is 

obtained through the Black Gale Refresh of vacuum 

tube amplifiers. However, even for such an 

amplifier, unfortunately, it is not perfect due to the 

lack of one important capacitor. In fact, it is an 

,absolutely must for NF (negative feedback) 

circuits of vacuum tube amplifiers. In the A-B 

points of the NF loop of the famous Williamson 

amplifier, it is unable to perform its perfect 

/unction of NF, unless direct current is 

interrupted by a non�polar, non-distortion 

capacitor of a large capacity. However, since a 
-

• n 

'" � 
-:-- • 

,7 ... '[ , 
c.' r- , , -• 

c capacitor meeting such conditions bas yet to be rlr'! ... �� 0/ c 
C 
" 
• 
• 
.. 
" 

,realized, that is why audio fans have been forced to 

put up with less-than-perfect amplifiers until now. 

Now. Jelmax has made the impossible possible. It 

did it with BG-N. For example, when A-B points 

are connected in tbe following way, method <ID will 

increase the grade of the amplifier to a position of 

an unbelievable height with a perfect tone. Its 

overwhelming tone qualify may be an initial 

experience to everyone with an admiration to a 

powerful middle-low pitch tone and an amazing 

volume of information which never could be heard 

until now. 

We recommend you to test it at once. � great 

improvement in the tone quality for' 

<D 
e 

<l> 

Ii> 

<l> 

• • 

l. I 
. 

IM�-J 
Direct- coupled 
Coupled with polarized-
general el.eGtrOlysis 

Coupled with non-JXllarized 
genenJ electrolysis 

Coupled with p:>Iorized 
Black Gate 
Coupled "with DOIl-
polarized Block Gated 

-.. 
• • 

.. \ ., . 
(Drawings] [Tone qualityJ 

A 0 - 0 B x 

A � B x 

A o----ft---o B "-

A o---±!f:--.o B 0 
A o----ft---o B O· 

not only vacuum tube amplifiers but also all kinds of amplifiers will be assured at single stroke due 10 the 

<lppcarance of Black Gate-N (PAT. PEND.) Some people question whether the NF for amplifiers should 

be used lightly or should not be used at all. However, this is an immature, absurd way of thinking. 

The great invention by Black in Ihe Bell Institute about one-half century ago is curiously limelighted again 

by the Black Gate-N. 

Because BG-N has the �ame peTfonnance as a plastic film capacitor having an ultra-higlJ 
capacity which is unable to realize, it does not reject t? sele� any usage such as NF in all electronic 

Circuits, bias circuits and coupling circuits. BG·N 16V lOOIAF, 16V 470lAF, 50V IOOIAF are suitable for �he 

circuit in the drawing, however, when the power level is small, BG-FK also has the same effect as these. 

(The above has becn
'�
proven using a cutting amplif.ier.) 

http://www.partsconnexion.com
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lelmax Technical Report No.10 Black' ..... Gat� 
New Audio Life with the Revolutional'Y Black Gate! 

The reports related 10 No. 9 (NF) 
Hnd No. 11 (Vil:l Drive) of the BG-N 
series have had a sreal impact in Japan 
as well as other countries Ihroughoullhe 

world. If this was nOI enough. wc have 

also caused another shock with our NF 
for nmplifitrs. We 3rc sure )'OU arc well 
aware of Mnrnntz #7. This prcampliricr 
is not new, but it h:lS had a great 
influence on many preampliCiers from 
that limc. The three-sluge negative 
reedback is perrect in this circuitry. 
However, the cnpocitors are not used 
reversely and existing ones would 
perhllps have a short life. Conse
qu ently, they cnn not exert even half 
their capability and their sound is 
completely unsatisfacTory. Notwith
�"\nding this. we (Ire a� tonished to see 
them always appetuing in the audio 

reviews. Impol·tont is Cl und RI in the 
NF loop. Cl completely controls the 
perfornwnce. In this connection, we 
want to change CZ to C4. The power 
source and heater must be changed to 

nG as a matter of course. After 

remodelling and finishing remodelling, 
the feeling of SIN's normul, resolving 
pow�r and tone quality are 
surprisingly excellent; therefore, there 

is no new prcamplific:r capable of 
competing with it. Also, here we can 
show rOll the perfect, powerful perfor
munce of NF lIsinl; nC-N. 

Next is the TR equalizer. This .. is 

u�cd as a low cost pre-main' amplifier 
main. It closely resembles normal 
preamplifiers. Changing A, nand C us 
shown in the druwings is required. 
Also, the most important is n, and 
htre the key to success is the NF's 
perfect operating ability. After 
finishing the above 

---

Marantz #7 Equalizer Circuil ' 

� �:.:: .. 

Cl: BG·N6 .. 3V470 .... F 
C2: BG·FK16V220 .... F 
RI: tontalum 510n 

lf2W 
C3: STLX200V 0.01 

eF 
C4: STLX200V 0.1 

"F 
cs: STLX63V 0.47 

eF 

Transistor Equalizer Cir.<;uit 

• 

remodel lin g. its tone quality will exceed the general level of audio tones . with 
difficu lty in discerning whether it is a Marantz or a newly remodelled onc. It is 
capnble of producing high quality genuine music. 

As shown above, llIack Gote is playing a leading role in this remodelling. WI! 
think that ynu ... cun also participate easily In this kind of remodelling. Get away 
from the normal sounds which are low in quality <lnu begin creating super sounds 
using Black Gate's new, innovation:d audio componcnt�. 

Thc�c above two arc only·· representative exumpJcs. We arc rend)' to provide 
you with superior components for all types of 'n'ud io systems. 

" 
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One Unit Capable of Attaining to Ultimate Localization and Depth Sensitivity" 
Black Gate NX VHa Drive 

Generally speaking, the sound of TR amplifiers is inferior 10 Ihat of 
vaCuum tube amplifiers PS regards localizat ion and depth. This is 
why there Brc still two unsolved points concerning the Black Gate 
series capacitorization. The first is that the NF circuit has 
unsatisfactory capacitors. This, however, has been completely 
overcome through the use or BG-N. The second Is the phase 
difference In t he input bias circuits ..... hil':h has yet to be solved 
up until now. As shown in Figure 1, �n all ampliriers, sil!nais pass 
through the positive and negative bias circuits and drive a pair 
of complementary TR. However, since the upper and lower 
electrodes have alwavs had an alternating phase difference for 
each bias circuit and are synthesized .... ithout correction in the 
olllplll side. input And output .... aves are ahvavs different; 
therefore, the above described Information from the signals Is 
greatly m issed. Furthermore, with the distorlion added by 
switching, a great reduction takes place. Countermeasures up to 
now were to adopt A class amplifiers and to change bias circuits. 
However, all of these were temporary measures and nothing was 
achieved. Returning to the basic problems, with the utilization of 
BG techniques, and with the concentrated power for the development 
of a super 10'" E.S.R., non.polar and non·di�tortion capacitors 
which allow the input hins circuit to he completely the same ns 
alternnting phase pouring, Jelmax, lit last, became the first in the 
world 10 overcome this difficult problem. This is the Black Gate 
NX. As shown in Figure Z, the unrealiz!,hle super Inrge eapadty 
film cnpncitors. that is, E.S.R. having surprising a one-tenth value 
in general electrolysis, have heen renlized. As a result, the 
problems involved in TR amplifiers hllve been solved in a single 
step. 
That is: 

• 

' . 

,. 
• • 

' .. 

� B'�! , G�Tt:' l , 
b . .;l V :. IJut' I 

(Reference goods) 

Figure L 

' . •. 
'-0 __ '--'-__ _ •. 

... 

'. 

-•. 

Cl ForNF: BGN SOVIOOF or 471lF. 

C, For bias shunt: BGNX 6.3V470�F 

or 6.3V2Z00IlF. 

Figure Z. Impedance and E.S.R. characteristics 

BG·NX 2200llF (YHP·4192A, AT 2S0q 

� 

(1) Black Gate series capac;torized amplifiers have a 
completely complementary action independent of the 
operating points and power, and SIN, information volume 
and power sensitivity are tremendously increased. 

, � i 

�"�� w . , 

(2) As a result of short-circuiting input 
switching diStOrtiOn disappears. 

at zero-impedance, 
, � '''�I& � , ' I 

An audio professional expert observing Ihis experiment of this o.ool':--'-LllllUL--1-LU. 
lOO IK 1011. amplifier was astonished, saying wl had the illusion, with the focal 

point in all voice Changes just adjusted, as if the announcer was 
right in fronl of me when listening to FM, as if I was the conductor, 

Frequency(Hz) 
'''' 

not just in the front seat of the slage when listening to an orchestra�. We have finally grasped at last the essential 
quality of amplifiers and conquered it. This circuit was named 'Viis Drive' circuit (vivid drive circuit) (PAT. 
PEND). After using tbis circuit with Neuman Co.'s CUlling amplifiers, a super analogue record which we have never 
seen before finally came into being. The long pending problem with analogue records was in the power amplifiers. 
With this new system, we can abSOlutely' provide records greatly exceeding COs for those desiring quality sounds. We 
welcome amateurs and professionals interested in true sounds. (It is necessary to operate idling for total SOH.) 

,. 
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lelmax Technical Report No. 13 
WHY SHOULD YOU USE BLACK GATE NOW? 
rLr'i[ vou should know mncrdislOnion noise of 

..:kClrolvllC C<l[):lCil0r.:;. Dry-type CilP:lcil0rs· 

h:I\�' a 1;lrgc COnlae! dl"tonlOn nUI)'c of -SO [0 

·J()U (113. WCI-lype c:lpncllors' £�ncr;llc I{)n-

l;I',,).'>CU diStOrtiOn 001:'1.,: of ;Jbou[ -120 dB due 

10 an eleCtrolytIc solution. These values are 

rOl;lghly sImilar 10 thill of semiconductors 

being ,lCIIVe corn pOllcnls . \Vhi l e resistors ,md 

oiher components gcncrmc <lislortlon noisc. 

Ihe Y ilrc far lower than the clcclrolyl ie disLor-

lIOn nOlsc. A ... electrolytic distortion noise is 

-Black Gate f K B 
50,1000" .� .. � 

..: .. u,('d by I he strutl ure oflhe corn ponen!, it has been considel"l .. d thut the i rnprO\'cmcnt orthc noise clli�n:ll.:terislic 

j, e.\trcmcly diflicult. So, dectrolytic capacitors have been produced with no suppression of the noise, W
,
hile the 

SIN ratios of acth'e components may be impl'o\'ed by a ppropriate circuil design ledmology,)\ IS im()(}Ssible 10 

Imrrovc Ihe SIN ratios of passive com poncnls inc\udmg C<lpacilors, 1 hIS IS onc O(1he mO':;1 imporwnI [>Oml'; 10 be wken 

IntO ;1(''Counl 1111 hc circuil design, Accord ingly, the lowt'r lilll ih orlhe \'I>eration!> or dl't'1 ronic appa rut us are aim Osl 

d,'lt'rulirll'd hy del'trolylic clIpacitors, 11 is bt'cau.se �ignals alwiJ)'s PiJSS Ihrou:.;h Wil'eS 10 he conlalllinalt'd and! 

or do:ledor'uted by the distortion noise ofdeclrolyticcapaeitors, To prevent signals fronr hdng affected by noise, 

it i, Ih'Ct'ssary to l1Iuke power noise fower Ih<ln Ihose with aclive Cf)l1Ip(HH:nlS by al lt:ast ,30 10 ·40 dB or mu!"e, 

On lhe b<JSIS o( Ihis concept, Jalmax hold started almost len years :Igo 10 develop elcclrolYI ic ClIP:lcilors 'IIming m an 

cXlfl'mcly low dislortlon noise llS low as -160 clB, Thl;' patented ide" is 10 prov ide u:d<ll;' IiIm wilh liquid contal't$ 

and also form declion transfer within separators (st'e the call1lo:.; for details), J<:llmnx bel ieves Ih�llhe approach 

IS only lhe way to reach the larget. Now, we have successful1v developed Blflck Gme. In the audio field, our common 

rer.:o:":lliliou have been con\'1;'1l1iomdly �s follows: the rl;'jecl;on of distOl'tiuIIs in 11 cllTuil i ncluding 1I('livl;' 

compollt'llIS I;'nahles clellr and high-quality sound 10 be ohlaincd, lIowever, Juhnax suhstilutl;'d IIhH:k Gale 

tapadlup; for all c\e('lrolyt ie capacilors at ladll'd tu lIIuplificl'!> 10 !,!rt'atty dlllllgo: t ht, suuud qua li Iy, �o good I hat 

nHl'" ]M.-Op\1;' aro: surprised with the minimum chiln:,:e in Iht· di,IIJ,'tion ratl;', This dCllrly pro\cd thal Ihe 

n', \,;.:nil ion i� illl"JlTe,'1 and Ihal the sound qualit� I!. dclo:nll irll'd by 111\'\0:\,0:1 of POWI;'I' Iltlbe, f-urthcrmorc, wc hlwr 

reCl'J\ cd a number o( repons in support of i31,Jck Gale from thr oughout Ihe country, Some of them say Ihallhe use of 

1l1;lc\.. G:l1cc:lpacilOrs allows calor monilors 10 have:1 fine colortonc, even;l pocket r"dlo m;lY rCIXlve bru<Jde<l!)ls from 

n:'I)1111\\ Ilk f-M .. 1:lthIllS, a normal CD p lCJycr can hc :-.upcnor 10 Ih:ll of lhe highc. .. 1 kl'cl In Ille sound qua111Y, Ihe 

hrn:I(lc:1'o1 from an I'M SI:ltIOn in Tokyo C'1Il he received In lIokk;lIdo, 1>upcr "n:llog rccon"h (.;:10 Ol" hc;,rd, "nd calor 

C:llTlcras m;ly t"ke pictures of fine quality in dnrk pl<l<.:cs, Whll lake Scc(lO(ll1esl whcn BI;lck (i,lle C,ln IClve vou the hc�t 

:1'. q(l:ililv, 'Dry'lype c�IP'lcilors include lanl<llum,n!uminum solJd, and organiC �cmlconcluClOr lypeS, 

WcHypc c;'p,lcilo'rs arc norm111 cicctrol.ytic cap<lci\(1rs, 
-------------------
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lelmax Technical Report No. 14 

Increase in Capacity of Power Supply Capacitor Cannot Always Decrease Sound Noise 

The SOT A Co., a high-gnldc pl:lycr mnnufaClur..:r in the 

U.s.A., said that, when Ihe 40,000 !-IF cupadlor (phOtO on 

left) for powersupply smoothing in DC drive of a lurnl:lble 
� hi .. -� 

was changed to l.IG·FK2200 !-IF, mnny chawclerislicsoflhe 

replflycd record sound, including the extraction ofthe hi�h· 

frequency range, sound quulily in tIlt: middle frequency 

range, sound rising in the low-rnquency r:lllge, power, 

separation, and depth, "ere greutly improved as wcll us 

a decrease in the cost Md every power supply would be n 

I31ack Gate in future. 1111: motors require DC power with 

minimum noise. It is because residuul noises causejitters 
• BI><k 0 ... h. � ..... oIoili'l' "'""' ,a.. 

10 occur and thejiner.; are amplified nnd replu)'ed of tens ....... <>I'O<''I'.r lO.ooo.,2 .. I", .. . 
.. � , ..... 0, ...... r .... , ,. ... , 

thousnnds or times throu::h the record caUSing a bnd 
'"!'PI, , .. HO·F", _0.1 •• 

� affect on sound quality. It is common sense to believe thut noi�es should he decreased u� �moothing capucitv is 
� 
� increased. nowever. this is not correct. With 0 normol electrolytic capacitor, ir the capacity is increased, the Ion 

noise by thl:: dectrolytic cnpacitor is olso incren�ed, 'und thus, the totnl noise cannot he decrensed over a certnin 

level. The level is about-l OO to-120 dB. (Audio enthusiasts Hrt' nOI smisfied with this vHlue, or the limit villue or the 

mensuring equipment). Because or no generation or such the ion-ca used distortion noise in itself, the Dlack Gate 

cnn provide a limit value Inq�er thon -160 dlh,.ith 0 cup::.citor us small us only one-twentieth that of 0 normul 

capacitor. Thc player eXflCriment described above gives us the following instruction. First, for very quiet rotation 

oflhe player sh::.ft, a power supply with the minilllum no be Is n:quh-ed nJther than mechunicul precision. Next, 

only the high cupucity or the pow!;:r supply cun not decn:nst' the noise no.· eruse uny contumlnution of sound 

informution in the ampliliers. This clearly tells us thn! lhe high capacily of <I power supply is useless for Hi-J'j 

amplifiers, while it has bcen a�umed as being common sense. Surprisingly, lhe humnn eM has the capability to 

correctly extr ... ct llny cont:lminalion io Ihe unmeasur:lble lev..:1 from sounds lLod evuJume sound quality. This fnet 
'. 

promiscs us the ap�:lr.mcc of new high-qualily equipment in not only thc <ludio field but !llso a varicty of olher 
., 

industries by using the flI .. ck Gme lhat delTcascs lhe inner' distortion noise in eleC1ronics equipment 10 nn eX1remely 

low kvcl which hltS nOI been re.lIi(:cd by other Iypes of cllpllcjtOrs. 
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lelmax Technical Report No.15 

Cnpacitors pia" a major role in prodllcin� hi!:h gU:Jlilv sound. However. capacitors of IQw 

qu:::llitv zlve only low qualitv sound. 

TIl� quality of whisky is in thl:! blend. Whcn blending wruSky. :1."; it i� 

different from om.er lhings. by blending good quality whisky with low 

qu::tlity whisky. the result is a whisky which is the same quality as ID!! good 

quality whisky. lllis is one of the special char:lcterisLics of whisky. On 
Lhe contrary. capacitors of low quality will give you sound of low 

quality, and even if you mix them with high quality ones, the outcome 

will still bt! low quality. OnCi:! sound is contaminated by inner 

disturtion noisl:, no m�lter what you du, Ihe sound will never cume up 

to the desired quality. The sound is permanently damaged by the use 

of these low quality capacitors. $0, it goes without saying that if you 

want high quality sound, you have to use high quality capacitors. With 
:.I conventional amplifier. eoch of the normal electrolytic Clp:lCIIOrS in the 

CIrcuit has its specific distortion noise depending on its internal suucrure, and fundamemally. the distortion 

n01S� cannot be ignored. Then. the distortion noise genenlled by anomer electrolytic capacitor is added [Q 

Itl,,' ,,'!ll'un to prudul'� I.:ompositl: distortion noise comfonable to one ears as a whole (this manipulation 

is l'<tll�d sound crl:<ltion). In other words. distortion is balanced by another at a lower level. Therefore, 

it often h:lppens that an electrolytic caplcitor h.igtily elevated for a certain circuit gives very bad results for 
another circuit. As a result. we are afthe same opinion with thl! aCme users, thOt the sound quality advertised 
never really comes up to lhe quality stated. The ntack Gate when not used with other low quality 

c(Jpacitors provides sound of unquestionable quality. Even with a standard audio system, maximum 

sound quality can be obtained when a Black Gate capacitor is used. The following table lists several types 

of capacitors classified as to whether they m<ly be used wilh lhl! Black Gate or nol. 

Ca.n be used with Black Gate Can not be used with Black Gate 

Polypropylcnc: c:J.pacitors Ordinary I!:leclIolytic capacitors (Wet-type) 
POlystyrene capacitors Dry-type eleclIolytic capacitors (t.'lmalum. aJuminum. 

Polycarbonate film capacitors semiconductor. and solid laJll.a.\um) 

POlyester films capacitors Multi·layer ceramic capacitors 

Lacquer film capacitors . Oil capacitors 

MeL'lllized paper capacitors Ballium tiunate capacitors 
Vinilfluondc capacitoU 

lh�,,· �u ut/'I�r nOHk�,r�t)lc c�p;.e'lor$ c�us'n� (JL<'On'On.lhou¥h 'he), do "01 h��c ".�I'I:. delt,n .. n1.:l.1 innuence on sound qu�lny uUrc 
(,.clruly'" c�pac"OIJ. They w.1l be Irsr.cd Oa anO\h�, oc�...,."n. 

http://www.partsconnexion.com
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Small, terrific, and remarkably highly efficient! 

Black Gate Super Small PK Series 

When electrolytic capacilOrs become smaller, distortion 
characteristic and clCClrUdc efficiency arc drastically reduced 
and efficiency of equipment also declines. However, Black 
Gate PK has high efficiency equals to the larger type. The 
adoption of BG-PK brings a significant difference compared 
with other small equipment. And at a quite low cost. 

[Advantages} 
Supcr low noise characteristic (-1 60dB), which i s  
superior to existing electrolytic capacitors (wet type, dry 
type). 

• Due to the electron transfer mechanism (PAT.). it is 
possible to communicate information without pollution, 
loss or deterioration. 

• Excellent power transfer efficiency and long life. 
• Applicable voltage range is wide and strong with pulse 

Wide temperature characteristics reach to -40'c. 
Lead wire is made of pure copper. Best material and 
mass production faCilities produce high-level quality . 

[Uses] 
For all kinds of small electronics such as small video 
cquipmcnts. digital audio cquipmenrs. communication 
cquipments. office automation equipmcnls. medical 
equipmems. ponable measuring equipments. 

3rd Harmonic Distortion of Black Gate PK 
The 3rd hannonic distonion. which is the largest distonion 
generated inside whcn 1 0kHz Signal current is passing 
through both electrodes of capacitor. figure shows the 
distortion characteristic which express the 3rd hannonic 
distonion against input by dB. The "electrolytic capacitors" 
are 30 to 40dB larger than other passive cor'nponents. This is 
mainly because of ion-caused distortion noise due la 
intemaJ electrolyte liquid and some non-li.nearity distortion 
noise. Ion-caused dislonion noise covers from the audio 
band to VHF band and due to its special characteristics. the 
lower the frequency. the bigger the noise is. As indicated by 
the curve in the Figure, when Black Gate PK is at 
approximately O.IA. which is the nonnal working range, this 
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has an amazing low-noise characteristic of -160 dB which is lower than the 35dB of the wet type 
capacitors (ordinary) and tbe 63dB of the type capacitors (solid tantalum). There is no other example 
of either active components or passive components showing this great difference. therefore, if Black Gate 
PK is used in a power supply and circuit clement. you will see that noise can be decreased remarkably. the 
SIN of equipment is increased and high efficiency is improved. 

For dimensions and, specifications. please refcr to the catalog. 

http://www.partsconnexion.com
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Ele ctrolytic C ap a c i t o r  D i s t ortion 
Reaches The VHF Band 

People tcnd to think that ion distortion is a phenomenon limited 
to audio equipment. This is not true. The problem also extends 
to higher VHF bands and beyond. A signal is always 
passing through a power supply. Whenever there a r e  
electrolytic capacitors, distortion n o i s e  occurs.  
This noise will  impair the receiver SIN ratio. U s e  
of the Black Gate (8 G )  capacitor in the power supply and circuit 
components of communications equipmems. televisions, tuners, 
tape recorders, medical telemetering transmitters and receivers, 
computers employing high-frequency clocks, and similar 
equipment makes it possible to eliminate unwanted noise and 
miraculously improve SIN ratios and overall performance. 

To emphasize this point we would like to refer to a report by Mr. 
Yamagami of Asahikawa City, Hokkaido. Mr. Yamagami prepared 
the following reports citing concrete examples of post·B G ·  
installation performance benefits in used electronic equipment. 
(The reports arc unchanged but pseudonyms have been used 
for the companies' names.) 

ST5000 FM tuner from S company 
I bought this particular tuncr nearly twenty years ago. 
Approximately a year ago, the tuner lost the ability to separate 

N o i s e  

stereo signals and r was on the verge of discarding it. Instead, r decided to give 
the B G  a try. After installing the B G .  I again had stereo separation. Additionally, 
overall sound quality was better than when 1 had originally purchased the tuner. 
Needless to say. it was a very pleasant surprise. When the local NHK station 
suspended broadcasting for the day, even residual noise from the modulator was 
audible. That gives you some idea of how much the SIN ratio improved after 
installation of the B G . 

• 601 00SL tape deck from T company 
From the time r purchased the tape deck, the sound imaging was poor and the bass 
sounds were suppressed. After a complete conversion of the tape deck to D G s, the 
Black Gate·rejuvenated tape deck performed beautifully. Not only was the sound 
quality dramatically superior \0 previous levels, but the separation and distinction 
of audio details was astounding. 

These reports call attention to the tremendous i m p rovement that can be 
expected with an complete BG conversion for new or used equipmen·t. 
They also demonstrate the surprisingly adverse errect that electrolytic 
capacitor noise can have· on any type of VHF equipment. This is also true 
for related equipment such as video cameras and VTRs. Excellent results have been 
realized here too. Powerful electronic equipment of this sort has never 
been available before. We hope that you will soon be able to experience 
the refreshing .�dvantages of Black Gate by installing BG capacitors in 
your own equipment. 

http://www.partsconnexion.com
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"Blind Sports in Electric Circuits" : The Electrolytic Capacitors 

Electrolytic capacitors i n  operalion lIsually allow a signal current to 

flow which ranges from several mA to several tens of amperes, de

pending on the places where they are used. It is unimaginable that the 

current amounts to hundreds of amperes even i n  small-sized strobo

scopes. There are a lot of people who still believe that the capacitors 

will work with impedance values officially released, and withoUl 

causing any electrical distortion. This is a serious misunderstanding, 

The so called impedance curves of ordinary electrolytic capacitors 

show the st:lIic characteristics gained on condition th(\1 any electric 

current does not now, and then there will be little dirrerence among 

Q) the curves for different capacitors; therefore the curves are not re· 

lated to the dynamic characteristics which will be obtained when 

electric current actually flows through the capacitors, are they? when 

a cert:.lin electric current flows, the maximum distonion of electric current will occur in the capaci· 

tors due to ion transfer, and so the slandard of E. S.  R. (Equivalent Series Resistance) is also 

important which greatly affects the flow of electric current (I1le standard is in force in the U. S. A) 
It is impractical and obsolete to use the current Japanese standards that do not include such a 

standard. There are a great many requests from university faculties for our catalogues. This indi· 

cates that textbooks do not explain ion transfer, causing engineering students to be taught wrong. 

We concluded this is a serious matter and it must not be left as it is; then we tried to explain the 

meaning of such an influential ion transfer and the problems of ion-caused distortion and de· 

creased power by illustrating (Technical Repo!1 No.18-B) the physical phenomena in the electro

lytic capacitors so that anyone could easily understand them We hope you will read them through 

by �11l means. 

http://www.partsconnexion.com
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"Dlind Sports i n  Electric Circuits" The Electrolytic Capacitors 

Input fl'��_ Oc""" ,,>, c�clJ"�c '"1',''''''' Output si�1lI11 w:'vc 

. " 
" . Tru� cathode ...,L"'. 0, oC::I..-

,,- --Anode -.---.--I :.------. Elcc lrolylc -�·,I_,--

El",,"" -'&Q&'--86h'f:f&'-/k. 
8&& Jt� !1M;. 
&'J&. && !J!f& 
M&. IS&' 861&. 

Aiulll ;nllllll - ' __ ___ _ 

·Ele<:lfUns rc�d, an anode oxide 
film In acroloan(';c w,th un mput 
)lgna] wave. 
'A InlC cathode is fomloo 10 con!;JCI 
wilh the oxide film in elecLrolYle. 
and becomes ionic comlu(';lIon bc· 
[wc,'n Ihe annuc and true c:.llllldc 

'Many small bays urc formed by c!I:hing arowuJ 
u.c wharf of the oxide film. 
·EICI;Lrons ride on boats (ions) al the "'hmf and 
aUII:.ncc slowly 10Il0l:11(.1 the opposite wharf 
(cathodc) (iun transrl'r) Ions aU":U1CC lllllt'h 
slower Ihltfl clccl1ons. The bays me cruwded 
wilh Ino muny bouls. and � large number of 
�Ieo,;trons miss boal.� or �rc dcl;,ycd (power
(I()wn and distortion occur). 
·111c s;gnal is innllcnccd by the ch:;r:Klcristics 
of ions. and also ions arc consumctl. 

Calhodc -

-Aftcr rcaching dlc 0PPOSilC 
whurf. electrons Slarl runnmg 
again. lIowever. due 10 large 
power-down ilnd de13y (,on· 
caused distortion). the OUlpul sig
nal is different fmm the inp.UI sig. 
n:,\. The larger Ihe power. the 
lilf,gel the ,hfkrence. lnsuluting 
mUlcrLiLls cnl\tu;ncd ;n the ck'(.:\!o· 
IYlc ohstruct thc muvemCIII of 
LUllS. 

Black Gale 
Input I 

Outrut 

f\ 
IItcrnatllmal p.IICn! ;'1.pllcd I 'Cl As ,gn;1 1 wavc f\s,gn:, " .Iye 

--I LJ\ , � True cuth()(Je ±..i,�  1 -\ [\ _ __ _ 

NI)I\'<':"ILtac\ 7.()IIC· 'LLb,t:'IIL:� 
� AI\,)de .' -- - --· ..... , ,7 [lecllIJlytc -----j'--- Cal l\()lie - ' 

El"""" --·!J!J,8n'k!ic!J!J!fc lk-:j< � 
. . .&!J!.-!J&k-&&;- SC.J& � El"",." 

!J&k 8& 88& � � �M& !!&  &3:& p,/>. C>. I;}ft, RPf:>;�� ;r.t.-.o-,' "7 _ a:-::- __ • -- I\.IUI1I,",wll 

tf!I& && � .. . . ··-MH? .fZ.1b -""-". 
�J<.JU� ��./\' t.ftJ;��\'-LP"'':;'''rJZ�;r,.1 :J /kfJk-' j le&, 88!k 

AhLlIIIll.urn --�______ , �.: "" -� !..� :...R.PJ). 

' [IC�!lons lea.:h an anOlle o.�l\k 
film III il��",dunce wilh an ,nput 
SI!)l\ul wave. 
·A uue e:,!ll<Kic is Cunned U1 a nOli· 
{'onl�(,'t 7.onc electrolyte which IS 
formed III contact w,th Ihe oxide 
film. and th.'(·lron Ir:LII�ft.'r IKl'WS 
toward iI ca!lIIJ(Lc. 111;s ') the nu.sl 
�'!)nlflc:ont l:hara<·t{·"st,.:s uf the 
BI..d,: c.�te 

Cuntiu<:tivc nanl':1c (Cr;opl\lte) 

.M:lny ,mall bays mc fonnoo hy clchin!) around 
Ihe wli:uf of Ihe o�id� film. just :15 an ordimuy 
ciIX·trolylil: cap:leitm. 
·Ell.'(.:tmns Jump over a shmt·distallCc llun·I:()!l· 
t:LCt I.onc «(),5 �UII) !Lt !IlL,: whUlf. and run on (he 
adpccnt graphile gr:lins without hrc�kin!) 
tanks. IIlWiUt! the l';,Il,oUc (l'I""lnm Iran .. f,·r) 
(hcluw .1(kHJ). Nu delay occurs at the wharf. 
sinc'c tx.ats (K>n.�) arc not used. 'n1<�rc is no in· 
fllll'rK'C of 'Ol\� :ijld nt) 11)11 clln�ul11ption. 
·The non·eonta�1 I.lme SCfVC� as an Important 
slIdtcr. shuttin!) out !lIC o�;de film (below 
6Odfl). conotlClivc grains Wld COntact noise (,11· 
ILL·low noise). 

'After reaching the opposite 
wharf «(.:athuoc), cltttmns run 
wi�1 �Ie same speed and POWl.'f lL� 
herme. amL an OLltput signal w,th 
Ihe same waveform as the input 
Signal is transferrcd. Therefore. 
the cilpaeLly uf 10CXlj..t of a l11ack 
G .. le corrc.�ponds to 5CXJOIl of W1 
ortLm.U'y e\c-ctwLyllc cap:,cillJr 
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lelmax Technical Report No. 22 

Capacitor 
extension 

performance 
of lead wire 

drops incredibly on 

When a capacitor is mounted on a 
printed circuit board, how is its 
performance changed by the 
printed c i r c u i t  p a t t e r n  
extending away from the 
capacitor leads? Until now, the 
answer was generally not known. This 
paper presents surprising data. 

It is generally known that an 
electrolytic capacitor's life is 
over when its E.S.R. (equivalent 
series r e s i s t a n c e )  v a l u e  
reaches double of its i n i t i a l 
value. With this increase of E.S.R., 
distortion of the electrical signal and 
lower dynamic range also occur. The 
figure on the right shows the 
straight path that p r o v i d e s  
o p t i m u m  c o n d i t i o n s  for 
capacitor performance. It shows 
that a distance of IS cm will be 
the limit of the effect. In the 
case of a narrower or a curved 
path, tbe E.S.R. value may 
double or triple. In r e c e n t  
digital equipment, i n  which 
clocks of 20 MHz to 30 MHz are 
often used in addition to direct 
current, the E.S.R. values jump 
d r a m a t i c a l l y  at t b e s e 
frequencies and capacitors that 
are only a few cm away have 
their performance cut to Dill. 

ESR (mO) 
� 

BGF 25V 10(\& 
Lead wire end: 53mo 
One side extended 
Measurement tool made by MCA" Co. 

I� 273A. ES.R. Meter, 100kHz 

• 

Circuit pattern: 3mm width 4O,.m 
straight line 

1���====::�======�'m�m�.�o=.F�.C=====:���� 

• 

I 

s , 0 , � 
Distance (cm) 

On the contrary, an example using a single 1 mm thick wire in the same circuit shows 
that there is almost no lowering of its performance. Twisted wires thicker than 
0.18 x 30 will also give the same good results. 

As a result, equipment running at speeds up to video band frequencies should use paths that are 
thicker, or they should be equipped with supplemental twisted wires alongside the 

paths. Otherwise the capacitors will not function fully at a sufficient level to be useful. In the case 
of equipment using frequenCies higher than the video band, even these measures are not 

sufficient. Special feeding devices which do not decrease performance and cannot 

be interfered with by other circuits might be r�equired for the wiring circuits 

themselves. Most of the problems in electronic equipment using h i g hly-integrated 

circuits are caused by the large decrease in the performance of feeding devices and 

the internal nDise of capacitors. The "Black Gate'" capacitor series only requires 

suffiCiently thick paths. Their performance provides incomparable super low noise, super low 

distortion, and they allow the best performance in all kinds of electronic 
apparatus. 

http://www.partsconnexion.com
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Improve CD player performance 
- Tune any CD player to produce the highest quality sound -
C D  players h a v e  become 
widespread. Digital s i g n a l s  
should be u n c hanged from 
the original when they are 
reprod u ce d .  N o w a d a y s ,  

. everyone knows that t h i s  
does not happen. However, the 
cause is not known a n d  
therefore many wrong steps 
are being taken to solve the 
problem. The largest cause of 
distortion of t h e  digital 
signals is  the e l e c t ro l y t i c  
capacitors. Capacitors change 
the digital signal voltage and 
phase to a non-linear form, 
a n d  they cause I a r g e 
d i s to r t i o n s  a n d  p h  a s e 
differences. I n  addition, another 
problem is jitter disk. In the 
power s u p p l i e s  generally 
u s e d  ( s h o w n  i n  t h e  
illustration) there i s  lots of 
residual noise and it i s  
impossible to supply t h e  
clean power required for 

Three termini Is 
series fecul . lor 

. ���hT3 
• 

50F<);Y2200" 

, 
D, I 

I 
0,-0. [!lll,-S' 009(SeO)ElO\I o'lcs<; 

S;l{lO '''�OlEl()\l o .. "p 
Po"-er supply or CD plllyer 

jitter-free rotation. Therefore, the disc cannot be read with great precision. Even' a turntable 
weighing 4 kg will have jitter if the power supply is noisy. Feather weight C D  
discs are very badly affected by this power supply noise. The current countermeasures 
to support disks from outside, which add weight to the housing. miss the point as badly as taking a 
headache cure for a stomach ache. Finally, the previously reported measure of adjusting 
the SIN point in the DIA converter is insurticient to solve the problem. All of the causes 
of distortion in CD sound can be tvaced to the electrolytic capacitors that are used. 
We used our Black Gate capacitors to replace the original capacitors in a low price CD player. After 
fine tuning the adjustments. the low cost CD player turned out the highest quality sound. as 
expected. The points which were changea are as follows: 
( I )  Installed a BG-FJ< (shown in the illustration) on the main power input/output lines. 
(2) Installed a well matched 80-FJ< 25 V 100 �F, 220 �F etc. on the motor driving circuit bypass 
line. 
(3) The D/A converter requires special care. Optimized with a BO-N. 
(4) For other circuits. BO, BO-PK capacitors are usually good enough. 
(5) For JXlwer rectifiers consuming less than 30 VAC. schonky barrier diodes are OK. Power 
supplies bigger than 30 VAC should be equipped with rast recovery diodes. (01 to 04). 
The improvements listed above have already been tried in audiophile shops in Japan. Hong Kong. 
and Taiwan. The result was many satisfied and happy people who know good quality sound when 
they hear it. 

http://www.partsconnexion.com
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Every capacitor that is connected to common power · 
supplies will be a source of contamination 
- It is a waste of effort to change only some of the capacitors in the 
circuits 

"Where we should u s e  
Black Gate capacitors to 
get the optimum effect?" 
We are frequently asked 
this question. 
People seem to believe that to 
i m p r o v e  t b e  h i g h  
frequency SIN ratio, only 
the capacitors in tbe high 
frequency circuit will 
have an influence on the 
SIN ratio, and that low 
frequencies are only 
influenced by capacitors 
in the low f r e q u e n c y  
circuit. This is, however, not 
true. Imagine that a power 
source is a pond and that the figures on the right 
show the effects wben a Single electrolytic 
capacitor is used in a cin:uit. The p o n d  
begios to be contaminated and gradually 
loses its transparency. Other known causes 
of this contamination are various rectification 
components, zener diodes, chok.e coils, 
resistors, barium titanate capacitors etc. 

Contamination of a pond: 
power supply, using 
cOQventional electrolytic 
capacitors 

Water ."'=,,--------, 
level � 

-00 

Frequency _ OH, 

Contamination of a pond: 
power supply, using 
Black Gates 

• Frequency -0"& 

However, the largest and most critical cause of contamination is electrolytic capacitors. As 
the number of capacitors used increases, so does the contamination. Electrolytic capacitors 
generate -80 to -120 dB of noise and they add 20 to' 30 dB more contamination than any other parts. Many 
people mistakenly believe that popular filters such as LC filters or CR de-coupling filters 
help to prevent circuit contamination. However, these filters actually have no effect 00 
power supply contamination. By the way, circuit engineers often use electrolytic capacitors in 
each section, in order try to improve SIN ratio of their apparatus. On the contrary, t h i s' 
increases the contamination and they should take note of this fact. Therefore, it is more clever to 
minimize the use of electrolytic capacitors. Furthermore, another important fact is that this distortion 
noise, added by electrolytics, c�oot be' . removed and it affects not only the level of noise, 
but it influences a wide band of frequencies from 0 to somewhere in the GHz range. When a 
signal is passed through a contaminated power source, the low level information is omitted 
and deformed so that it drastically ' lowers the apparatus' performance. This is the · true 
cause of lower SIN ratios. Black. Gate capacitors only add 1/1000 of the amount of 
contamination caused by conventional electrolytic capacitors and the use of 100 or even 200 
Black. Gate capacitors will not increase the contamination of the power source. Instead, any 
conventional caoacitors which remain in the power supply after Instal!jng Black Gates wjll 
continue to be a critical source of contamination. Reporters involved in electrical appliance sales 
campaigns say "This 1V set has an incredibly improved picture image quality. It is as if 1 could smell the savory 
odors from a cooking program," .These observations backup our assertion. The wide range reduction of noise, 
down to · 120 dB to · 150 dB, as shown in the figures above, make it possible to achieve the rich information 
signals that are indispensable to our life style. These signals convey thi[lgs such as position, depth of image. and 
atmosphere in audio equipment. They also provide clear, fine calor, stereoscopic images in video equipment. 
Clean power supplies using Black Gates are the key to dramatic improvements in the 
performance of electronic appliances. 

http://www.partsconnexion.com
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Unbiased couDling is a serious problem in circuits. (No. 1) 
- Black Gate capacitor applications: Our BG-N solves all the problems. -

Operational amplifiers (op-amps) are easy and 

convenient to use, and they are very often employed 

in analog and digital circuits. These amplifiers use 

bi-polar power sources and they have unbiased input 

-and terminals. However, this requires the use of 

coupling capacitors to remove the polarization 

caused by normal, IXllarized electrolytic capacitors. 

Sometimes non-polarized capacitors are used and in 

other cases polarized capacitors are hooked up backwards, or in series, to try and deal with the 

problems. These methods of controlling op-amps inevitably create significant problems with the 

signals being processed. 

Electrolytic capacitors are at their worst in unbiased operation under the following conditions: 

1) Polarized electrolytic capacitors only function as a capacitor in 'one direction. They work like 

conductors in reverse polarity. 2) In an unbiased operation the electrolytic charge is not a 

reliable factor, and the capacitor exhibits very low conformance with the signal. This is an 

unavoidable and fatal defect of ordinary capacitors in these conditions. So, besides the 

contamination of the power supply, which has been described several times before, the signal itself is 

subject to large non-linear distortion and phase distortions. 

BO-Ns (non-polarized Black Gate capacitors) do not contribute to these types of distortion. On the 

contrary, they offer the best performance among the Black Gate series. The internal construction of 

BO-Ns is absolutely and completely symmetrical and they function essentially the same as an· 
electron transfer. They are almost ideal capacitor with the following advantages: 1) Distortion is 

infinitesimal (·H50dB or better), 1I1()(x) O[ less that in ordinary capacitors. 2) The internal signal 

speed is 100 times or more higher than ordinary capacitors. 3) Their resonance point is even higher 

than equal-capacity film·type capacitors. 4) They exhibit minimum E.S.R. and very little scattering. 

Therefore, when used for zero·bias coupling, they provide the very best results. The number of 

applications for BO-Ns is huge. In audio devices: preliminary amplifiers, main amplifiers, 

microphones. compact disk players, and professional mixing consoles can all benefit. In video 

devices: TV monitors. video tape recorders, and TV cameras will show improved pictures. In office 

automation equipment.- modems are greatly enhanced. In medical equipment: EKGs, EEGs, and C�s 

provide cleaner, more accurate readings. Our brand· new BG-NSOVl f.l and BG·NSOV 4.7 J.I. can be 

used to improve th'e input and output impedance of all kinds of electronic equipment. Why 

don't you try these new, non-polarized Black Gates in your application? 

http://www.partsconnexion.com
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BG-N capacitors are very effective i n  grounded, 
negative voltage circuits 

Optimum design for use in cathode and emitter bypass circuits 

In the last issue, we discussed coupling circuits. This 
lime we will talk about the more common use of 
bypass capacitors in negative voltage cathode and 
emitler circuits. In negative voltage amplifier circuits 
the at-rest potential of the amplifier is zero. When 
vacuum tubes are used. the following circuit is 
appropriate (when transistors are used. an emitter 
bypass is capacitor-used), The original purpose 
of a bypass capacitor is to maintain a stable 
cathode to ground potential in an AC circuit. 
In real-life amplifiers, this cannot be achieved. To 
check this out, remove the bypass capacitor. and you 
should sce a decrease in gain. On the other hand. the 
signal quality will increase greatly. Theoretically, 
there should not be a difference in signal quality 
between circuits with and without a bypass capacitor. 
But actually there is. This is due to qualities in the 
electrolytic capacitors. Therefore, most ordinary 
capaci tors cannot be used. This is because the bypass 
capacitor functions as a common path for the input 
signal S I  and the amplified signal S2, which have 
opposite phases. This is really the critical point. 
Then, when NF is added, the bypass capacitor also 
functions as a path for the feedback signal 53. 
Therefore, the bypass capacitor is required to 

BO-N 16V 
BO-N 6.3V 

,. 
" 

"Xli" " ",", 

BG-" 
16V loo"r 

BO·N 16V 
BO-N 16V 

� " n ,. 

perform perfectly. The bypass capacitor, which is understood to be a necessary part of circuits, is key 
in determining the perfonnance level of an amplifier. Many people have made the mistake of discussing 
the good or bad aspects of circuits or the sound quality of units, while they are using imperfect bypass 
capacitors. If you want to design a circuit which uses bypass capacitors as large as 100 
micro farads, you can choose from f.our (4) types or Black Gates: BGPK, BG, BG
FK, BC-N. Black Gates are perfectly applicable under .any circuit condition. 
We cannot ex.plain the differences of each type and tell you how to use these capacitors in this short 
column. However, we recommend that you simply try them and check lhe sound quality with your 
ears. 
The designer of the Audible lIIusions 2B. an amplifier made in the U.S, tried our suggestion. He changed the circuit (0 
use four (4) Black Gate capacitors in place of the four of the seven (7) German capacitors previously used in the circwL 
This simple, low priced. nOC very high quality pre-amp was soon producing sound equal to the highest quality amplifiers. 
IAR applause excitingly. '1t is a very inexpensive pre-amp. you and your ears will be bappy with its music for the rest of 
your life:' 
We regret to say that he kept the original specifications for the other three capacitors so as he was 
unable to get literally the best quality amplifier in the world. High priced amplifiers with gorgeous 
outside panels and poor components inside are still being sold. But, not [or long time. 
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Television replaced with Black Gates is superior to any ordinary TVs. 

Wc chose several tens of people from many applicants who hoped to improve their 
televisions, and wc offered them Black Gates to replace all electrolytic capacitors 
inside TVs. Then wc asked to test them and sent us the reports about the resuits. For a 
while, Wc got a lot of reports one after another which were detailed and had rich ill 
contents. Wc arc not able to introduce all of them for lack of space, but there were so 
many kinds of improved television sets that cover almost all of TV manufactures in Japan 
and the types of them including old ones to new ones. Wc arc going to summarize them 
as follows: 

(1) About the clearness and the beauty of color, especially red is outstanding in 
comparison with onc in ordinary televisions. 
(2) The resolution is improved, and the amount of information IS increasing, moreover, 
there are some pictures superior to the monitors in TV stations. 
(3) The linearity from highlight to darkness is upgraded, therefore the ability of 
resolving half tones is marvellous, every picturcs on a lot kinds of TVs entirely bccome 
bright. 
(4) It becomes possible to receive the stations which was hard to receive before. 
(5) There is the sense of perspective appears on a picture for the first time, wc can see 
depth and distance in pictures. 
(6) The interlace becomes complete, and we don't notice the existence of scanning lines 
at aU even upon large�scale pictures. 
(7) Ghost, calor gap and blur arc decreased remarkably. 
(8) Wc can distinguish between not only a Iivc broadcast or a VTR of clectric waves 
transmitted on pictures, but also whether the quality of switched cameras in stations arc 
good or not. 
(9) With replacing inside capacitors with Black Gates, 12-year-old TV that is about to 
thrown out becomes better than new onc. The reporters believe Black Gate is a key 
component that IS given the highest priority over any other components. 

Above arc the results. There were about 40 to 240 pieces of ordinary electrolytic 
capacitors in each set, all of them were replaced with Black Gates. it took 30 to 90 
hours for idling, The more the pieces arc inside, the more the time takes. FinalJy, all 
sets became upgraded to the almost same level. 

* The reason why. as 1 explained, capacitor noise generated from any band in audio 
frequency to GHz rcaches 40 to 60db per each capacitor used in televisions, also the 
phase delay becomcs 11100, therefore if you replace 40 electrolytic capacitors with Black 
Gates, the noise will be decreased by 1600 to 2400db, the phase delay will be better by 
114000, it is extraordinary difference. There will be no information dropout, it means 
signals are completely reproduced by Black Gate. 

* A high-definition television is preferred recently, however, it doesn't make any sense 
from a transmission theoretical point of view to extend the amplification range or to 
increase the amount of information as the electrolytic capacitor noise left. First of 
all SIN ratio should be improved by Black Gate. 

-= .---� 
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Jelmaxl Technical Reporf No. 3 1  
Black Gate is the best for improving SIN of MRlICT IDSAlUS 

There is no rival in the world; super-Iow noise electrolytic capacitor. 

Most of the specialists point out that it's important to improve SIN ratio for upgrading 
diagnostic irnagings. All biosignals are amplified by an analog system, then they are 
digitized through AID convertor and are processed in a computer, finally J the si!,rnais 
will be an imaging or a hard copy. We can think of improving SIN ratio at any part in 
that kind of electrical appliances. 
It will be most effective that making improvement on inside each electronic cirarit 

constructing the appliance. The ooise lcvd of a semiconductor unit is ordinary about 
� l2Odb, but in fact, there is a large blind spot in each circuit. That is, when the 
amplified signals passing through an electrolytic capacitor in circuits, they are 
influenced by large ion noise (-80 to -l2Odb) of caps, therefore the low-level signals 
are dropped out or deteriorated. 
The reason is, the signals are 00 ions when passing through a capacitor, therefore it is 

an ion transfer instead of an electron transfer. The weight of an ion is much heavier 
than an electron, so they are delayed when going through an electrolyte, and also 
generated distortion noise. Therefore, the SIN ratio of both analog and digital signals 
become much worse. Moreover, the sound range reaches from the audio band to 1 GHz. 

On the otherhand, Black Gate is, (1) the distortion noise is 6Odb(Vl000) less (2) the 
internal signal spee<\. becomes a hundred thousand times faster (3) the power transfer 
efficiency is several times better. We used Black Gates for a CD player of low priced, 
it surpassed the highest grade one about performance. Also, we succeeded in making the 
receiver on TV bigb-definitioo about color and dearness, we proved bow temble the 
influence of ion distortion is! 

The .. CLT -1" , a distortioo measuring instruments having a oscillator and an amplification 
inside, has the highest sensitivity of Denmark made. The limit of measuring level was 
-16Odb, however, our company replaced the each capacitors inside with Black Gates, we 
succeeded extending the measuring limit to -IBOdb, it means the SIN is lowered by 2Odb! 
It shows Black Gate is necessary for ME systems that should be super low-noise. In 
1992, Dr. Sasaki living in Fukuoka, Japan, he replaced the capacitors in his ultra sound 
system with Black Gates, after that the system became so sensitive that he got the result 
of finding an early cancer. Therefore, We are sure that using Black: Gate is the best 
thing for great improvement on SIN ratio of ME systems. 

F�ure Third harmonic distortion of the 
Black Gate PK series -."- 0<, ,,,.. 
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lelmax Technical Report No,32 

Smoothing choke coils reduce the performance of 
amplifiers when yOU use Black Gate capacitors 

Good quality high fidelity sound cannot be achieved without removing 
the magnetic choke coils 

We have already reported that 
smoothing choke coils  will affect the 
performance of high fidelity 
equipment in Technical Report No. 
12. Since then, we have continued to 
received lots of questions from 
readers. Therefore, we would like to 
present the following cri t i e a l  
infonnation. 

The curves right demonstrate 
the distortion by comparing the 
pass s i g n a l  current level 
between the nearly equivalent 
resistance of a 200 mA c h o k e  
coil and an 81 ohm metal clad 
resistor. Although the choke coil 
always generates a lar-ge 
distortion of about -90 dB. the 
metal clad resistor has a relatively low 
distortion of -150 dB on average. The 
difference in these two levels of 
distortion is 60 dB, and the choke 
coil often generates 1000 times 
the distortion of the metal clad 
resistor. In other words, the 
signal deteriorates or looses 
- 9 0  dB to - 1 4 0  dB of 
inform a t i o n  after passing 
through the smoothing choke 
c o i l .  

Ibi'" bvrnonic di .. onjop of. Hn02thjn dloh wil Cll·1 
-. 
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Moderate and soft sounds produced by special vacuum tube amplifiers loose 
information. The information in sound is present at �120 dB in CDs, and at -140 
dB in analog eqUipment. Without reproducing these ranges, high fidelity sound 
cannot be said to exist. Use of BG-SKZcapacitors guarantees an accurate transfer of 
information at up to ·160 dB. Therefore, the smoothing choke coil has only 
negative effects on the sound quality and does not provide any advantage. 
Furthermore, magnetic coils such as coupling choke coils, input transformers, and 
output transformers have the same problem. However, only the output transformer is 
indispensable, and this is a weak point in vacuum tube amplifiers. Only a complete 
adoption of negative feedback can solve this problem, thereby minimizing the 
differences between vacuum tubes and transformers. By providing n e g a t i v e  
feedback from the secondary line through the BG-N, as shown in the circuit above, you 
can solve this problem. Vacuum tube amplifiers are still in use in Europe and the USA. 
However, smoothing choke coils have already been eliminated. 
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lelmax Technical Report No. 33 
Creating the ultimate CD players 

Successfully playing back the full depth of sounds by adopting 
Black Gate N capacitors in the heart of the amplifier 

The report titled "Improve 
CD player perfonnance" 
(Technical report No. 
Z4) has had a large impact all 
around Japan causing CD 
player manufacturers to begin 
using Black Gates in their 
CD players. We h a  v e  
received lots of reports from 
customers who reported even 
better improvement than they 
had expected. A m 0 n g 
them, some enthusiastic 
fans of Blacl< Gates 

, 

/ 

' 1  \ BO-N 16V3J" F 

J) BG-NSOV lOO/,F 

(l) 80-FK25vno"F 

! BG-FKI6vIOO" F 

.j) BO-FKSOV IOOO" F 

!I BO-FK3svnoo" F 

have requested a further upgrade to the ultimate level. In response, we have 
Immediately developed the super·low.nolse BGN-16V331' and used It to replace the 
conventional PC board mounted capacitor on the moylng mechanism or an 
experimental CD-'S. We also tested It with CD players made by other 
manufacturers. This capacilOf smooth .. the power supply to motors, lasers, play head amplifiers, 
and is the key to the performance level of CD players. Two weeks later, some independent 
experimenters excitedly reported that they could hear a greater depth of sound (a widened 
range In both front and rear) than they had ever heard (rom a CD before_ 
After them, we and other fans of BOs confirmed the fact One of the experimenters sold out his long

loved, separnte type amplifier made by "A" comP.","Y' after rIDding as an absolute dilTerence of sound 
quality. He found the comparison extremely. sinking. The birth of the u1timatt: CD player, equal to 
analog players. is very close indeed. The distortion genernled bY ordinary electrolytic capacitors is far 
too large to deal with various measures sucb as oversamPling systems, separalt:d structures, optical . 
fiher cables, and heavy chassis. Capacitor distortion simply cannot be solved by circuIt 
technology. It Is clear that only the way to solve the variety oC . problems Is to 
replace the capadton with completely non-dlstorllDg capacitors: the BI.cl< Gates. 
This fact Is very Important and It means that the Blacl< Gate can contribute greatly, 
not only to Impro'ring tbe performance oC CD . players, but also to the performance 
of digItal sIgnal processing devices that use disk shaped media, such as floppy disk 
and optical disk. The trend toward CD music software Is growing, and the hardware 
to play this high quaUty software must respond to this trend and provide perfect 
performance. In order to meet the requests from r8JlSy CD players and vacuum tube 
amplifiers employing Black Gate capacitors have recently been Introduced in the 
commercial market. Advanced audIo shops all over Japan are taking the Initiative 
and expanding theIr Unes to Include the highest sound quaUty as soon as It becomes 
available. Black Gate capacitors are cbanging tbe conventional audio map! 
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lelmax Technical Report No.34 

Evaluating Black Gate Capacitors 
Evaluations should always be performed against a standard; that is, 
against components that have the lowest possible level of d i s tortion 

A check of capacitor pcrfonnance can be atlempted by replacing only 
the capacitor lO be tested with one Blad Gale capacitor, IC<lving al l  of the 
other components intact. Then you can compare the performance 
difference before and after replacement. This evaluation method is called 
"bad components evaluation method.·" However, thiS method i s  
completely unsuited for evaluating the [rue performance o f  B l ack Gate 
capaci tors. 

Suppose that a complex electromc instrument contains 100 
capacitors, and that the difference between a Black Gale capacitor and an 
ordinary capacitor is 60 dB. Then. the overall performance difference that 
will be achieved by replacing just one capacitor is 60 dB x 100 (the original 
configuration) compared to 60 dB x 99 (with just one Black Gate). 
Clearly. we will not be able to see the superior performance of the Black 
Gate when it is buried in the distortion of .. 1I the other capacitors in the 
circuit.** I n  other words, you cannot pick out a c o l o r l e ss 
object while wearing colored glasses. 

Once we asked a broodcasting resenrch center 10 evaluate the performance of Black Gates. A 
technician simply replaced one ordinary capacitor with a Black Gate in a T V  camera in which 
hundreds of capacitors were installed. Then he looked at the results (coming from the h i g h  
distortion levels crealed by the OIher capacitors) and announced that no difference could be found. 
We're not sure that this fellow was ever able to conduct anv mcanin2fuJ research since he wasn't 
even able 10 see how completely inappropriate his testing method \\'as� 

So, what is an appropriate testing method for evaluating Black Gate? T h e  
answer is quite simple. First, install Black Gate capacitors i n  every location on a 
piece of electf'onic equipment and take your 11!easuf'ements. Then replace one 
Black Gate with a single ordinary electrolytic capacitor and measure a g a i n ,  
Compare t h e  difference i n  pel'formapce before and after, The resultIng difference 
will be dramatic. This demonstr'ation shows the real difference between Black 
Gates and ordinary electrolytic capacitors, And anyone will be able to see the 
difference because it is t h a t  obvious. Why so evident? Because, the distortion 
caused by 100 Black Gates is so small and the distortion difference between 
ordinary capaCitors and Black Gates (60 dB) is so large, that it  IS impossible to 
miss the difference in actual use. This evaluation method is called the "Iow-level 
distortion component evaluation method," I n  other' . words, you can find object 
with eve.n a faint col or when looking with transparent g lasses. This evaluation 
method is applicable to any passive component, such as wires, cables, resistors, 
capacitors, or rectifiers, Using H, it is possible to immediately verify the super
low noise distortion of - 1 20 to - 170 dB that even high-performance measuring 
tools cannot evaluate in a ch'cuit full of distortion, 

Therefore. everyone should always have components avai lable ( including 
capacitor's) that create the lowest possible level of distortion when evaluating any 
type of component. Low-distor'tion components make it possible to evaluate poor 
parts with extremely high precision, over a wide range of frequencies (0 to 20 
kHz for audio appliances, and of 0 to I GHz for TV equipment), Of all the 
methods for testing components, this one is the most cost-effective and accurate. 

All of the film capacitors (Twist L. Super Twist L. and STLX), and system wires (speaker 
cords, JPC coa.�ial c:lbles. and lead wires) we offer have been selected after being evaluated as the 
best o.,·ailable, using exactly this method. 

. v 

* For a table classifying lo\\' uDd high level distortion components. sce our TechOlcul Report No. 
1 5 .  . 

* *  For the report abOln cont:lminalcd sources, see Technical Report No. '25. 
- - --------���--
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lelmax Technical Report No.lS 

Black Gate is aiming for the performance of sapphires, king of dielectrics. 

Diamonds are the king of jewels. But, when considering jewels for 
their dielectric properties, sapphires are number one. As shown in 
the table below, the physical characteristics of sapphires are 
outstanding and their best feature is their superb characteristics when 
used as dielectrics. 
With most dielectrics the rate of dielectric lo¥, only gets smaller as 
the dJelectric ratio Is reduced. Howeve:r, sappnires are an exception. 
Although sapphires have the lowest dielectric loss of any substance 
on earth, their dieledric ration is approximately 10, which leaves 
them standing completely alone in the field. In other words, the static 
capacity per unit area is ex1remely high, and dielectric loss is super 
small, as low as 10 to IS AJV. Together with outstanding voltage 
proof, sapphires make the very best capacitor material and can be 
said to be the king of dielectrics. 
(Our company name "Jelmax" is derived from this idea of being the 
best among jewels.) 
Historically, electrolytic capacitors have been made of the same 
dielectric material, oxide aluminum. 
One billion capacitors are produced every month, and they are 
indispensable in all types of electronics equipment. However, 
the electrical characteristics of capacitors made with oxide aluminum as the dielectric are terrible 
'when you examine their distortion, dielectricJoss, signal transferring ability, and life span. 
The cause of this Inferiority in electrolytic capacitors comes from the ion transfer section 
composed of an electrolyte and a separator. 
Jelma'i. was the first to determine that this was the problem and they have relentlessly pursued the 
improvement of the ion transfer section. Jelmax's idea of improvement in this section means they 
want to reach the level of performance of sapphires and dramatically improve the functions of all 
types of electronic equipment. 
After a decade, Jelmax solved this difficult problem with a method no one had foreseen'" and 
introduced the "Black Gate" capacitor. 
The assumption that improving the ion transfer section would lead to dramatically improves 
functionality in elecuonic equipment was exactly correct. When Black Gates are used, ion distortion 
noise decreases tremendously. Analogue and 'dlgital audio appliances have been transformed into 
ultra Hi·FI sound machines and TV sets are finally able to reproduce extremely fine colors on 
high density screens. Many people inside and outside the country have recogniz.ed this fact. 
Now Jelmax is aiming to apply Black Gates to state-of·the-art Medical Imaging Equipment such as 
MRI/CTfDSAIUS. We believe that using Black Gates in this equipment will contribute greatly to the 
detection of early-stage cancer. 
"Black Gates" have come very close to , sapphire.like performance, compared to what is offered by 
ordinary electrolytic capacitors. Even so, there is room for improvement. 
Jelma'\ aims to come closer still to the perfonnance of sapphires in collaboration with engineers in a 
variety of fields. You can look for more developments in the future from Black Gate capacitors. 
* See catalog. International patents applied for. 

?hysiul 

characteristic 
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The relationship between the mass of vibrating component and network. 

In our Technical Report No.34, we introduced the reference amplifier; it is an amplifier 
replaced inside all capacitors with Black Gates. When you complete your handmade reference 
amplifier with all efforts, next, it's time to improve a SP system. Because the lOne quality 
of all sound systems depends on amplifiers mostly, therefore if you complete the reference 
amplifier, tbe tone quality should have been upgraded, so you don't have to be so careful 
what SP system you are going 10 make. U you would like to pursue a better tone quality, 
then it is the best timing to improve a SP system. The tone quality of SP system depends 
on a network, therefore it has a close relationship with each parts of L and C which 
constructing the network. 

There is a clear principle for satisfying your ears between the mass of a speaker's moving 
clement and the loss of corresponded each component. It's easy to understand if you think 
about the relationship between musical instruments and nticrophones: when the vibrating 
component is light like a nute, a capacitor microphone is suited for reproducing, such as 
recording, mixing, transmhting and announcing, because its vibrator is also light. Like 
this, a ribbon microphone is for human voice, and a dynamic microphone is for a low 
frequency instrument. As these ways, it's natural to change the kinds of using microphones 
to suit each vibrators. Now you are aware there's a clear relationship between the mass of 
an electroacoustic transducer part and the corresponded reproducing range. 
The same as above theory, there is a correlation between the mass of a speaker and a 

network as in figure 1 .  You will understand how to think this way: there's a difference in 
the each vibrating mass between actual musical instruments and the using SP· systems, 
therefore to narrow the gap as close as possible, we can choose which network we are going 
to use to get the real sound. 

After that, you can adjust a SP system by using the reference amplifier, then the tone 
becomes very natural and desirable. If you use not the reference ampli6er but whatever 
amplifier on hand, the SP system has to be adjusted to the peculiar tone color(ion 
distortion) of the amplifier, therefore the tone color will not suit to other amplifiers 
completely. Normally, a network is constructed by the combination of inductance L and 
capacitance C, so we can choose how large or small of the each loss, if you comhine both of 
them properly to make a network, you can control the lo'Sses. Finally, you will achieve the 
sound that everybody will be satisfied with no matter how different the characteristic of 
speakers' vibrating component. 

In conclusion, the reference amplifier with no distortion noise must" be the fundamental . 
for reproducing music. 

Table l' 
reprodu..::ing 

speaker vibrating mass nelwork range 

high heq. Iweeter small loa smaU 

/,. 
middle Ir«l. squawker .!pitkl1e loss middle 

low Ireq. woofer large loss large 

/ 
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DISTORTION GENERATED BY A CAPACITOR 
- Except Electrolytic Capacitors -

All the electric devices greatly affected 

You may mutter to yourself, "Is distortion 
generated by a capacitor? r have never heard 

about thaL" Thal kind of story has neither taught 

in school nor prescribed in lIS standards. There is 

nothing more important that this fact in the field 

of modern electronics engineering. As shown in 

Fig. 1 ,  a capacitor is made of a pair of electrodes 

Pl,  P2 and a dielectric £ interposed between the 

electrodes. As shown in Fig. 2, when a signal is 
suppJied to the capacitor, the dielectric ex
pands and shrinks as all kinds of dielectrics do 
and exhibits a electric distortion curve. The 
curve is similar to a hysteresis curve of mag
netic material. Dielectrics generate a .Ioss and a 
lot of harmonics due to the non-linear curve. 
That is what a distortion of a capacitor really is. 

The distortion has relative relationship with a loss 

tan b. The level of the non-linearity of PS. PP, PC, 
PEr, paper, PVF, ceramics and laminated ceram-

Fig. 1 
Fig. 2 

VOltagetdh - + 
, . - i 

Displacement 

ics becomes larger in this order. Although an eleclrOlytic capacitor is located at the position follow

ing the paper in the order of the non-linearity, a detail description is omined in this report. 

There is a big difference in the distortion of as high as more than 60 dB (1000 times) 
between titanium capacitors and styrene capacitors which are widely used in tuners or high 
frequency apparatuses. The figure of SIN can be improved by more than 10 dB by simply 
replacing all the titanium capacitors with styrene capacitors. You will recognize at last that the 

distortion generated by capacitors is greatly important by this fact. 

CfL41 is an only method for measuring the distortion in which the third harmonic distortion of 

an input signal is directly measured by supplying the pure input signal JX>wer having a frequency of 

1 0  KHz to a capacitor and is capable of directly reading the dB valtie of distortion generated for a 

given input. Although there are some articles describing that the distortion is measured by using an 
ordinary distortion gauge, they are, however totally meaningless since it can not measure electric 
power. 

As stated in the last report, the distortion (an ion distortion) gives a great innuence to electron4 
ics circuits through which a signal passes irrespective of whether the distortion is analogue or 

digital. 

Sound quality of audio amplifiers is almost decided by the distortion of the capacitors which 

give a decisive influence to digital circuits such as CD players. It brings about impurity i n  the 

colers reproduced by color signal circuits of television sets adversely affecting the reproduction of 

pure and beautiful color pictures. Finished capacitors must be selected carefully for use with re

spect to their structure, lead wires and other elements because these elements also have relatively 

great influence to the generation of the distortion. 
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How will E.S .R.  beceme? 
When capacitor is connected in parallel 

" 'It's a troublesome question. , 
______________ --, 

Perhaps few people can give an immediate answer to 
the question above. because there's no standard about E. 
S.R., Equibvalent Series of Resistance. Suppose each E.S. 
R. of these two capacitors C, and Cl are r, and Tl(see 
the figure), 

(l)Combined capacity Cr=C, +C2 --Anyone knows this. 
But the question is combined E.S.R. r r ,  that's not easy. 

(2)rr = [--'-' -]' r, + [---..£.L..]' r • .. . . . . . . . . . .  (A) 
(:, . C1 c • •  t: · 

On condition that two capacitors are equaJ, 

rr ... ...!.!... + � ·····································(B) 
, , 

Normally. there's few possibility that both a capacitor 
and E.S.R. are cuctly equal in the expression (B), so 
E.S.R. will become worse than balf from its original 

Unconventional high-performance 
electrolytic capacitors 

" BLACK GATE" 
when a capacitor is connected in parallel. 

0 
(3)Next, when .. n" pieces of equal capacitors are connected 

in parallel, ' c :;.-; c, 

rr_(+]'( r, + r! + ' "  . rn) .. . . . . ... ........ (C) E.S.R. : n  E.S.R. : n  

[f capacitors are not equal, we will caluculate this by using the expression (A), that makes 
us rather bothersome. In conclusion, it won't become 1/n of E.S."R. of one piece of capac
ilOr, but will be pretty bad. Moreover, the condition of E.S.R. will be even worse because 
we have to consider about lead wires and wiring patterns. 

E.S.R., Equivalent Series of Resistance, shows efficiency of capacitors. 

E.S.R. = tanoXinpedanceZ=+ 
Q is same as a coil's Q. Therefore, the smaIier it is, the bigger the power of suppressioh 10 
noise will be. To make E.S.R. as small as possible, many circuits are connected in parallel 
in power supplies (or smoothing use, however, their ripples and noises are about 100 mY, it's 
not small at all. So we can hardly say they're direct current. There's a great mistake! 

In the U.S., noise pollution has been occured, and Japan is following that. Switching 
power supplies have spreaded over every field of electronic equipments, therefore, (0 solve 
this problem is of primary importance for high-technology. 
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What is the secret of Black Gate K • senes 
It's essential for pulse transfer of ultra-low noise 

Recently, not a few amplifiers, CD players or videocassette recorders get improved 
drastically to be ultra high fidelity with Black Gate K ' -series such as BG-FK and VK, 
etc., and this trend has been spreading rapidly all across the country. And there is a 
question we've been asked, what is the structure inside. On this occasion, we'll make 
public the structure which is difficult to understand for even professionals. 

FIGURE 1, when applying AC voltage e to a rectifier D of a rectifying circuit, 
rectifying voltage of hall-wave is generated at output side, and because of the absorb 
effect of an ordinary semi-<:<>nductor, transient voltage !'? about 1 V is generated. 
Forward direction S, is smoothed by the capacitance of electrolytic capacitor T, however, 
backward direction S, passes by the electrolytic capacitor and flows into a circuit L. 
As you are aware, an electrolytic capacitor can block only one direction of the current, 
and it let the opposite direction 'passes through. The output voltage E seems as if it 
were a complete DC under wavefoIrn observation, in fact, it includes ripple noise of 
mixed S, therefore the circuit's SIN drops. Moreover, when the wave fOIrn . of input 
signal is pulse, the noise becomes larger. That is how SIN deteriorates when pulse is 
transmitted. 

The K series has shutting wall of oxide layer at negative electrode, and the wall 
blocks backward voltage up to lOV at its peak, it means it is sure to operate as 
non-polarized completely until AC lOV. Therefore, in the case of BG-FK 35V 22OO,uF, its 
blocking ability is equivalent to 12,OOO,uF as smoothing capacitance, for example. 

Thanks to such incomparably large capacities, reverse pulse is cancelled completely. 
Because of the patented structure which can smooth both of positive and negative pulses 
perfectly, Black Gate K -series keeps noise level under unbelievable -16Odh, it is 
generated from a power supply. This is the lowest level in the world! 

Our company put on sale the epoch-making BG-K series since 11 years ago, but we had 
already invented its theory even 20 years before. We foresaw super low noise transfer 
in such old days. Needless to say, this is unique product on earth. 

Aa electronic equipment which operates. pulse is a main stream in .  the field of 
infoImation equipments such as COs, TY;s,'> and digital signals deteriorate or fall off 
drastically while it's transmitted, this is the fact that nobody couJd . before. 

In K-series is indispensable to resolve n FIGURE 1 
:: :�: 
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IJelmax Technical Report No. 42 

.1;(. The New Year's Topic 'if. 
The relationship between traditional craft and high technology 

.. Ki Hacbijo" ,tbe Japanese fabric led Black Gate to complete. 

20 years ago, I ,  the inventor of Black Gate, was gl��d to the tele�ision of which 
pr�gr

,�
m ."

is about .. K.i-�chij�" . the traditio�a1 dyed �abric -,?rod
,
uced in Hachijo-island. 

l?-is KI means �ello
.
w. Its chl�ese character IS Jt .  Ki-hachiJo IS woven by silk of two 

different colors which IS dyed with yellow and black. It is so unique and modern that we 
can call it onc of the traditional masterpieces. Especially, I was paying attcntion to 
the '!'lay of dyeing the BLACK color, which had the original method. First, soaking the 
silk in the peculiar mud of the island, then stamping on it again and again to make the 
equal-sized fine grain of the mud join into the silk for coloring. The mud stuck to its 
fiber, then once it was dyed it never faded, moreover it would be rather bright with 
washing. . 

I was very impressed, and 1 believed the success of Black. Gate. Because I had wondered 
a bit whether the graphite fine particles were able to stick to the separator. Against 
my expectation, the certain grained fine particles stuek. firmly to the fiber of the 
separator and it keeps steady like " J<.i-Hachijo" , then Black Gate compJeted as the 
greatest electrolytic capacitor in the world. 

The black carbon graphite particles are distributed equally in the separator between the 
electrodes, it becomes just like a gate electrode. Moreover, the graphite changes a ion 
transfer into the remarkable it accelerates the internal 
signal speed to a Also it reduces the ion 
distortion noise to makes power transfer efficiency rising up to the 
several times than before. This ' the real Black Gate, its effect is so overwhelming 
that anybody cannot expect. For instan.ce, A V sets become super Hi-Fi, CD players 
perform marvelous sound, TV pictures will be so clear that we can obtain so much 
information which we were never able to get before. Every element is up-graded, and it 
proves the real performance of Black Gate. A most remarkable point is, we can never get 
such wonderful result �ven if we change circuits mechanism or replace other compopents. 
The all you need to· do is replacing ordinary 'electrolytic capacitors with Black Gates, 
because the difference of the distortion between them is so enormous. From this point 
of view, we can say Black Gate is the ultimate weapon to win the high-technology 
competition nowadays. 

FinallY,l'd like to 'thank for the people .in Hachijo-island. I'm proud of this invention 
is based on the Japanese traditional craft. 
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lelmax Technical Report No. 43 Black� =========";""'==�;;""' III=..-Gate 
Is BATTERY ideal power supply ? 
The weak point of ion transferring power supply 

Whcn there was a question as above before, I remember some people who know about 

electrici ty well answered " yes" . I guess not a few people still believe so. However, 

the right answer is " NO" except it doesn't have a ripple. For confirming this fact, we'll 

introduce the easy test anyone can do. First, connect a film capacitor of l OJ-I-F to 

batteries of a portable radio in parallcl(makc sure you take away an ordinary polarized 

electrolytic capacitor beforehand when it's connected in parallel in the radio). Then 

you will notice the tone quality becomes better at squawker to tweeter, but. you feel it's 

not enough. Next, connect an ordinary polarized electrolytic capacitor of 6.3V 2200jJF 

instead of the film capacitor, but the result is almost the same as the film one. 

FinaUy, connect a noo-polarized Black Gate NX 6.3V 22OOpF. After an idling of enough 

c:: time, you will be surprised the tone quality becomes great and Hi-Fi at all frequency 
c 
o bands, you can hardly believe it. In short, the signals at all frequency bands flowing 
<.> 
.. 

• 
.. 
0. 

in a bauery arc bypassed and distortion Iloise is decreased remarkably. Non-polarized 

Black Gate is the only onc capacitor that can transport AC signals to work perfectly even 

under DC potential. 

On the other hand, if signals run in a battery 

directly without through a capacitor, 

( 1 )  a battery is a power supply of ion transfer, 

thercfore it radiatcs ion distortion noise. 

(2) a battery is also polarized, so it becomes 

non-reciprocal characteristic and it also 

radiates nonlinear distortion. 

. , 

(3) ion electricity has frequency nonlincar 

characteristic, thcrefore it also occurs its �tortion. 

Even in electric schools nobody teaches these facts. it's natural that many peoplc tcnd 

to think a battery is an idcal power supply. In fact, it has a lot of distortion 

radiated more 6Odb(lOOO times) than Black Gate or film capacitors. it is faraway from an 

idcal capacitor. Of course ordinary electrolytic capacitors arc also ion transfer and 

gencrate distortion of which amount arc just a little bcttcr than batteries. 

In conclusion. Black Gate is the best capacitor in the world because of electron 

transfer. 
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Semi-Conductor Stabilized One is Ideal Power Supply? 

Black Gate makes it perfect put at in & output sides 

Continuing from Tecbnical Report No.43, we're pursuing a higher graded power supply. People 
misunderstand some extent what is semi-conductor stabilized power supply used a lot ID 
various kinds of electronic equipment. That is, a stabilized power supply doesn't need a 
bypass capacitor or it's enough the capacitance is small because of its low impedance. In 
the case of semi-conductor, the conditions (1) and (3) in the Report No.43 do not apply to 
since semi-conductor doesn't have ion, so its quality is better than batteries on these 
points. However, for the condition (2), since a sem:i-conductor is polarized, it becomes 
non-reciprocal characteristic toward AC, therefore it cannot help generating DOn-linear 
distortion. The noise level of the power supply with it becomes about -120db. this value is 
almost the same as an ordinary electrolytic capacitor, so we caooot tell the quality is 
particularly good. 

In 1984, we had the golden opportunity which making the above problem came to a conclusion. 
'That was, replacing all electrolytic capacitors inside of a SX-74 which was a weD-known 
cutting 3Dlpli6er made by GEORG NEUMANN GMBH in German, with Black Gates. The figure belo· 
shows a power supply of the driving amplifier, and its output bypass capacitor was very 
smaU(10,..u.FJ at capacitance. With the manufacture's consent, we probed into the amplifier for 
the first time which had been standard aod reference. Because of its space restriction, we 
used BG-FK 35V 47quF which was about 50 times as large as an ordinary cap which had been 
located there. We didn't change input side. In order to compare the difference. a record 
was cut each before and alter the replarement respectively, and after that we had a listening 
tesL " TannhauseI" had been chosen as a master tape. 
The result was drama1ic. The record which was cut after the replacement, means the one made 

by the amplifier with BG-FK, was superioc to the other one on every aspects, especially the 
sound stlging were overwhelming. It was so great that could never get from a CD player. The 
fact impressed even professiooals, and we heard someone muttered he wished if he had known BG 
10 years before. The idea which bypass capacitors were uooecessary for a stabilized power 
supply proved incona.1: at all by Black Gate. 

A number of analog records have decreased sharply and COS have become more and more 
widespread for more than 10 years. Our company has announced repeatedly in the Technical 
Reports*, a stabilized power supply using BG-FK. BG-N is overwbehningly superior to the one 
with other electrolytic capacitors by wide margins, and as you are aware, even a cheap CD 
player will be e.ceIlent in quality with them. 

In oooclusion, stabilized power supply with Black. Gate having enough capacity at both input 
and output sides is an ideal power supply at any of characteristics such as SIN, distortion 
or phase, 00 matter it is used for whether analog or digibl. We highly recommend you to 
choose these Black Gates. 

*=Please refer to Technical Repon No.24 
." . .1> . . ,  

. Stabiliud. Power SuppI;J Cittuit �'1rV 
i : , 'r.t.' �f:-Elq. . 
.:� Di 1 . ;' : �, '.it Wo. • 
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lelmax Technical Reporf _ No,4(i _�l��� 
The Essence condensed in merely 50fm of Electrolytic Capacitor 
Caps must take off a heavy jacket that blocks the transferring infonnation! 

A dielectric on anode electrode .in an electrolytic capacitor is an extremely thin 
aluminium dioxide foil of about lOA thick. Making cathode electrode on this side 
directly without noise is impossibIe because dioxide aluminium is insulating material, 
so it has to be created with capacitor paper of 5O}tm thick that is impregnated with 
��. You may think 50fm is very thin, but it is 30 thousands times thicker than 
dielectriC. -' 

Moreover, the pass road is ion transfer so signals go sluggishly: It is like 
scratcbing one's back over a thick jackeL--, Therefore infonnation signals lose their 
majority while they transfer from anode to cathode electrodes, and the phase and power 
decline. People should have known such an important fact earlier! --' 

For example, an audio signal as infonnation source which decides tone quality of an 
amplifier has countless frequency spec1nnn and low level componeiIt that reaches as well 
as -14Odb., Both of them drop out and deteriorate again and again and become poor sound 
in separatOr between two electrodes wbenever the signals go through a capacitor. 
However, no instruments can measure such transferring condition in real time except 
human ears. In the case of imaging infonnation, luunan eyes are only ones to act this 
role. 

Black Gate has great ability that changes inside transferring system from ion transfer 
to the Transcendent Electron Transfer. Signals are released from ion and speed up so 
tremendously that the thickness of 5O}J.. m of capacitor paper(separator) becomes 

. substantially zero, so the distance between dielectric and cathode is sbortened by 
11100 : it becomes merely O.5J= in BG. 

Such complete change coo!iibutes significantly to the improvement not only on 
distortioo value and phase characteristic, but on the amount of information: it betters 
more than 1000 times larger than that of an ordinary capacitor. A number of old 
amplifiers, televisioos and low cost CD players all over the world have revived one 
after another by replacing Black Gates and they surpass hraod new sets in tone and 
imaging quality because lost infonnation comes back by alack Gate. Therefore we can 
say it is totally wrong to use a distortion meter or a cross modulation meter to jodge 
tone quality. 

Although the dielectric in Black Gate is located extremely close to cathode electrode, 
there was still a distance of 100 times wider than the thidrness of dielectric. If 
this problem would be solved, the performance would improve unlimitediy. 

Therefore, Jelmax made every effort and resolved the problem. This is how Black Gate 
N series, the first completely non-polarized capacitor in the world is born. At last, 
we have created the best capacitor ever. 

Drdina!y Electrolytic Gaj?adt()( 

11 - -
-- - - - _ .. - . -.-

, 
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!elmax Technical Report No. 47 
The Idling Process of Black Gate 

It is completely different from Aging, NOT confuse them. -Important item-

About the idling. we have explained it in our cataiog and reports in magazines, however. 
some BG users arc still confusing it with �. Now, we are introducing the " idling" 
once agaIn. 

What is the" Idling" ? 
It i�n process which only Black Gate can do. The capacitor paper so 

far is a mere separator of an electrode. 
We decided to make use of the capacitor paper as a path of an electron transfer on a 

cathode side for the first time in the world. Everyone had thoQght it was untouchable. 
However, we achieved a remarkable result since this is the essencc of Black Gate. In 
short, the idling is, making a patent structure separator to be completed as the path of 
an electron transfcr. On the other hand, the " �' is the process of repairing the 
several cracks on the oxide film coating over an anode foil when just before the 
capacitor is completed in factories. This repairing means to put DC voltage to an anode, 
therefore you don't have to rc-aging at all for high quality products, such as the ones 
using Black Gates. 

As described above, idling and aging arc totally different in their technology and 
purpose. We'd like you to not confuse them. 

�.c.!�_�.c.!_!�A� 
Black--ti'aTe--fs-Tfic' only onc that can activate inside of itself. How to do is, let it 

work in audio sets after fixing, then put the DC voltage and signal current which is 
occured in the circuit at the samc time(you'lI put signals only if there's no DC in the 
circuit like SP network), the cathode of Black Gate starts to activate gradually from the 
high frequency band, then it spreads out the middle to the low band. 

The idling operation grade varies according to the size of the signal level or 
frequencies, but it will be completed after 30 hours. This condition will last almost 
permanently unless you change the operation environment. It took 0.5 hour to complete 
this in case of large current such as a SP network, however, it took more than 1 month 
where the very weak signals running in a pre or head amplifier. Therefore, you can 
shorten much time if you do the Forcible Idling Process at first. How to do is, putting 
the more level of signals for two or three times than usual, then turning the level back 
to the regular onc after 3 hours. This might be a good idea, but we recommend the 
normal idling process. 

Come to think of it, whiskey takes 25 years, brandy and wine will take even 100 years to 
become mellow, so their lovers are waiting for it calmly, with the passage of time. If 
you are going to enjoy the masterpieces of music written one or two century ago as a 
real sound, you can wait for just a 1 month, aren't you? If not, you may not suited for 
an audiophile! 
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lelmax Technical Report No. 4 8 
Question: when the Leakage Current (L.C.) is small, is the nOise also small? 

You can make superior sets if you understand the all functions of the capacitor very well. 

U there's an Question as above, 70% and 50% of engineers concerned each the set makers 
and the capacitor makers will answer " yes" I however I the right answer is .. NO" . The 
capacitor which has the smallest L.C. value is a dry-type electrolytic capaciLor, such as 
a tantalum, aluminium solid, organic semiconductor and conductive plastic. Moreover, 
they arc also good at impedance aOO E.S.R. characteristics. therefore we tend to think 
their noise are probably small. However, the dry-type one of which conductor contacts a 
dielectric directly as an electrode always cannot help radiating a cootact noise. For 
example, a tantalum generates about -8Odb of distortion noise which is the worst level in 
the all kinds of capacitors, therefore it isn't suitable for high-quality audio sets. 
Thus, such large noise level is sometimes larger than the level of the signals. Many 
people will say, " I  didn't know that, so why such bad caps have been produced still?" 
The reason is, there is no any official reference for ooise level of capacitors at 
present. This is the result of neglect and indifference of the capacitor industry. 

Recently, one maker announced the above type of capacitor as a dream wonderful 
capacitor, or one major company started using aluminium solid capacitors for CD players 
entirely which dealing with the low level -l2Odb of signals. The result was miserable, 
we guess their designers didn't ootice wby the tone quality was so bad. The present 
level of knowledge about capacitors is mere like that. 

In comparison with the dry-type, an ordinary electrolytic capacitor(wet-type) is certain 
to have larger Leakage Current. This current is generated when the anode oxide film is 
rcfresbcd in the electrolyte, it's unrelated to the signals. However, pure direct 
current and ooise are never happened. Therefore, the total noise level is 11100 less 
than the dry one even though wet one radiates ion distortion noise about -12Odb when the 
signals run inside. 

However, the large leakage current is not good because it effects an input circuit of 
high-impedance, therefore we designed the L.C. of Black Gate C, for coupling capacitor, 
make smaUer than ooc of Tantalum. On top of that, even the distortion noise is smaller, 
1I1000(-16Odb), and there is DO shock noise. The cost is reasonable, it's the best 
coupling capacitor in the world. 
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lelmax Technical Report No. ,49 

The birth of Black Gate-Nonpolarized lOOV 1330rF, high voltage and high quality 
A wonderful news for vacuum tube audio fans and for the transmission of �.V. &data signals 

We got a question from an audiophile who use a 300B vacuum tube amplifier as his 
favorite. He said he was satisfied with this which capacitors had been replaced with Black 
Gates, because he got a real quality. Even so, he wondered if he could find any room for 
improvement. Its circuit was a conventional fixed bias system, therefore we advised him to 
remove a power source choke coil in order to change to a self-bias system. Then 
recommended using BG-FK lOOV lOOpF because tbe bias voltage was high. The result was 
good, Suddenly, I remembered the trial manufacture version of BG-N lOOV 33Ct'F, so I 
asked him to test this. A few days later, he gave me a reply in an excited voice that he 
was amazed because he never heard such wonderful sound. Why the tone quaJity was so 
improved? 

BG-N is the best bypass capacitor, it's like a film capacitor of sueh large voltage and 
capacity that is impossible to manufacture. Now, you'll understand. This is the super 
technology that only Black Gate can reali�e, there's no other bypass capacitor makes such a 
high bias tube can operate perfectly at present. We put on sale the BG-N at our customers' 
strong requests. The self-bias 'sYstem of a vacuum tube is far superior to the fixed bias one 
about important factors, the tone quality and SIN ratio. We'd Like to recommend the 
8G-N for everyone who are looking for the best tone quality . 

Would you please look at the figure 1 .  The circuit is a DC flashing, and you don't need a 
hum balancer, but you have to use a fixed-resistance in order to protect its filament. You 
need to make each tubes connect to the different BG-Ns' when you make a push-pull circuit. 
BG-N lOOV 330F has many uses. Por' example, it's possible to transfer in Hj-Fi about 0 
to 10 MHz signals of an audio, a video and a digital data to a coaxial cable directly, by 
non-loaded. You'll get the best results for the characteristics of frequency, distortion and 
traosmission pbase. We are sure that it'll contribute greatly to the transmission for the 
inside and the outs.ide of studios, and the high-speed data communication. 

Filur� 1: Oulput drcult of ¥acuU<D tube amplifier 

•• 

" 

� " l" 

BG·NIOOVIllO·, 

amplifier RQ lDatchill& IQilwr IIcw product 
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lelmax Technical Report No.; 50 -A 

We can call CAPACITOR " The Fundamental Components" 
While semiconductor is a leading part of electronics. 

The quality of every electrical equipments ruled by tbese fundamentals: C,R,L 

INon-linear distortion] 
In flH::t, some types of capacitors and resistors generate terrible non-linear distortioJl. The 

picture is " eLT-1" ,a distortion measuring instrumem of Denmark madc:it's unique in the world. 
Originally, the purpose of it is controlling quality of components. In 1977,il was gow.:n much 
attention because of the monograph by Mr.Kiyoshi Nishi, audio components scholar. Therefore. 
uudio- makers introduced it first. then capacitor and resiStor makers followed thut. and it is 
continuing today. It shows how excellent the monogmph is. The point of it is." Tone quality 
is decided not by a(.'tive component.'> or the situations of the movements of V;ICUlUll tubes or 
transistors, but by the non-linear distortion generated by capacitors, resistors, and coils 

such arc called passive components " And he eorrobof<!ted the first time in  the world there 
was a extremely close correlation between distortion of various clpacitors or resistors ana 
the tone quality or audio components hy using CLT-l .  As well,this monograph is a trigger [or 
invention of Black Gate. 80% of al1 output of CLT-I are exported to Japan: an advanced nation 
of distortion analysis. But the U.S.and Europe arc in the cradle years yel. Then, what is the 
CLT-I? It has a 10KHz oscillator of an uUra low distortion and a measuring part. Applies an 
electric current or vOICage to meilSured instruments,then me;lsurcs occured tbird hanllonic dis
tortion(non-Iincar rnstortion)for input. It can supply maximum I W  for output (see figure 1). 
The reason of 10KHz measuring frequency is, (l)the oscillatory coil with ultra low distortion 
is coreless,so if its frequency is lower ,the coil has to be so huge th,lt difficult to re,dizt!, 
so the highest frcquency in audio band is selected. (2)It's impossible to rllC,ISUfC the level 
-160db exactly because it has to be influenced by electromagnetic inductioll from power sup
plies in a room. So it's quite nonsence to measure components by distortion meler for audio 
amplifier. TIle resistor trade has established the method of measuring distortion by CLT-l 
eight years ago,so u$Crs can specify the level of distortion and order resistOrs for uses. I! 
proves that the monograph of Mr.Nishi is right, however, capacitor trade hasn't put it into 
operation yet. Capacitor makers must have fear if it's enforced . they couldn't have lllJnage 
their company bccause their products are too bad to qualify the standard. MOfcover ,there arc 
many mistaken articles in magazines recently written by fellows who are stlLpid,ignor�lllt about 
distortion and they are damaging readers. So we are goin�. to report the fact :lboul lhe noo
linear distortion of capacitors and coils. 

.. Capacitor" has a lot kinds of variety(sce the 
figure 2).First,there's a great difference of 
distortion according to their constructions 
of kinds. Next,even if the kinds are the same, 
distortions arc much different with the matcrials of capacitors or manufa(.wring techIlOI
ogie;". However,distortion is unrelated to in
pedancc inside. Figure 3 shows almost the 
middle level of the distortions of each kinds. 

IThc standard of distortion) 

Figurc:2 Kinds of C.lpacitors 

Electrolytic 

-[Dry Type T�!Il�lum.AlulDinium solid. 
()r!\�",c S"Olieonduclor.elc. 

r;;-:-ccc-='=cc-, WC\ Typo [ Co",",o" Ek",olyt;, 

CAPACI TOR Ahlminium Capacitor 

BLACK GATE 
Non-Electrolytic --Org"";c Fil", •. Oils.MP,Mica,Celamics 

(luw a'a] hi);lI. d;ele��;c e<;mstants), 
Muh-t"ycl�J Fllms,Multi-Layered 

Cetamics 

The lower the distortion is, the better the capacitor becomes. Moreover, you should choose 
at least under -UOdb for the standard. The distortion noise has to be under 30 to 40db than 
the lowest level of working signals so SIN will be preservcd that machinc ry sets will work 
satisfactory. If possible, we recommend you to choose -140 to -J8Odh (it's ellSY to get such 
distortion level in all kinds of reSistors). ·If you assemble the sets with components of only 
such distortion level,it's obvious that not only audio sets and videoeS,blJt also all Jnalog 
and digital machinery instruments will become e"tremely hi&h grado::. Wc arc introducing them 
on each Jelmax technical report. The most important thing is the quality of 50tS ,If(; rn.lcd by 
a dictator,therefore they get damaged actually if there's only onc componcnts tll;!I generate 
distortion badly. 
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Jelmax Technical Report no.50-8 
I1be characteristics of each kinds of capacitorsJ 

Dry type of cI(:A.:t.rolytic capacitor: It has a large contact distortion noise over standard, 
and it's difficult to be improved. Wet type of electrolytic cap,lcitor:most popular and common 
alminum cap .and it is effected from ionic distortion. Ionic dislOrtion,thc troublcsome, is 
ranged from low frequency to Gl-lz, and produces non-lint!ar distortion on both frcquencies and 
phases besides the third harmonic distrotion. TI1C cause is the gas produced inside following 
an ionic current that cannot be eliminated yet. lllerefore a wet type is stilt incomplete that 
has a lot of difficult problems. Black Gate is hardly influenced by it because of an electron 
tr.msfer inside. Non-electrolytic capacitor: the most part of the distortion of organic films 
and oils are the difference of the characteristic of dielectric it:.cU. Ceramic capacitors of 
high diclcx."tric constant has a great distortion by e1cctrostriclivc char.u .. 1.c ri stics and it·s 
difficult to be improved. A multi-layered type even produces the distortion of electrodes 
oscillation. It's the same as multi-layered film cap. Coil: TIICre arc great differences of 
distortion from magnetostrictive characteristics of magnetic cores. 

IThe coming of components revolution that regarding distortion as imporlanlj 
Just one piece of capacitor or resistor has a enormous difference of distortion about 60 to 

80db(I ,OOO to 10,000 timcs) ,so if you mischoose components for use, tht.: total difference of 
the distortion in a eireuit will be exactly astronomical figure� . Therefore the performance 
of the selS won't be improved just changing active components or technics of circuits for 
conntermeasurcs. after all, the distortion of componcnls rulet> performanct! of the so.:1. For 
the era of high electronics broken in soon,the components revolution rc:garding distortion as 
important will spread to all over the world from Japan. Universitit!s, laboratories ami manu
factures have to think better of " the fundamentals" ,passiv(; componl:nlS. By the way, the cost 
of CLT -1 is fairly cheaper than Mercedes-Benz� ·nlcre's one more big gaIt! for capacitors, but 
we will introduce it some timc. 

Figure:3 

I I .HflW.lI':: l)r  .. lll:lll)11 (,. J·?ch K Ilds (If Cllr:JCllOr� 

n,,�;;,'::,�';:� .. % 1 

�LT- 1 

lOKH". 30KHz 
OsciUator Level Meter 

Testing Components 

Capacitors, . 
Resistors, Coils 

Figure 1 :  The Structure of CLT- J 
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lelmax Technical Report No5 1 -A Black, 
============ .. GatG 

What I S  E . S . R .  (Equivalent Series Resistance) of capacitors ? 

[ Impedance and E.S.R. characteristics ] 

Figure I shows an impedance curve which is a kind of resonance curve. The reason why this is 

a V-curve is the L-component of the capacitor. The resonance frequency fo is a center of this 

curve. Zone � is a true work of the capacitor and zone z.. is a false work of the capacitor. 

When the frequency of the signal is within Zl. the operation of the circuit is stable. However, it 

is unstable within ZIl. Therefore, the operating frequency is closely related with the capacity of 

by-passed capacitor. The area surrounded by dotted lines is loss. The more 1..0 is close to � the 

more loss is decreased. If Zo is equivalent to to, that is an ideal capacitor. As shown in figure 2, 

the value including the impedance, XC+Rs(E.S.R.), is the impedance including loss. Every 

capacitor works with Its. 
E.S.R.: Rs = Impedance x tan 0 =l/Q • • • •  (1)  

As you can find from this fonnula, the contents of E.S.R. are not only pure resistance 

component but also many kinds of loss factors. This is very troublesome as described later. 

[ What affects E.S.R. 1] 

(a) Electrode (material, shape, structure), Cb) dielectric (material, structure), (c) lead wire 

I (a) 
and E.S.R. chractc:ristics 

Figure I (B) ----, 

-I : e ' J�I I '  
(material, shape, connection structure) and (d) manufacruring technology (process, treatment, L��:����:::J 
enclosing method) are basically related 10 E.S.R., further, in the case of wet type, (e) electrolyte 

(material) and (t) separator (material, structure) are added. If you do not select them correctly, E.S.R .. becomes worse. Therefore, 

E.S.R. is a measure to indicate how good the function of capacitors is. 

[ Function of E.S.R. in the circuit ] 
The performance of the tank circuit shown in figure 3 depends on Q which is detennined by L and C. In the case of capacitor, 

smaller E.S.R. is better by the fonnula (I). This is an ability to select one signal from proximate two signals at tuning, resolution 

of signals in transmission circuits, an ability to dominate the volwne of the signal infonnation in audio and video systems, a 

capability to supplement weak signals in communication equipmenL Smoothing ability of power filters which are inevitably used 
in the electronic devices and equipment, that is, ripple and noise rejection ability, depends on the value of E.S.R.. These abilities 

do not depend on the amplification element. Although Black Gate capacitors aTe wet type, electron transfer is used to handle the 

signal. As the figure I shows clearly, E.S.R. value is 112 to 1/10 the levels of ordinary capacitors. This is the reason why the high 

resolution is realized when Black Gate capacitors arc used in audio and video systems. 
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Once the di stortion is  completely overcome, the value of capacitors is 

determined by E.S.R . .  

[ E.S.R. standard value 1 
E.S.R. shows the minimum value at the resonance point of capacitors. This value increases at other points. It is very difficult to 

Figure I lmpcdancc chraclcrislics 
(partially magnified) 

reduce this value under 3m Q even if thal is a film capacitor which loss is small. We completed 

three kinds of capacitors, STLX, STL and TL, by improving the connection between lead wires 

and electrode foils. E.s.R. was improved by more than 30% compared with ordinary capacitors. 

E.S.R. of some our products are less than I m Cl .  E.s.R. of ordinary film capacitors, that of large 

electrolytic capacitors and that of small ones are usually 1 0  ....... 50m Cl ,  20""'" lOOm .Q and 50 ....... 

1000m Q rcspectivcly. The limit ofE.s.R. valuc is 5m Cl in the case of electrolytic capacitor. In 

U.S.A., a single function E.S.R. metcr shown in the below picture is adopted as a standard 

measurement tool. E.s.R. value at 100kHz can be read directly and the contact resistance of 

electric conductors and switches can be measured. 

[ Changeable impedance, changeable LS.R. characteristics] 

The above words are not popular. However, these are inevitable subjects to discuss the wet type 

electrolytic capacitor. l11crc is a phcnomenon which always occurs in the wet type electrolytic 

capacitor bccuasc of the ionic transfer. When current runs in a capacitor as well as a battery, gas 
Figure 3Tank circuit with L and C 

is caused by ionization. Volume of gas is proportionate to the current and temperature. The gas 

is diffused as a fine mist and attaehed to lhe electrode and separator, and then it prevents the 

current flow and dctcriorates the impcdancc and E.S.R. value. Impedance and E.S.R. 

characteristics which arc officially published are usually initial static characteristics. These 

values will be changed after capacitorss are used. This issue in batteries was resolved by Leclanche in 1 868, and the battery 

became commercially practical. However, this issue in electrolytic capacitors has not been resolved for more than 100 years. Gas 

is collected in a container and emitted through a seal little by litde. At the same lime, electrolyte is exhausted and the function 

(distortion, E.S.R.) is deteriorated little by little. When E.S.R. value becomes 112 orlhe initial value, it is the end oflife, short life. 

Engineers have to understand that the function of all sets is decreased largely wilh electrolyte. Black Gate capacitors are not an 

exception in this point. However, lhe influence of electrolyte is small and any deterioration in perfonnance are not observed 

because of the electron transfer. We challenged this difficult issue for a long time and fmally succeeded by distributing 

fine·grained graphite particles 10 a separator. This innovation was the idea behind Black Gates 

unprecedented in the world. 
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lelinax Technical Report No 52 
Speed/Phase and Power Transfer Eff i c i ency of S i gna l s  

Wh i ch Pass i ns i de B l ack Gate 

Capacitors which could overcome two difficulties, the distortion (technical report 

No.50) and E.S.R.(technical report No.5la and b) are the Black Gate of all 

capacities and the film capacitors, that is, STLX, STL, TL, polystyrene, 

polypropylenc, polycarbonate, polyethylencterephthalate in the case that capacity is 

less than 15 IJ. F. All film capacitors can pass the third difficulty at this time. 

Therefore the issue is how slow the internal signal speed is in the case of the ion 

transfer. The figure shows the strobo lwninous curve when Black Gate and an 

ordinary electrolytic capacitor, which capacities arc the same, are discharged. Since 

discharge energies are the same, the area A and the area B are equal. However. the 

discharge curve is different. The diffcrence (Hl-H2) which is caused by the 

difference in the transfer efficiency appears and the time difference T is the 

difference in speed/phase. In a word, the charge and discharge time of Black Gate 

is very short an!;l a peak voltage of that is very high. In music, there are many large 

impulse sounds from a piano, a dram, a cymbal and so on. Ordinary electrolytic 

capacitors can not respond to these short strong pulse signals. It can be understood 

that it is impossible to isolate fast continuous pulse signals without any cross talk. In 

color television, this delay T causes the phase distortion of synchronous detection � 
circuit and deteriorates the visibility of colors. CD and devices and equipment for Iil 
office automation use digital signals with pulses. However discussing the method 

without proper pro.cess of fast pulse signals puts the cart before the horse. As you 

see from the figure, Black Gate is the best suited for the pulse transfer. 

Therefore, an ordinary CD player can be freshened to the best sound one with 

Black Gate. With electric components including capacitors which passed these three 

gates. resisters and coils, the best electronic devices and equipment can be 

developed. 

Luminous characteristics 

" , 

Luminous time _ 

We challenged difficult issues for a long time and finally succeeded by distributing fine-grained graphite particles to a 

separator. This innovation was the idea behind Black Gates unprecedented in the world. 
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Every Amplifier First Reproduces Perfect Sound with Black Gate 
Distortion noise generated from passive components such as 

C.R.L. and wiring material severely affects all electronic equipment 

Several years ago, we received news from an amateur audio fan btrilt his 
handmade tube amplifier to exhibit in Japanese Audio Fair, won tbe first prize 
in a blind test of sound quality by defeating tbe otber famous amplifiers such 
as M.R. Co., C.P. Co. and A.P. Co. created. This is not because the circuits 
technology of tbese well known amplifiers were inferior to that of tbe amateur 
made, but tbey chose wrong components for a capacitor: The performance 
differed whetber to use Black Gate or not. 
We quite naturaI1y understand this result because we know many progressive 

audiophiles all over Japan, who had heen dissatisfied witb the sound of tbeir 
amplifiers, have started to use Black Gate and are amazed how wonderful tbe 
sound quality of their amplifiers become. Now tbey completely stop buying 
other luxury amplifiers or components. 

We are not sure if the amateur had known this fact and used Black Gate, but 
every customer who took a check service by Jehnax for tbeir amplifiers and 
replaced all of tbeir ordinary capacitors witb Black Gates has achieved super 
souad regardless of tbeir kinds. 

Why? This is because tbe performance of all analog and digital electronic 
equipment is damaged by distortion noise generated from passive components in 
a circuit. Resistor and coil manufacturers noticed this important hasic fact 
and have improved their products. Capacitor manufacturers besides Jehnax, 
however, have not yet able to deal witb it because of its difficulty, so 
ordinary electrolytic capacitors produce incomparably mucb noise than other 
passive components. Amplifiers with such capacitors have poor sound quality. 
and at last tbey tremendously improves by replacing witb Black Gate! 

For more detailed scientific basis, please read The Jehnax Technical Report 
No. 50, 51 and 52. They will resolve problems of your amplifier. 

.0 
\ impressive Yi 

.� 
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Why the great difference between BG-N,BG-AC(Non-polarized) 

and Ordinary Electrolytic caps(Non-polarized)? 
The equal performance as film capacitors of 15p.F or more is realized 

for the first time in the world. --structural issue--

Originally. capacitors should be DOn-polarized. However, (he performance of an ordinary 
non-polarized electrolytic capacitors is worst, therefore some nea::ssaty caps arc omitted or 
polarized electrolytic caps ace substituted for non-polarized ones in sets. There arc so 
many audio professionals and amateurs don't study hard so don't notice such basic mistake. 
It's sad! 

As the Teclmical Report No.50, the distortion value of non-polarized electrolytic caps 
estimates about -SOdb, which is the worst level in electrolytic caps. On the other hand, 
Black Gate N is the best about distortion that is -16Odb or below, the difference is 8Odb(lO 
thousands times!) between them, and the total difference inside of a set estimates 
astronomical figures. We'd like to explain the essential difference of structure between 
these two capacitors for the sake of a lot of users' requests. 

Figure I is an ordinary non-polarized electrolytic capacitor. The structure is making two 
aluminium foils having oxide films each as normally being anode face to face with each other. 

When alternating current S runs between the electrodes Xi. and X'1. , X,,- becomes anode and X:z. 
becomes cathode temporarily between a solid line a-b in Figure 4, and current runs from Xl to 
X'Z , ions Dow as dotted line it. When signals reaches b, current direction becomes reverse, 
then X'l. become& anode and Xt becomes cathode at this time, then h moves to opposite direction, 
cathode is always changed from one side to another between 5O)AIIl so it is unstable, moreover 
the moving speed is far slower than signals, it cannot follow high frequency or pulse 
signals, it lose the function as a capacitor. Moreover, distortion added makes it wol5f.. 
( Also this type cannot be used under DC operated.) 

Therefore, a oountenneasure as Figure 2 was thought, connect two polarized electrolytic 
capacitors in reverse series. Thus tbe potential of cathode is fixed in amtral and the 
·above action is decreased, therefore some of set makers use lhis way. However, a path of 
ion transfer becomes double in length and also distortion generates double in quantity, 
E.S.R.value becomes double by seeing from the both ends, these performance is awfully bad as 
a capacitor. 

On the other hand, the structure of DG-N is making two anodes face to face as Figure 3. It 
looks like Figure I ,  however, the inside is completely dirrercnL The whole part of a 
separator inside is the Transcendence Electron Transfer, that is, electrons leaving from 
ions, so they aren't influenced by DC potential and respond to AC signals only. Then tbey 
move at super high speed, frequency characteristics is improved by a hundred thousand limes. 
It's special merit! TIle distortion is decreased enormously and there is no phase delay at 
all, we can say it's epoch-ma.kiog. Moreover, it's symmetrical structure, so there's DO 
distortion in cathode side. although even polarized Black Gate has a little distortion. Ln 
conclusion, the quality or BG-N is superior to higb class film capacitors, it means BG-N has 
the highest performance in aU the capacitors of 15J.1.F and more. [f you use the performance 
on suitable circuits, you will be realized unimaginable and overwhelming new errccts that 
doesn't exist before. 

We wiU introduce you the examples of circuits using DG-Ns without rivals. Wait for it! 

Ape 1 Fipe J 
Allernatill, C""e!!! 

5 
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le/max' Technical Reporf No. 55 I Black� ======================�� �Gate 
BG-N will promise large improvement on irregular circuit technology. 

If you have a problem. DO THIS as soon as possible! 
You will get a wonderful and uobelievable effect! --practical Issue--

In the last Ow" Technical Report No.54, we introduced the structure of BG-N. 
As the Report. there was a large distortion dillereIKE 8Odb� between BG-N and 
ordinary electrolytic caps, the value is unlauwn and shocking for anyone. ,.o:::rum..,,,· ":'-2'"::"'=<::""t--:'0-+--"'-+--'"'--1 
It's so great that an irregular cirruit gets back to regular one, the effect r A CIus 0 x x 
is dramatic. Now, we will introduce some important examples including ones AB Clm -+--"-i----+----j we've already reported before. �.�'.�B�G-=N�X==O===Q

=
==O=� 

LNF Cirwit [Figure 1] In case of an amplifier doesn't amplify DC, it means r 
an ordinary amplifier, you must not put DC for NF loop from output to input*� [] NF Circuit 

or large distortion will be generated in low range. However, many people .. J.;l-'c-<PJ 
don't know sucit important thing, and most of existing amplifiers are failed. 'T--{!) � . , . , 

At last. it will be born again as a perfect Hi-Fi amplifier for the first 
time when the Black Gate N is replaced in it. Now, It's time to change the 
old-fashioned way, audio makers! 

� .
. : 

. �¥f=+;�=Il'§i;;,. , . . =IFt -.. 
2.A-D, D-A Cc:nve:rter [Figure 2] The information of 16bit A-D converter drops 

to just lObit in low level because of the SIN ' ratio of power supply. But �;;;;��:::::
===�le�.�"�"�'.�.,�'"�"�I ,J ignorance writen; introduce wrong cases even in a A-D special issue in . CbqeS::::: II> r.::-:; 

magazines. We can't imagine how these articles influence badly on readers. 
If the writers know the fact. the distortion difference between ordinary [§ A-D Converter 
electrolytic capaciton; and BG-N or styrene capaciton;, they can't introduce 
such articles. It's also the same thing for a D-A converter*; so we'd like to 
request CD makers to practice our improvements as Figure 2 immediately. 
3.0P-AmpIifier input and output*4 [Figure 3/1]-This is an equalizer amplifier I""-�-

made by audio speciaJty manufacture S Co. There are three mistakes even in 
the small circuit and there are more in whole the amplifier. We can't say 
it's Hi-Fi at all, this is like cheating technology! 

[Figure 3/2]-It's a CD output circuit made by a large manufacture. The tone 
quality becomes much worse, and some dishonest maken; take advantage of it and 
sell special output transformer to users. It's surprising! 

4.Bias Slnmt Cirruit. TItere are several problems such as bias circuit, 
switching distortion, phase distortion and power(SIN), all of them 
concentrated on a transistor amplifier. so it cannot work enough even as 
A-class operation. 

There was no countermeasures on this before. however, now, there's the only 
way to solve the problem-the bias shunt by BG-NX. The performance of BG-NX*s 
2200,uF, having super-Iow E.S.R., makes any transistor amplifier best. 

There are WlCOuntable ways to practice circuits by Black Gate NX besides 
aOOve, and we will introduce new ones on another occasion. 

*l-Refer our Jelmax 
Technical Report No.50 
*2-No.9, *3-No.33, 
*4-No.26, *5-No.11 

@] Bias Shunt Circuit � OP-Amplifier CD Output Circuit I0J OP-Amplifier Phono Equalizer 
c. .. --'j>. �., 

� �ii � � . . .. -::1r . 
Bias CinDI �: , �.� l-· .. - . .. . 
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lelmax Technical Report No.56-A 
The Black Gate Series Capacitor � Easy Installation usin2 the "Capacitor Graft 

/ Even a beginner can easily install the Black Gate series capacitor quickly wi thout making a mistake. 

After reading the monthly "Jalmax Technical Report", even you might altcmpt pUlling the llIack GlIte scdcs 

capacitor in your audio set.. However, after opening your 3udiosCI and pecking inside, you might hesitate or shrink 

from the thought for fear of destroying your set. lJowever, there is nothing particularly dilTicult uoout instulling 

it when using the "Capacitor Grurt Method." A vcry safe and C:lSy method for instaUation. nlis method hns been 

actually used as 3 prototype, displaying great reliability. 

• Tools needed: A pair of nippers, soldering iron, scissors used for "Bonsaj" plants, and ordinary tweezers. The 

scissors need to have a shmp point and be able to CUI wire. These can be found at your local gardening shop. 

• Capacity and voJla!:estandnrds to becxch:m!:ed: A capacity smaller than 100 .u� is used as is. A capadty 

greater Ihan 100 mf cun be reduced, for example, from 470 .> 220 �f or 4700 �f .> 1000 �f. 

Voltages can he sdecled as is or 10 a slightly larger one, for eX<lmple, 35V ·> SOY or 63 .po lOOV. 
• Method of carrying out the exchange: Turn off the powersupply. Cut the body, leaving its lead wires with 

a sufficient length extending from your from your I'C card in a very small size. Then the llIack Gate can be 

. installed using the Capacitor Graft Method. The body fixed to I'C card is exchanged in the way shown in the 

drawing; The work is carried out after confirm in),: each step has been successfully completed, and after 

exchanging 10 elements and chl"Cking them, the power can tUl'lled on and only after this has bC(,1l finished cau 

the next step be started. 

An electrolytic capacitor having a L1rger diameter will have 10 be gradually cut down to size using the oippers 

and scissors. After some experience, this worl\ can be finished for a CD plHyer within about 30 minutes. One very 

exciled young office llldy tried and succeeded in installing it. If you are not salisfied wilh the present aud io performance 

you can get super high quality sounds by inslalling the Black Gate series capacitor. It provides supreme quality sounds. 

NifllKf!' mOSt convenient for in.t.'II�ti\ln 

Tbe tips ,bould � . 1 1  righl lQgk 10 th. grip. Tbis ly!", is lh. mOSI 

CODVCQlcft\ for c�lIiag Ihe electrolytic c.pacitor in I hard·to·gcl . ,  

space. (Made i n  the U.S.) 

(I) Exchnginc direction 

This is the "Cap�citor Graft Method" in which eloctrotytic 

capacilor (Ihe alTow) cln be exch'nged directly from the lOp 

wilh onty Ill. upper covcr needing to be removed. 

1 1  I gg 
D O D O  0 
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Jelmax Technical Report No 56-B 
(2) 

.) 

Thin,s In Note 

'_",nlion of mi"�J J'OI� Voh�,e ne! c'p.d,y indicalion 

PC cald 

o e 1-----" All •• ",a�in, Sure 01 '*p"'i'1 
CUll'"!; liot of 'ht -"

J
If-:;J"--"" I.d ,'oh.� •. I�cn find 'he 

conlori(lcd p,I!. "-
8 " " " " 

Bue pf I�c I>ody .r,er "dog C91 

So!duinl! 'he tUB pf Ihf le.d wires 

Wil� • htll �nh" finl: iron pnd 

solder snider Ihe Ipc! wi[e� 

Solduins j[(,"'� tip 

Soldt!i�g !,on'$ ,;n 

Solder 

(7) 

posilion or 'he conSlr;ct." pOll 

.nd pol. lily. 

pojnts of �oldcringW"en $('lid ••. 
Ing quid;ly move the soldering irM 'r"wud 

the le.rl wire holding the Botn of 1 •• <1 

wire. and s('I!dn tilt ,urf.ee 

o 
- 8  Gl 

o 0 

(3) 
[ndinljo� of minu� pole 
The 'il'!!< (If,h, niprer. (CylliM; IVpt pli� ,",,) r�f'1 !(l 1>c held 
in Ih( diffe! i,," ,,(the a rr"",,":;p tb!l lh� Ipt! wjrncan tIC b.-1d 
pr(!N'!!Y wilh 1he �"dy !">r1ng ful in Ih$' ""�ilj(!p of rhe 
((In'lorlcd fur!. 

IndicatiOn of minu� pole 

(5) E'iN" III$'!'If [Vd wjr£� 

All Ibings shtl be removed e�peCI Ihe lud wires. 

(8) 
The BI,c� Gale lead wire' lohe cXfh�ngc, 
sh!'lY!� lie rut !" a lenglh ,,(5 10 7 mm �'" ��� w!(!ercd I" Ihl7 poift�,. 

I L-(r 
5-7rara 

Solder 

(9) � 8 Gl (10) 

(Cop Graft) 

Wil� the Black GUt Ie,d wire \>eRI !O wm. degree afler confirmIng .he prop'" 

pol.ri,y. q�ickl)' :;older bOlh tbe lud wires witb tbe wldcnDS IroD .I�ng lhe Ind 

wires embedded on (be PC card. 

A(tnfini.hins t,hcMllderiRg. the Dlac� Cl3lc.<hoyll1 h,; IItnl 
lurk 1(1 il<p'icipal OO,j';"R. Thi�eondMdc'!he i."all.!i,," 
10 mask CO.IC'. 
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Jelmax Technical Report No. 57 

How to out the full of Black 
Capacitor lead wires COlUlected to a power supply 
and an earth line has to be as thick as possible. 

Information signals go thorough Black Gate are incomparably faster than these 
of ordinary electrolytic capacitors because of the inside Transcendent 
Electron Transfer system. Its peak value becomes very bigger'� and the sound 
quality is close to that of live performance. We are going to explain how to 
completely bring out the !tf!'lIt performance of Bll!ck Gate through improving on 
a circuit. � 

A lead wire of a capacitor shows the hest performance at its root(S , ), but 
the further from the root, the worse the E.S.R. becomes. (52 ---See Figure 1). 
When a capacitor is mounted on a copper foil pattern, therefore, its 
performance more and more declines as heing apart from a mounting point of the 
capacitor leads ... 

For significant improvement, reinforcing each A and B part on a power supply 
and output lines with activated litz wires*' along the pattern (See figure 2 
and 3). The thickness of an earth wire is also very important hecause that 
decides the basical electric potential. As making an earth wire thicker such 
as 1.0, 1.5 to 2.Omm4> , the performance more and more drastically improves 
heyond expectation. Then replacing it by a copper square stick of the 
thickness of 3mmx IOmm as maximum, Black Gate finally performs to the full, and 
you will first experience the ultimate sound filled with an absolute dynamic 
range, sound staging and three-dimensional reality. 

This result shows that Black Gate will never demonstrate the full ability 
with a very thin copper foil pattern which is regularly used in an ordinary 
aroplifier, and the wiring has to he improved first and foremost to reproduce 
real sound. 

Black Gate have cbanged the concept of a wiring pattern from merely a part of 
safety current to a system needs unimaginable thick wire in order to deal with 
a large peak range. For using a copper square stick, place it hesides a basic 
hoard, and screw down several near earth points on the pattern of the board to 
the stick with thicker lead wires (See figure 4). You will obtain · the saroe 
result as using thicker earth wires without cbanging an existing wiring 
patten. Please try Black Gate to complete an ultimate aroplifier. 

"" .. 1 
,! �� 
'1 
,, -

00 IIV� 

• 

FIgure 2 A 

• C. 
0 , 1 1 

C. BGN50VIlIIJ. 

'""1 :  Ref� to Jefmax Technical Report No.52 *2: 

'"3: Jelmax fonner inventive product: kind of twisted wires 
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}elmax Technical Report No. 61 Black� 
==========���==�=======�Gate 

Vibrating Influence on Capacitors 
Influence changes according to kinds of capacitors -self vibration lssue-

When AC current running in two electrodes face to face. electrostatic force occurs then the 

electrodes vibrate In rcsronsc to signals. also capacituncc 'is changed therefore harmonics 

gener:.!tc. When the ratio of inside dielectric /" at the lime is high. the dielectric itself 

slrclch and shrink morc, and a lot of harmonics g.;ncratc. 

Generally, capacitors having nat electrodes such as ceramic. multi-layered ceramic 

capacitors and mica generate more of distortion than cupacitors of winding type electrodes. 

We can understand il by a distortion measuring instrument eLT- I .  In case of the winding 

type, when the electrode is wound into the same distance from the center as a cylindrical 

type such as the diagram (a) in figure 2, electrostatic force should be cancelled each other, 

as a matter of fact, it slightly vibrates and generates distortion 111 spite of the ideal 

� theory. The nat type (b) has a lot of nat portion parts, so it is influenced more. 

c 
o 
u 
� 

However, the nat Iype (b) is widely used because it's easy la handle. there are a lot of 

types of containers ranging from merely dipping structure lype to high class type which is in 

a case and pour resin between the space 10 become hard. 

In case of STLX, a film capacitor produced by our company, first we put the whole unit into 

the first container for preventing vibration, E.S.R. and ununiformed charging, moreover, we 

cover it with a polycarbonale case , it is a double structure. It shows the highest 

performance. On the other hand, most of electrolytic capacitors are the structure (a). 

Essentially it is an cylindrical type, therc is a separator between two electrodes. lnside 

of it there filled with an eleclTolyte which has large viscosity, so vibration is dumped, 

therefore you don't have \0 concern about Ihe self vihration of small-signals. However, the 

vibration value is not exact " zero" , SO more the signal level becomes larger, electrodes 

vibrate, and they effect badly to others. Therefore it is desirable to hold it on fixed 

thing 

The 

(PC boarJ, chassis, elc.) which is as quiel as possible, with dumping materials. 
, . 

.. fixed thins" has an very important meaning i n  the next Technical Report about an 

oUlside vibration, please remember the word. Figure I Figure 2 
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Outside Vibration must be Forbidden for Electrolytic Caps . 
It makes Basic Performance Worse altogether. -outside vibration Issue-

Wc explained the influence due to the electric force of a capacitor itself in the Jast 
Technical Report No.61. To tell the truth, capacitors an; influenced more by the outside 
vibration. 

This vibration is different from the actions of pull or repulsion of electrodes each 
other, it vibrates in the same direction as the electrodes. The vibrating influence is 
fairly smaU on film capacitors, on the other hand, it is influenced largely on 
cl�ctrolytic capacitors. Wc think the reason why is the mechanism of generating gas due 
to ion transfer of electrolyte arc excited by tbe vibration. 

Therefore the basic characteristics such as distortion, E.S.R. and power transfer 
efficiency etc. become worse very much. The vibration is generated from electromagnetic 
coils such as power transformer, choke coils or output transformer etc. ' as well as the 
sets due to the sound wave generated from speakers, these are the cause. 

A power transformer vibrates a whole set through a chassis, it also effects electrolytic 
capacitors of either large-type or smaU-type on a PC board. In other words, the 
" anti-vibrating fixed thing" we explained the last time, is impossible to exist inside of 
the set because it is connected to a transformer mechanically and directly, so it's s�rc 
to vibrate. This is a difficult question. In this case, it's more rational to dump a 
power ' transformer as the source of vibration, than capacitors. The best way is 
separating a transformer outside with lead wires extend. 

This way is used to be done for avoiding a leakage of a transformer before, however. for 
preventing vibration becomes more serious problem nowadays. 
The figure 1 is the example of the worst structure, however, this type is widely used in 
vacuum tube amplifiers. The fjgure 2 is a chassis structure that can be seen in 
transistor amplifiers. it's very effective if you dump it directly by setting vibration 
rubber pads just below the transformer. Moreover, it's the best way to lift the 
transformer off the main chassis with buffer materials, theD fix it by solid pads. At 
the same time, you should set the rubber pads under other parts of the chassis. 

Our company did above countermeasure for vibration on an amplifier of which capacitors 
replaced with Black Gates, and succeeded improving the amount of information for sound 
staging and the depth. The performance became very good. Now, please pay attention to 
CD players. Usually, they arc put weights lOO much under ceiling or on a board inside 
the players, as cheap tricks. However, no manufacture does any countermeasures on a 
transformer as the source of vibration. We separated the power transformer of a CD 
player of which capacitors replacep with ' Black Gates to outside, it became up graded 
surprisingly. Prom the result, wc can recognize vibration . is especially bad for 
electrolytic capacitors which digital signals. passing through in it. 

'" Positions of Capacitor '" 

Figure I 
bad example �r> h.. I ,� 

Power transformer �---i, '>.� .s'�'_ 
vibrates a capacitor , ... .. . ' � strongly. � 

.. 

Figure 2 

good example Separate � '0 � "'S 
._ as far _ . 

as possible. 

.... _�umpin& pads , 
tJumping patJ 
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Jelmax Technical Reporf 
-lmJXlrtant ilem-

The life of TV will end when ELECTROLYTE ill caps dries up. 
If you replace the caps in your TV with Black Gates, 

its life will be 3-5 times longer, and the picture becomes very clear. 

" TIle Braun tube has gone bad, so the TV is broken." This is the phrase you heard or say 
when your television gets not to work. However, this is not true. Because the cause of 
broken is not for a Braun tube. but for ELECTROLYnC CAPACITORS inside. In case of the 
electrical appliances used very frequenU:y:·rn"eveiyaay"(jfe"'t�. the electrolyte of an 
inside capacitor dries up in just 3 to 5 YearS�' then the life becomes over. 

95% of a TV set is still alright, but it is dumped because of the consumed electrolytic 
capacitors inside which are making up just 5% of the total cost for a TV. This is the main 
cause of increasing Iarge--sized refuse from houses. What a waste of resources! On the other 
hand, some people say the short life of TV makes the manufactures rich because they can sell 
more of their products. However, oonsumers, stores and manu!actures will have to pay their 
own eJPellSCS for their waste disposal in the near future because of the mge:o.t eoviroomeotal 
problem. 

You may say, we can use so-called " long-life electrolytic capacitor" , however, such type of 
capacitor sacrifices its original efficiency to make the life of electrolyte long. 1'hE:refore 
it isn't suitable for the high quality televisM;)O. Is there perfect capacitor which is not 
only high perlonnaoc:e, but also has Iong-life? Yes! it is the �LAC;:�. GATE! 

Our company spent much enough time to research and prove this fact by a lOt or a� 
aD over Japan cooperated with us even before 9 years. 

And then, these improved 1V sets is working more and more fiDe, it doesn't 'seem to come to 
the end of the life soon. Besides, our company is testing several TVs such as " Tl" of color 
(made in '77) for 13 years, " S" (made in '84) for 7 years, " Nil (made in '81) for 4 years, 
" 1'2" of black-and-white (made in '67) for 14 years--all the testing periods are at the time of 
1992- etc, all of them rep1aced their capacitors with Black Gates. These TVs maintain their 
pictures so clear that they are superior to the br.md new TVs, it shows bow wooderfuI the 
quality ofTVs with IUack Gate is! 
The reason for the Ioog life of Black Gate is, as you are aware, ·the outstanding inside 

stn.lCtlD'e. The 99% of inside is based on the eJectrou transfer, the rest ooly 1% is the ion 
transfer, therefore, the c:oosumptioo of electrolyte is reduced to 1/100 than the ordinary 
one. So you might say the life span becomes 100 times longer than before, however it's not. 
Because it is controlled by the 100g life (foil consumptioo) cbaracterist:ic, therefore it 
will be 3 to 5 limes, means 10 to 20 years, longer. 

U the capacitors in all the television in the world is replaced with Black Gate, there will 
be the tremendous benefit not only for consumers and manufactures, but also for an 
environmental point of view on the global scale. We'd like to appeal how important to use 
Black Gate with TVs to all over the ' world. 'On top of that, you can achieve the 
higb-perfonnance and long life (or the imaging �uipmeot or the set itself of OA apparatuses. 
such as work stations. with our product! 

.�. See the Technical Report No.51 
DURABLE and 
KEEP WELL! 

.-
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High-Voltage, Large Capacity " Super E-Caps" BG-N l OOV/2200�F 
completed for the first time in the worl d !  

No distortion, Ultra high-speed, Lossless, and No frequency threshold, 

the Ultimate Electrolytic Capacitor is born! 
Super coupling for signal/driving mechanism comes true: 

AV equipment, switching power supply, hi-definition TV has achieved Super low noise! 

Picture and Figure 
for Comparison. 

Abcm!--If)'Oll DW<e a 5kII capacitor of 22IXf'P. 
its elr.e wculd be !be one <In"" by the dotted 
!iDes. Caapued to a film OPe oll�. Super 
E-(:ape lJI!em ia 3.7 times Iargoer lt�, 
the bottom tpace it aImoIl the 1IIIDe, 1IIIlrm'IeI", 
the peri:IrmaDoe ia ouperior. We can AY (be 
dfeam � fA 22OOJ!f is leabed • super 
mWIsiz.ed il!d bigh-performanI;e! 

'��!=""-;�4PE5t" ,,�lj�' 0 , - r:-" 'I " ""1<- 1 . ' ... ... � 

Q, .a� : TI'lIIl$ISIor 
C. ,C.: PoIBrIzed aIacIlQtjllc � 
SF': sooa� 

eN: Black Gata N 

The .. Supe£ E-capa" system, consisting of a pair of non-polarized Black Gates. wbicb resolves 
all the defects of cooveotional electrolytic capacitors has finally completed. AaxJog variIus 
kiods of e1ectric part!I. it is difficult to miniaturize the sire of a capacitor, so people 
have made efforts to use capacitors as less as possible in amplifiers. However. an 
electrolytic capacitor cl. large capacitance is oocessary for a roupliog and a power supply of 
tbo __ _ , 

Conventional po1arized electrolytic capacitors have inherent defects which oobody has able 
ID resolve, so the final resolution or fidelity of equipment becomes much worse than 'the 
mgeted value. We are not sure whether the teclmicians of set manufactures know this fact, 
but it is true that they have been spending so much time and money to take measures against 
... , 

Now, we are going to explain the mechanism of the problem as an example of an <ltKOO 
ampli6eT. The sketches a and b in Figure 1 are the typlcal output circuits. AC signals 
Bow from Q\ ,Ch: in forward direction (actual line) as well as in backward direction (dotted 
line), and they drive speakers. Polari7.ed electrolytic cqacitoJs C, and Cl become signal 
passages, and when you look at them carefully, the stream from. the -pole to the +11* 
(la:1wud directioo) is ion transferring cooductor that shJuId DOt be the ftmctioo. of a 
c:apac:itor, and it is a1so a loss component which generates distortion while the other one 
from the +11* to the -pole (forWard <irectioo) is the regular fund:ioo.. In short, only a 
half of output signals contribute to the regular drive, and the other half means loss 
cunponent baviog distortion that makes signa1s deteriorate. 

The loss damages speakers then the es&eDtial pedonuaures such as distortion, driring 
efficieocy, the amou:Jt li iW:cwatioo. and duqJiog effect become vety bad. It is far from 
Hi-Fi operatioo aimed at first. To preveut from this, people needs a uoo-poIarired capacitoc 
d. perfect operation. which means 00 distOItioo, DO loss and BeVel" generate barmful (;()!'IIJ!'ieO: 
in the both furward and bacbard din:d:ioos. However, such capacitor has BeVel" be realized 
so far among any kinds of capacitors of J.&u.F and above. There ha3 been a i:JJge blank ZODe. 
]eJmax challenged this blank woe by combining the t.ecbmlogy and dJa:racteristks of the 

Black Gate. At last we have awqlIeted uoo-poIarired eJed:roIytic ca.paciI:or foe the fust 
time in the world; BG-NX lOOV� (See Picture). 
We also discovered that 00llIleCImg a pair of non-po1arized Black Gates each other, they 

become .. Super E-caps" , the dream. system having an en:eIled; perMDlitIlt:e. Compared to 
conveotiooal ones, the non-polarized Black Gate capacitors such as CN! ,CN2 wbich creating the 
" Super E-caps" at output sides of A,B in Figure 2 become twice at the cap:!! ;Ia._ e to the load, 
the E.S.R. become 112, all of the harmful. loss win be caoce!led in the operation range and 
they never geDeRte dist:orWn, which means perfect DO loss 0{IeI:<Jti00! These 
bigb.-periormances contribute to the � driving for speakers. At last the uItin:me 
adio system has finally comes true. We are going to explain the charncteristics of this 
system in more details. '1: Please refer to JelmH T� Report No.54 

� 
I 
I 

.2: , No.51 
-...... ' 

Figure 3 
Frequency 'tI. brrpedmce, E.S.R. dlar3cterislia 

r�'Ne 0( eN and lowest frequer>cy woe of � at driven side 
� � .. ..  .., 11 " .,"'" " . , IQ • • M 
". II�F IIH. mHL IIOIH . IIIIH. 

• .I�F I .IH • n . IH' IIfji, 111H' 

• 1I1�F I . IH, lIH. IIIH, 1�IH' 

" 11I�F I . IH< ItH, IIHo 

l!U� F l , jH, ' ", 

Figure 5 
0uIp.t Ie�J". Freque.xy 

j,, \L _/_,-::.)...l�����_'''---__ 

Frequeacy _ 
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;,ci, Jelmax Technical Report No. 66 .� 
, , 

A : Ortiinary polarized electrolytic 
capacitor 

Power can be applied 

only in one direction. 

Tile ocher directlon 

just (MaltS a loss. 

Power can 
�" 

Black; 
.... Gats 

U.S.Patent No.5,379,1B1 

-Distortion cbaracteristics As in the TecImical Report No.54*' , BG-N has incredibly 
small distortion value; -16Odb in the both forward and backward directions, it has . been 
improved drastically than conventional capacitors. 

-Transferring dIicieocy-- In the case of Super E-c.ps, the fBctnr which makes the 
efficiency go down is only E.S.R. of just about 10m.9. . therefore its value reaches as much as 
99.9%, and the coupling conditioo of an amplifier and the load becomes almost 100%. (See 
Figure 2) 

-Loss- It is the opposite of the tnmsferring efficiency. When the power of lKW flows 
through in an ordinary capacitor, its loss will reach as much as fJX)W, and the inside 
electrolyte beats up beCause of ion transfer. However, in the case of BG-N. the loss will be 
merely about lW because of the Transcendence Electron Transfer. You do not have to worry 
about it. 

-impedance, E.S.R- _tics- You will tmderstand the great performance of " Super 
E-Qq>s" as seeing Figure 3. The rurves D and E$;2show impedance and E.S.R. when usiog one 
single BG-N. However, making two � of them pair by ronoerJing each rivet marks of their 
lug terminals at the time of using ±2 power supply system such as in Figure 2 B, the 
m.1a.Me L component inside of the electrode is C3'J'O>Ied lXWIIpIeteIy. 

Also the frequency resonaoce is f'2'ON'!Ied as shown in the wrves E and G. As the frequency 
goes UP. the value goes down bonrxfJessly: these are the ideal anves which have been 
impossible to .  realize before. The phase cbaoge ,1is;q!pNts, ard its electrical 
characteristics such as distortion, velocity, and the power have become the great ones that 
nobody has ever experienced. Moreover, as we explained above, the life span will io:rediJly 
be 1mger because its inside bss is just a little bit and the teqle:rature banDy rises. 

These cbarncteristics break common knowledge. BG-N can supply the maximum power to the load 
of 8.Q. when the capacitance is 2200,uF, as you see in Figure 4 and 5. In short. just 1110 of 
the capacitance is enough compared to a conventional one. That is an amazing effect. 
lelmax produces the Super E-{;aps from 6.3V to lOOV as operntioo wltages, and from o.¥ to 

10,�F as capacitmce. There are wide selections for various purposes. 
-Uses- The perfonnances of Super E-Caps are so outstanding that any kind of electric 

appliances such as an audKl set, VCR, OAt ME, or NC machine. etc. using this system will be 
uhra low noise. ADd also we expect these appliances make drive mechatrooics as high 
defiujliuo. There is another ideal and epoch-making characteristic: as the operation 
frequency goes up, the impedance and the E.S.R. values go down endlessly. Therefore, this 
system is able to make a swit:cbing power supply noiseJess rompletely, which has not been 
realized before. And it also contributes to the a:mpI:ifyiog for a hi-definition TV system in 
wide r.mges to keep SIN. 
In conclusion, the Super E-Caps made by a pair of non-polarized Black Gates is the 

indispensable weapon in the bright future for electronics. 
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lelmax Technical Report No 68A 

A Var i ety of Power Supp l y  w i th "Super E-Caps" 

Figure t A Pair of ·Super E-Caps·. 

UG-Ns, Theory 

" 

" . ,-
. , 

, .. ,., 

� " 

1 " " 

figure 2 ±2 f>ower Supply with Super 

E-Caps L..-<:anccling Pair Cm:uit 

T"T,: StWiIo""I C"C.:BG -Nl!N4lOO .. F 

c ........ c •• c.: eG-Nt6V'lOpf 

T • •  T.: SI� C • •  C,: BG-N6.1V410"F 

Ci,.",,, or BG·NX.6.)Vll'()"F 

,. . ,. 
0<, " 

ril[3} • • 

. . . ' " 

" 
" 

• (He': 
. , 

.. 

Figure 3 Tcnnin1tls, marks oClcad wires 

Power supplies with "Super E-Caps" were annoWlced partially in the previous technical report 

No.66. This report introduces the super electrolyte system which can be applied into a variety 

of power supplies of electronic devices and equipment because the types of BG-N have been 

increased and improved. 

"Super E-Caps" is described in the previous technical report. That is a system which enhances 

the function of the high perfonnance BG-N, eliminates an internal inductance and upgrades it to 

the limit of its ability. That is, this is a system which works as an idea! capacitor of "Super 

E-Caps" by connecting two BG�Ns in order to cancel the internal inductance L each other. Then 

the false domain which is the weakest point ofa capacitor completely disappears. 

Figure I shows the theory of "Super E-Caps". A pair of non-polarized capacitors, BG-Ns (C, 

and C2) include CNI and C""l of capacity, RSI and Rsl of equiyalent series resistance (E.S.R.) , LI 
and b of the inductance which are caused by the �inding ofan internal electrode foil as well as 

the resonance frequencies which are determined by each capacitor, Cl or Cl. The magnetic nux 
nu and rru are caused by the inductance L. and ll. I-!oweyer, in the case of BG-Ns which 

capacity and voltage rate are the same, the structure and the dimension of electrodes of each 

capacitor arc exactly equivalent and symmetric, and the start of winding points and the end of 
them arc the same, too. Therefore, when these two capacitors are connected in paraJlel to 

cancel the flux m. and nu each other as shown in figure I ,  the total resonance frequency is 

eliminated, and the impedance and the E.S.R. arc decreased to absolute zero as ,the frequency is 

increased. This is the characteristic of an ideal capacitor. 

This excellent effect �all be achieyed by a pair of BG-Ns only. A tenn of "Super E·Caps" 

comes from this. Power supplies with this show almost no noise al any fTequency. Also, when 

complex fast digital signals pass through the power supplies, they show the great electrical 

characteristic that they can transfer signals according 10 the change of the load and without allY 

phase change. There is no such example other than this. 

Figure 2 is the example of the power supply which is a lot of demand. This circuit generales ± 

SV and ± 12V and meets the requirement of very low noise and yery high speed. Marks, 0, 
0 ,  I and S indicate BG-N tenninals and rivet marks in figure 3. This is the example of 

L-canceling pair of ±2 power supply circuit. 

figure 4 Super E-cap� I'arallcl L--canc(!ing I'air Circuit Figure 4 is a parallel L-canceling power supply which uses the theory shown in 

figure I.  This power supply is used for various purposes. Main usage is for 

switching power supplies which are produced ten million units per month in 

Japan, including four million of DC·DC conycrtcrs. We haye achicved the 

complete noiseless circuit first in the world . 
C .. C, 'DC;'N 16vHO"F Co. c,:  DG-N15VHOO"F 
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lelmax Technical Report NO 688 

No D i stortion, Super H i gh Speed, H i gh Eff i c i ency and No Frequency l i m i tat ion 

nlis theory can be utilized in oUler power supplies and circuits. Therefore, this is used in all of 

clcclronic devices and equipment. This portion will be described in details in another report. 

Please expect it much. 

Although only power supplies for low voltage are explained in the above, low noise power 

supplies are required at IDDV or higher voltage. In this case, serial L·canceling pair is used and 

the even number of pair of capacitors are connected in serial to cancel L component. Since an 

internal resonance frequency is canceled as wc can do in a parallel system, high voltage and Figure 5 Double-voltage Serial 

high perfonnance can be obtained. Figure 5 shows the application of this circuit to the L-c�ccling Pair Cireuil 

full-wave double-voltage rectifier type of power supplies and DC 200Y is generated in this � "�""�Tn--<l,--,--., 
circuit. In the case of a power supply for higher voltage, for example, a power supply for a : c . 16v�l� #� F 
vacuwn tube amplifier, four of BG-Ns (IOOY 2200 u F) are connected in serial. In this case, oC' C,. Co:BG-Nl00V21OO�F 
the total capacity is 550 J.I. F which is one fourth of the original one and the E.S.R.�is·-80m 0 
which is four times of the original one. However, this is an excellent hi-fi power supply which 

is better than any traditional power supply for high voltage. Of course, a choke coil is nOI Figure 6 Seriall-cancclillg l'air Cueui( 

necessary. A resister must be connected to each capacitor in parallel. Capacitors must be 

connected each otller according to the rivet marks of lug tenninals shown in figure 6. 

I Superior Effect from Audio Frequency to Giga Hertz 1 
A DC power supply provides an active element with driving DC power. However, it is 

rOf High Vollage 

important to note that the DC power supply is also a function as a signal channel, and therefore - _---' __ ,-J 
c .. c ,. c" c.: BG-N lOOV11OO�F 

it detennines the perfonnance of an amplifier. � :  'OCI;f,,,, N,: ","",fill .. 

Electrolyte capacitors which are the patlies of signals C8).1Se distortions and phase changes. 

These problems ca.n be resolved by the ideal capacitor of super electrolysis capacitors "Super 

E-Caps". 

'Ille power supply that is equipped with our super-electrolyte capacitor can bring the uunost 

stability to an audio amplifier, making it the ultimate amplifier with the deepest sound. Also 

the color and the resolution of a video system are improved. Moreover, in Hi-vision system in 

which super low noise is required and five times of infonnation than the ordinary system is 

used, U]is power supply which is no frequency limitation is expected much. The superior 

perfonnance of tllis power supply is confinned in an antcnna circuit of BS bands as well as in 

the middle range of frequency and il is better Uian an ordinary power supply. It is important to 

note tlml the complete noiseless in a switching power supply has been achieved first in 
industr ial electronics fields. We are proud that we are in the leading edge of technology oflhe 

electrolyte capacitor that has a long hislory. 

BG-N, UG-NX for Super E-Caps 

BG-N ACIDC sUpI;r low noise 
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Jelrriax's "Non�Polarized Black Gate Capacitor" overcomes the problems of 
switching power supplies. It creates low ripple noise (3.75 m V), has high 
effectiveness (82%), eliminates the need for EMI measures, and it has a long 
lifetime. 

"Super E-Cap" will meet any requirement of high performance equipment 
in the 21st century. 

Jelmax introduced a new Non-Polarized Black Gate 
Capacitor on page 46 of the July 1992 issue of ELEcrRONIC 
COMPON5VI'S. (n the magazine, it was explained that Jelmax 
was tbe Hrst company in tbe world to apply an L-canceling 
smootbing circuit to minimize the ripple noise of switching 
power supplies. This circuit is shown in Fig.9 in this calalog. 
These technical notes e:(.piain the details of this development 
Conventional switching power supplies' smoorhing circuits. 
which employ polarized capacitors. have never successfully 
eliminated the ripple noise for the reasons given below: 
(lA) Polarized capacitors have semi·capacitor 

action and they generate heat, 
Rectified output waves have continuous higb frequency 
positive and negative pulses up to tOO ylHz and the 
smoothing capacitors must handle very high loads. 
Polarized capacitors create a semi-capacitor action because 
they function as a capacitor on the positive cycle and a 
resistance on the negative cycle. This action consumes 
almost half of the energy inside the capacitor. and it 
generates heal. Therefore, polarized capacitors must be 
designed for thermal-proof characteristics as their priority 
target instead of optimizing them for performance. 

100 V input. 5V5A output SWitching power suppl:v 

Well· matched pair demonstrating the: performanc 

in bilateral directions. The strongest in the world 

(2A) Polarized capacitors do not function when the resonance point is exceeded. 
Generally, a capacitor of I(X)() iJF has an internal resonance pOint of approximately 70 KH2. When 
the frequency exceeds tbis resonance pOint, the function enters an imaginary region. In this zone, 
the Impedance snd E.S.R. vslues Increase tremendously with increases in frequency and the 
performance decreases dramatically. It is, therefore, essentially impossible for these capacitors to cut the 
noise as they are aJways operated beyond their reso[lance points. 

(3A) Only an adequate E.S.R. value can prevent noise. 
Competition in heat prevention measures began for the reasons described in item (lA) above. The E.S.R. 
characteristics for handling high capacitor temperatures work against noise prevention 
e!r�o!..m.an�e: _ . _ . _ . _ . _ . _ _ _  . _ . _ . _ . _ . _ . _ . _ . _ . _ . _ . _ 

lelmax solved these problems by eliminating these faults in capacitor design and by using a parallel L· 
canceling pair o f  our "Super E-Cap", Non Polarized Black Gate (BG-N) capacitor, We describe the 
major points of their superior functions below. 

(lB) Why heat is not generated by our BG·N capacitor 
The BG�N capacitor is a non polarized system snd uses tbe principle of internal electron transfer. 
Therefore, its perfo�maDce is the best of electrolytic capacitors. lust like good quality film capacitors . 

it has almost DO reactance loss and it does Dot contain any heal generating elements. 
(2B) How we eliminate the resonance point 

This is the most important aspect. A pair of BG·Ns. with identical voltages and capacity, ace made 
wiLh completely symmetrical rolled electrode. Together they cancel the inner resonance in parallel, in 
such a manner cancel their Internal inductance OIL element". The result is that the "Super E-Cap' 
merely functions as a capacitor. We have succeeded, for tbe first time in the world, in applyin 
this function to super high range characteristics without limiting the operating frequency . 

. To be continued· 
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(3B) How about the E.S.R. characteristics for preventing noise? 

�ue to the effect of item (28) above, using the capacitor's 
Impedance. tbe E.S.R. value continue to decrease, even after the 
operating frequency exceeds the resonance point. In addition to 
its internal electron transfer characteristics, i ts E.S.R. value 
decreases by 1/3 to 1/20 at frequencies over 100 KHz. when 
compared with ordinary capacitors. Thus. it has extremely 
good noise prevention characteristics. Pure copper lead wires 
also conuibute to this effect 

(4B) What are the temperature characteristics? 
As described in item (IB), this design does not generate beat itself. When installed in conditions 
similar to those for film capacitors (70"C), there is no heat generated by the BG·N and it has better 
heat resistance tban film capacitors. In addition. contrary to other materials. the t:lectron transfer 
path of Crne grain gr:apbite deneases distortion noise and energy loss when tbere is any increase if! 
ambient temperature. This self limiting function is another imporunt feature of the BG·;..l' series. 

(SB) How about its lifetime? 
The lifetime of capacitor has a close relation to tJ1e operallng temperature. At normo.l lemp'.::all!rcs. �. 
which there is no heat generation. the life of these C:lpacltors will be 10 times or more longer th;\!, 
con"VenlionaJ capacitors which gener:lte he:lt mternally. In other words. the lifcspan I'; ne:lfly .nfim :e. 

(6B) No need for EM! preventive measures. . .  

A large percentage of tbe high frequency barmonic energ)' generated at a rectifier's output 
con"Verted by the "Super E·Cap." It has an almost 100% wide range smoothing cbaractcl"is: , ,; 
which con"Verts the energy to dired current. Therefore, essentially all noise wi\.! be cancelc !  
Furthermore, noiSe that might be scattered outside Is also absorbed, and no EMI prevcntiH� 
measures are required. This can be proved by applying high frequency tr:msmission theory. 

(7B) What are the merits? 
Needless to say. a single pair of BG·Ns get substantial points in solving all of tlle current problems of 
switching power supplies. Exceeding the performance of $tries regulators, which cost 10 times as 
much, they provide Innumerable advantages in performance, cost, and Iifespan ar.d they do Dot 
need special noise filters, or EMI preventi"Ve measures. The same can be said for DC/DC 
con"Vertecs. The market requires downsizing, as well as super high sp�ed. high density electronic 
equipmenl Only the BG-N meets these seemingly Incompatible requirements. The table below shows 
the test results from substituting our "Super E-Dps" in normal switching supplies currently available on 
the market. 

Performance comparison les[ between --Super E-CapsH and the ordinary capacitor� ·use J in switching 
power suppUts. 
Tested condition: 100 K.Hz waveform, 100 V input, 25 W output. 5\"5.-\ Size; 36 .'( 93 x 139 mm, made by "V" and operated at 20·C 
:z.;: :!:�:....':CX!: :=:: . c:rc�it configurations v.·ere used. Only the smoothing capacit�m 

were at 5V5A for each load. 

(common use or 

""" 
company 

l O V 2200}4F�2 

.. 1 . meter made by company. 
.. 2. 100 wlliz 2-chanoel oscilloscope made by "K" Co. 
• 3. Multi-meter made by "F' company. 

(Non.polari..zed) 
10 V 15C(),uF � 2 

None (room temperature) 

Medium 
• 4. Patcnt pending . 

. • 5. Most of them are frequency ripple . 

28.6 mQ 

''''"'' 

'" 6. Heat generation is less than 3 % of cooventionnl types 
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lelmax Technical Report No . . 72 

The merits and demerits o( the electrolytic capacitor 
wltich has the axial type of lead wires. 

II you don't know a real thing, you woo't get the best result. 

If you judge something by appearance only, you may misunderstand it because you don't 
know the inside of it. In audio sets, there's one example. It's an electrolytic capacitor 
which has the axial type of lead wires. Please look at figure I .  This connecting way to a 
circuit is seen in a lot of vacuum tube ampljfiers of amateurs made or garage makers'. The 
way of wiring was also used in an old telephone. It looks smart, therefore people tend 10 
think its quality must be good. However, it's wrong as below. 

Figure 2 is the inside picture of the development of the electrolytic capacitor above 
mentioned. Inside capacitor element is the same as an ordinary electrolytic cap whieh has 
the radial type of lead wires. The lead wire of the negative side is welded spot to the onc 
side of a flat ribbon wire that has more than 2Q length, made of aluminum foil. Then the 
other side of the ribbon is also welded to the opposite side of an inside bottom. Its lead 
wire is made of iron because of the structural reason, therefore the element is connected by 
aluminum and iron to a circuit. However, these metals lower the quality for 30db about the 
distortion value, and 30% about E.S. R. value. Especially the L-component of the earth side 
increases terribly, it reaches the worst level. Moreover , the connecting way is so unstable 
that is weak at vibration. In short, this style is out of datc, but many people still 
believe it today. We guess people arc influenced by the appearance that looks easy
connection or by its sales copy. 

Wc've asked many times if there will be a schedule of producing such type of electrolytic 
capacitor. However, we won't make it any time in the future because of the above reasons. 

Now, we're gonna introduce how to connect the radial type of a capacitor firmly to your 
handmade set. See figure 3. First, drill two holes in a PC board at an interval of the lead 
wires of the capacitor. Next, put eyelets into each of the hole. TIlen, glue the eyelets and 
the board with rubber adhesive. Finally, solder the root of the lead wires and the eyelets. 
It will be bctter that to conncct wircings and the lead wires as figure 3. The lead wires 
become the shortest ones, moreover the glue is effective enough for suppressing the 
vibration of the electrodes. 

We recommend you to connect fiGs to a circuit with the way which we mentioned above. 
The tone quality wiU grade up fantastically that beyond your imagination. 

Figure I: the e�ample of the o.:onnectin& way 
of the a�ial type 

x rg;'�l Ox- Terminal board �c:::J . . , . , 

Figure 2: the inside picture or the axial type 

� .... "" daooca. 

Spot I\luminum I �a"_, ,utl/>e, -g foil [;;; -�8 . 
- ' <:1- . --.,. 

� .. S t 
More than 2.t lenglh--l po 

Figure 3: our rewmmending way of the connecting for l.IJack Gate 

o Glue PC boaId 

-' 
Wit;_, ' ''' 

·Supcr E-Caps series 
start from Our 
Technical Report 
No.11. Please take 
a look. 

I'ower ean be applied in 
both directions through 
cooperation of the pair. 

t...oad ... ;,� 0, ... c,elcO 
- . 

" ---" ', BlacK Gate-N /f l .... 
NOD-polarized ' � \ \ 

(1""'"",\\ " Super E-Caps" :.- 4 . 

. , •. 
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Why tone quality of ion transfer is poor? 
You may be taking wrong measures without knowing the real cause 

We explained the goodness of tone quality of electron transfer in the Tecbnical Report 
No.70. This time we are going to talk aboot why that of ion transfer beoomes poor. 
Ion transfer is the system that signals flow directiy in electrolyte. The electrolyte 

ionizes into +ioos and -ions, then an electron rides on an each ioo and moves toward either 
+ ..t elei:bodes. The mass of an ion is moch larger than that of an electron, therefore an 
Km ...... slowly and ;. bard to follow the high speed of a signalmo.emeot. A lot of signal 
jnh 0 .... ' drops whenever ions move between the two electrodes, and an ion distortion IS 

gener.lted. 
Perhaps you thought it reversely. but the more informatioo drops as the frequency beccmes 

knn:<. the drimg W>ItIge is ........ and the power is larger. A!; the frequeocy ........... 
bgbe<, the less Uamation drops. 

Moreover, oon-Jinear distortion that � sharp, bard and unpleasant sound and olfeuds 
one's ears beoomes larger. This is caused by the loos of dielectric itself and the structure 
.. electrodes. 

Although the ooo-lioear _ can be improved much, the pre""""-<:xpIained m 
distmtioo is hmDy bettered. When listening to a contrabass or ceUo closely. we can 
recognize the seti!l4iveness of the strings' vintion on basic note, but once listening to 
them through an ampifier. the oouod beoomes flat and signaliotonnation drops sba<ply. 

As wen as 80% of audio fans are dissatisfie4 at tooe quality oC an audio system because of 
the aOOve reason. U you try to improve on an amplifying system or other parts witbJut 
knowing the £act. it will be meaningiess because an e:Dstmg ampi6ers have this fault. No 
matter bow faithCulan amplifying system works, the lost infotmamu. will not get: back! 

The only correct measurement is repbcilg capacitors wih: faultJess BB:::k Gates. The inside 
transfer system changes from ioo b:msfer to the Transcmdent EJectron T:ransCer then the 
amount of information D:reases by 100 times! This supeI" caparitm will satisfy your ears 
oompIetely! 

Orlginal Signal 

Signal going through 
an � capadtor · 

Black Gate-N 
Non-polarized 

""";:,t. Super 

," . 
�'*' be � � I;JOII dnICII:Ina II"oorcIoqI .. _� .,. 
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lelmax Technical Report- No, , 74 

Super E-Caps series 1 :  
The Great Power of a Bias shunt," SUPER 

by SUPER E-CAPS 

V ITA DRIVE"
-

The achievement of ultimate sound 
it's impossible to be obtained from amplifiers o n  the market 

The biggest weak JX)int or transistor amplifiers is a bias circuit. Input signals is 
amplified always with the difference of AC phases for only biases,and synthesized in output 
side. Therefore signal information becomes vague,SIN is lowered and even a switching 
distortion occurres. '111CSC arc the principal cause of deterioration in the quality of Hi-Fi. 

The switching countermeasures by A class operation is meaningless because it just makes 
biases deeper. For the fundamental cowltcrmcusurc wc need a capacitor for a shunt that 
always keeps input points A ami B a very high speed and the same phase . I3lack Gate-NX 
is the only onc can do that. 

Its effect is so great that satisfy professionals :.lIld many audiophiles Hnd it is even used 
in cUHing amplifiers for making analog phono records. This time,we arc introducing 
epoch-making .. Super Vila Drive" ,that will make the quality of audio sets (he best all at 
once. 

How to do this is very easy. It only makes points A and B shunt by BG-NX pairs. To 
twist two capacitor'.i' eaeh longer lead wires I and shorter ones S together. The phase 
difference of input electrodes of up and clown complernentaries Trl ,Tr2 is completely 
disappeared over <Ill bands. In" Super E-C<lps" ,there is no rCSOll<lllCe point in impedance and 
E.S.R.churaeteristics,then they continue going down endlessly aceorqing to the frequency is 
going up. this is the characteristic of the ideal capacitor. Therefore,the amplifier will 
become perfect complementary operation ovcr all frequencies for the first timc. In short, the 
resolution for all bands becomes terribly going up like being in sharp focus suddenly. 

It is most cUective for sharp and impulsive playbacking sound overwhelmingly like 
a cymbal,a harpsichord,a piano and a dram,moreover,the amount of information of sound 
increases and tbe amplifier becomes powerful remarkably even in the middle aod low 
range,therefore the people who have experienced the sound has the same opinion Ihal 
plentiful music is full of the room so they forgot the existence of speakers. 

FinaUy,we have achieved to realize ultimate sound hoped for a long time. 13y the waY,the 
best type of Black Gate for a power supply is I3G-N IOO VI2200,.u. F x  2. Try it! 

Nun-I'ulari7.cll ., Super I::-Caps" 

Super E-Caps 

for Bias Sbunt 

To twist and solder two capacitors' 

each longer !cad wires I and 

shorter ones S together. 

TR I�ower Amplifier 

IIG-N, 
, lY'l""nl 
or 11g3o<f�1 

'" 
- -

/ ,.--0 .� ' B  
, 

0:1 0  
\ . �" Bi�s 1 I  Shunt r�i / 

1 1-
<--' 
+--< -

�-;;y 
-

,- ,,. 
D,I"" T 1'\ ' 

�..." f- " 
-

You should use the wires as 

thick as possible for shunt with 

A and U. 

- i 
Puwer can be applied ill both directions 

through cooperation of the pair. 

-
-. 
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Negative Feedback(NF) Amplifier 
will be Perfect with Super E-Caps 

{;{ Super E-Caps series vol.2 {;:{ 

Capacitor is most important component in whole transfer circuit 

This issue is onc of the most valuable example in the uses of .. Super E-Caps" . As we 
reported in Technical Report No.55, when you practice negative fccdback(NF) on an AC 
amplifier, it's an iron rule that using DC blocking higb quality capacitors Like BG-N in 

feedback loops for preventing low range distortion. *1 

NF system is an important technology on signals transfer engineering. however, not a few 
manufactures believe NON-NF amplifiers arc better than NF ones because they don't know 

the above fact and they cannot get practical effects. 

Sincc capacitors arc made by winding foils, resonance occurs by the foil inductance at 
specific frequency fo,and current phase in capacitors changes from minus to zero at the 
point fa , and it becomes plus after that. As you sce the line M in Figure 1, the 
impedance curve of single BG-N SOV 1�F changes from down to up like V curve as 
frequency increases, and we can call " false zonc*2 " after fo. In short, it's no longer a 
capacitor function after fo, but it's like inductor characteristics. Negative feedback, 
following as the name, is natural to feed back by negative phase until fo, so when it 
becomes positive, the condition will be oscillating. 

It's correct that using capacitors inside NF loop, but when there's NF gain of an 
amplifier in even higheT frequency range than fo , a part of high range becomes an 
oscillating condition, or an amplifier becomes semi-oscillating. It's stable when no 
signals input, but it becomes unstable when input signals, then SIN becomes worse and 
distortion increases rapidly. The perfect countermeasure for this is very difficult, but 
there are some ways to improve a bit by making a gain in only high frequency range down 
or correcting phase, but these are not enough. Therefore some auelio makers give up to 
use NF systems . 

. Finally, wc developed the epoch-making technology that resolve the above problem; that 
IS .. Super E-Caps" NF systems. When making two 8G-N SOV l00,tJFx2 capacitors Super 
E-Caps structure, the impedance becomes like N curve in Figure 1,  the resonance point to 
is cancelled and impedancc(samc as E.S.R.) value continues to decrease, and a pbase 
cbange is also cancelled. Then amplifiers become uJtra-stable and negative feedback will 
be complete in all operation ranges for the first time. Therefore the quality of 
amplifiers using this system also becomes great ever since it will get high-level 
negative feedback effect which no one ever experienced. 

http://www.partsconnexion.com
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For example, if you practice this on a professional monitor amplifier which we 
introduced in our Technical Report No.74, its performance becomes highest grade easily 
even just 20db of the negative feedback because of the ratio between R�Fl and RNF2. in 
Figure 2. Moreover, the Super E-caps " Bias Shunf' which wc also presented in Report 

No.75, is also practiced in a bias circuit of the amplifier. therefore its tone quality 
becomes excellent which cannot get from ordinary amplifiers on the market. In addition, 
the amplifier can be used not only for audio system, but also for industrial use having 
broad frequency range, the effect is so great that we have never imagined. 

*1 Refer our lelmax Technical Report No.9 and No.55 
*2 Refer No.51 

Figure 1: Frequency vs. Impedance and Phase Characteristics 

I 
I 
l ··���" 
Figure 2: Tr Power Amplifier Circuit 
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Black Gate-N 
Non-Polarized" Super E-Caps" 

Power can be applied in both directions through cooperation 
of the pair. They're strongest on earth! 
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" Super E-Caps" support audio sets completely 

over all frequency bands for the first time in the world 

The Switching Revolution which is the greatest one In the century 
breaks out! 

There arc always smoothing capacitors for even a use of a signal passage in 
The quaJily of the capacitor is cspcciaJly imponant because it affects the 
tortion or some electrical influences wben the signals are passing in the capacitor. 

By the way. the characteristic of impedance that everyone knows is, 

Zc=�-',-- ······(1 ) 
2nfc 

Zc: impedance (ohm) 
f: frequency (Hz) 
c; capacity (farad) 

a power supply. 

sets with dis-

The answer in the formula(l) has 10 be the onc shows a straight line. However, reality is 
V-curvc like the line M in tbe figure. The reason for it is common capacitors could work 
properly onJy in a positive area because of thc rcsonance generated by L-componcnt of the 
capacitor's insidc. The value of the impedance springs up with the frequency in the negative 
area after the {Xlint f , therefore the capacitor lose its function. The signals arc reflected 
fTom the power supply to inside the circuit and, if the frequency is high, the signals arc 
radiated even in the air. 

The worst example is a switch.ing power supply. A lot of noise remains in it, and a part of 
it is radiated in the air then becomes EMI noise. There is no useful countermeasure al this 
time. We'll let you know the shocking fact that the all capacitors now in use could work 
onJy ha.lf the frequency band and the rest half is a harmful operation. The frequency of 
audio amplifiers is until 20 kHz, therefore it could work only in the positive area somehow, 
but all of the sampling frequency of all the digital equipment, such as a personal computer, 
CD, DAC. OAT, etc., is working in the negative area, it's beyond the limit of the proper 
operation. The reason why nobody would mention and made an effort 10 solve the big, basie 
problem is that there was no capacitor that could work over all frequency bands and it was 

'impossible to produce sueh kind of capacitor. There was a flood of capacitors that werc faf 
from thc perfect. 

Howcver, lclmax has obtained the best result that breaks down old products. This is," Super 
E-Caps" ,a complete operation ovcr all frequency bands.(sce lclmax Super E-Caps catalog) This 
surpnslDg characteristic as the figure turns into reality. That's why we call it the 
Switching Revolution. Let's join it! And you'll know how amazing a real thing which suits its 
theory. We arc hearing a lot of surprising voi� about it all over the country. There 'are 
too many mannerism articles of audio assembling like a child's play lately. We would like 
them all to vanish. 

, 

I 
I 
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CAUTION: IMPERFECT OPERATION THAT MOST OF 
DIGITAL EQUIPMENTS FALL INTO 

CD PLAYER GOES BEYOND ANALOG BY MEANS OF 
BLACK GATE " SUPER E-CAPS" 

When we replaced conventional capacitor with Black Gate Fig.1. Frequency vs Lmpedance. 

SUPER E-CAPS in CD Player, the player surpassed high Phase Charncteristics 

grade CD player. Its sound quality from middle to high 
range levelled up and increased sense of sound depth 
which exceeded analog player. Especially brilliant 
expansion of sound won many critics' high praises. Why 
did replacement of capacitors in power supply make such 
a difference? The answer is that power supply of the 
digital equipment which was Dot perfect for operation 
was changed to ideal one. 
Power supply for pulse signal needs f characteristics 
which can pass through the frequency band twenty times 
as high as the signal and phase characteristics which 
donot change. However, there are no such digital 
equipment. For example, impedance curve of 
BG-N35V 14700 F has resonance point at 20KHz and then 
going up as is shown in curve M in fig. I. 

ConsequentlY,phase also changes very much accordingly. 
The impedance of capacitor should go down together 
with frequency in general, what will happen if it goes 
up. The capacitor behaving like coil? Since sampling 
frequency of signal of today's CD player, DC, BS and so 
on are all in negative zone higher than fa point, pulse 
reflects in the circuit and radiate into 'the air 
instead of passing through it in stable way. 

i= 

Fj�.2, The III�ck Gale·1\" nu".pol�"".c<J 

['",,"Pr ea" I>e cap�<:il()r 
�ppliN in t><.>1� 
d",""lion, lhfQU�h 
c"o!'<ra\>"n �I 

IM. p�ir, 

Other digital equipments are also affected by such 
imperfect power supply. The error happened frequently in 
CD players and uncomfortable sound quality of high tones 
prove this fact. No digital equipment change its signal 
form in transmission process. On the other hand, curve N 
in fig. 1· shows bow "Super E-Caps" works. It has no 
resonance over all band and its impedance goes straight 
downto the limit. There is no phase change either. 
Therefore, this is a real power supply_ 
Since the twenty-first century is the age of digital 
equipment, the only perfect power supply which will survive 
next age will be armed with "Super E-Caps". 
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What is the Power Transmission Efficiency? 
Black Gate has the best characteristic for this: the value IS 

extraordinary larger than any existing capacitors. 

Power transmission efficiency indicates how much an electrolytic capacitor transfer 
power. You may think, the larger the capacitance, the more efficiency will be gained. 

However, the correct answer· is, the more the number of ion in electrolyte, the 
better efficiency will be obtained because electrons usually move on ions. 
(Refer to. the Technical Report No.73) 

However, the amount of electrolyte is hard to increase since it is impregnated in 
extremely thin paper which is sandwiched between electrodes, so the quantity is 
generally very little. To gain the amount, it is required to add both paper and foils 
more. This measure makes the capacity be huge. . 

But when large capacity foil is wound more than is necessary, it becomes a delayed 
circuit: signals go through the foil sluggisbly. Such circuits never reproduce 
complete cIear sound. 

Besides, for increasing capacity, creating chemical etchings on the surface of the 
foils and making it IOQgb. Such capacitor.; seem to become too large in capacity for 
small size, but in reality, they do not gain power because the amount of electrolyte 
which contains ion does oot iILtease at all bot just E.S.R. goes up instead. Therefore 
a small sized electrolytic capacitor oe __ be powerful. 

And there are capacitor.; which is said to be all rig/d: for high ripple, or ones that 
is lowered the etrbing nle. TIle capacitor.; of such characteristics transfer power a 

little Iarger than an mdioary ODe, bot the improvement is just within the ability of 
ion transfer so it does not have much effect. 

Then, at last, a great product that breaks through such limitations completely has 
been born, that is "Black Gate". The power of BG(standard) is 5 times and 
BG-N(Noo-polarized) is 10 times" breer than an ordinary one at the same etching rate. 
The reason of such iocomparabIe difference comes from the inside of Black Gate: the 
Transcendent Ele<1too Trallsf"".(Refer to the ]eImax catalogs for details) It is never 
affected by the 3IIIOUIlt of ion at all because an electron in BG is transferred by 
itself, not by ion. 

Therefore BG-FK SOV 10,OOOpF is more powerful than 5O,OOOpF of an ordinary capacitor. 
This' fact has amared a lot of professionals in 'the world . 

• Refer to the ]ehnax Technical Report No.66,67 
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" Super E-Caps" :improving SIN of imaging equipment revolutionary! 
High frequency digital signals of diagnostic imaging device transfer perfectly 

for the first time with Super E-Caps power supply! 

Diagnostic imaging equipment such as MRVCT IDSAlUS are all processed by digital 
signals. These sampling signals are high frequency puISI', but they do not tcansfer 
completely in a cirruit on the devices. 

For perfect tcansferring, the power supply inside bas to bave these two 
, 

characteristics: a frequency band of 20 times wider than its sampling pulse signal 
frequency, and tmebangeable phase. But such power supply did not exist at all. 

The chart shows an impedance curve ofBG-N 35V/4700j!F that used for a power supply 
of large capacitance. As a curve M, resonance point fo is sure to appear at around 
20KHz due to L-component of an electrode foil. After this point, impedance and E.S.R. 
values jump up and phase changes drastically. Diagnostic imaging equipment always 
works above foat signal frequency, so whenever the signals go through a power supply, 
they are reflected in a cirruit or are radiated outside because of the unstableness. 
Thus, for better SIN of a device, you bave to improve such a defective power supply 

first. 

JeJmax bas completed epoch making "Super E-Caps" *' system that cancel such internal 
resonance completely for the first time in the world. 

The almost straight line N shows the phenomenon: there is no resonance over all bands, 
impedance goes down straight till the limit, and pbase never change. Therefore digital 
signals transfer perfectly in a power supply, and marvelous SIN gained. 

We bave already completed a noiseless switrhing power supply*'- by applying the .. Super 
E-Caps" system. The ripple noise ranged from several hundreds KHz to several hundreds 
MHz goes down to only 3.75 mV, and E.M.I.noise drops to almost zero. These success 
are amazing the world. 
As well as on the new one, you will expect the same result by replacing with the 

" Super E-caps" on a switching power supply which has already been used. 
We highly recommend this system to people who pursue ultra sharpness in an imaging 

equipment. 

Frequency vs. Impedance,Phase Characteristics 

*1: Je1ma:x Technical Report No.66, No.68 
*2: � No.7l 
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.. Super E-Caps" Perfect Anti-Vibrating System IS Completed 
Ultra-Quiet Amplifier, a long time dream has come true at last! 

<r Super E-Caps series vol.4 <r 

When AC signals run into electrolytic capacitors, the inside electrodes vibrate a bit 
depending on an electric force. The electrodes are wound as cylindrical so the force are 
cancelled each other. and they are in electrolyte having a large coefficient of 
viscosity, therefore most oC vibration are dumped, but it is still left and it generates 
distortion noisc. 

Black Gates can operate completely until -l60db which is extremely low level, so they 
are affected by such an above weak vibration. Moreover, the "Super E-Caps" system can 
operate as the lowest noise level, nearly -lBOdb, in all kinds of capacitors. therefore 
it's important to set up a perfect anti-vibrating system under ultimate operation when 
m:ing it. Here is the epoch-making system lor this as completed. Would you please try! 

As you see from FIGURE 1 or FIGURE 2, first put each lead wires twisted together, then 
glueing them in parallel with silicone dumping material, and lastly combining Ulem finnly 
each other by cylindrial metal holder. Then, as FIGURE 3, active signals vibrate 
electrodes as the direction of real arrows wbcn a wavefonn is a real line in FIGURE 4, 
and also Uley vibrates as the direction ol dotted arrows when a wave(onn is dotted line. 
However, the significant point is a junction part because capacitors CN I and CN2 vibrate in 
the same direction completely at this point. Therefore, it shows the vibrating energy is 
unrelated to other supporting structures and it is all absorbed and dwnped inside tile 
silicone eJastomer. Above cylindrical holder should be fixed on chassis, it'll be more 
effective. 

The reason comes from the basic mechanism of the .. Super E-Caps" , which is made by a pair 
of DOn-polarized Black Gates having completely the same structure and bolh electrodes are 
applied to Ule opposite polarities each olher. It's 50 state-of-Ule-art invention! We 
practice the above system on each .. Super E-Caps" circuits and see the result, the effect 
is beyond our expectations, especially it's remarkably on coupling circuits. With this 
system, stereo sets become three--dimcnsional which has sOWld staging of on even right and 
left. up and down. and Crocl and back. 

FIGURE 1 
.
. Super E-Caps" 

Anti-Vibrating Structure 
:it' Preparation *' 

eN. eN. 

FIGURE 2 .. Super E-Caps" 
Anti-Vibrating Structure 

� Completion * 

FIGURE 3 Anti-Vibration 
4t Explanation * 

FIGURE 4 Drive Signals 

, . 
\. 
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Super E-Caps is the ideal coupling capacitor 
11; Super E-Caps series vol.5 * 

Wonderful technology of Super E-Caps is spreading out in each industrial 
field. This issue is about what's the result when the Super E-Caps system is 
operated as coupling between circuits. It's interested in it, isn't it? At 
this time, we choose ordinary electrolytic capacitors and film capacitors for 
comparison, and except dry electrolytic capacitors*1 such as ceramics*; 
tantalums and Organic Semiconductors because they have a large contact 
distortion noise which is hard to be accepted as capacitors. Also, it's not 
include high tension ones over 500V since they are only for vacuum tube 
amplifiers. 

Super E Caps rdinary PoIamed F"m Application 
. BG-N X 2 �: Capacitor 

Distortion Rate Cl A Cl Hip quality film caplcito'" arc almost equal to Super E Caps. 

E. S. R. Value Cl A 0 After rQOllaDCC point,Super E-o.ps is Vl 10 1120 compared to othen. 

Impedance Cl A A Super e-<:aps is the ooly ideal o::harn.cterislic I 
loner Resonance 0 X X Super E-Caps is the only Due to C;)ooell inner re3Onanc:e(PalCoted 

Sipal Pba3e 01angf: (I X X Super E-caps is the only onC to cancell phase chang=(Plttntedj 

Down Siziog 0 0 X FOm c:apacil(ln have 10 be large-seaJe, I 
Operation ability Cl X A Super E Caps has DO frcquellC)' limit �UK hmer resonance is c:\lICCllcd. 

�--� 0 X 0 Super E-ca"" and Fiba caJ»cilOr ca.a be UllCd for urn billS cou plilll oaa. 

Capacitaoc:e 0 0 A I The limit of Film capacitor is just 15 Jl F. 

For details, please refer to Jelmax " Super E-Caps" catalog. ® and 0 are 
good, I:> means being managed to use, and X shows poor. You are aware 

that the items for Super E-Caps are almost all ®! Most of them are the 
results of patented L-canceUing pair technology*' which comes from only Black 
Gate Non-polarized caps, therefore any other ordinary capacitor never gets 
these wonderful quality. 

Of course there has been no precedence of such above experiments for Super 
E-Caps couplings anywhere in the world, it is very unique. In short, Its 
performance is superior to any other kind of capacitors without exaggeration. 
First and utmost, the signals have to run without any information lack and 
unnecessary addition. In the case of an audio set, the sound of musical 
instruments is reproduced with various harmonic waves besides fundamental 
wave, and the waves reach until 100KHz as the highest limit, moreover all 
signal ranges include the sound staging information. 

However, the resonance inside a capacitor and phase changes, both of them 
erase such above most important information completely. Therefore when 
reproducing analog records of which information is likely to remain, by Super 
E-Caps system circuits as FIGURE 1 or 2, anyone will be amazed that a sound 
staging appears perfectly! Then, we're going to introduce the low noise 
amplifier in FIGURE 1 for you to experience above effect easily. 
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the dream of three dimensional stereo comes true 
by perfect transfer of information signals! 
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We tested Super E-Caps to a microphone or an analog record which have 
sound live information in its source, then the quality will be great about 
dynamic range, sound staging and sound volume,etc.compared to an ordinary 
amplifier which baving input transformers at its input side. There is a 
enormous difference between them! 

In FIGURE 2 is the example of a higher graded amplifier for professionals 
used for studio live, it realizes balanced input used in studios without an 
input transformer, and it suites for a live recording and a broadcasting of 
extremely. high quality. FM stations should practice this at once, they'U 
know example is better than precept. We'd like them to satisfy many music 
lovers through FM by using the attractive three dimensional stereo sets which 
produce sound staging of musical instruments, sound volume, and sound 
delicacy. 

If you practice "Super E-Caps" OD your circuits, we strongly recommend 
referring Technical Report No,83, the article about anti-vibrating system. 
And would you do the idling process enough!!(for detail, see lelmax catalog). 

Figure 1 
Low level . low noise amplifier 
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Figure 2 
Balanced input to unbalanced output amplifier 
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*' ... Refer to Jelmax Technical Report No.50 
·'.··Refer to Jelmax Technical Report No.37 
*' .. ·Refer to lelmax Technical Report No.68 
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The Super E-Caps "BG-NX Hi-Q" 
d�but beyond Giga-Hertz 

• 

IS 

Ceramics distortion that must affect audio sets in 
high frequency range _ are cancelled for the first time! 

The quality of capacitors depends on dieIectrics_ We expected if it was possible to 
improve the structure of an electrolytic capacitor, it would become !be best ooe in all 
kinds of capacitors*1 because they had already used m::ide alumioium which had the highest 
quality as dielectric. As we believed, at last the dream has come true and the 
performance of the capacitor becOmes exceDent even in very h:igb frequeocy r.mge in which 
any caps had been impossible to operate completely. It is a real shock to people who 
believed that electrolytic capacitors were for Jow frequeocy range only. Moreover they 
are superior to any other kinds of capacitors. 

The main purpose of a development at this time is to stop the harmful noo-lioea:r 
� generated from ceramic capacitcr.; as we announced our Teclmical Report No.SS . 
Unbl now, people only put an effort to make the L smaDer in high frequency range and 
they use ceramic caps lIDcmsciously there. For the sake of this, a large high frequency 
distortioo noise(--8)db) is generated from a fe:rroeIectric because of an strong 
eIectrostrictiv effect, and SIN ratio declines Jargely*� but only a few � rerogoize 
these facts_ Irs a big problem! 
Take a look other ones, for example, styrene capacitcr.; which having good performance at 

high frequency range, however its film becomes thick on practical use since dielectric 
ratio is small, as a result, L value becomes large and the resonance point occurs over 
operation range, so it is sure a failure as a capacitor after all. 
Therefore our company use mide abmrininm foil which has lowest loss, and make it 

es:lIemely thin, and miniaturize its area as inamparabIy smaU which impossible for any 
other kinds of capacitors, and then the resonance point going up, moreover caoceDing the 
"""""""'" by Super E--{;aps tedmology_ 

As the distortion characteristics of FIGURE 1 shows. ceramic capacitors generate 
enonnous distortion ....., unrelated to its capacit;mre or KS_R. value_ Irs very large 
comparing to the average value of semi cooductors, it's about -12Odb. The line c in 
FIGURE 1 shows an extremely small capacitance one used in a cooverter of satellite 
antennas, just !be single capacitor makes SIN ratio of receivers decline sbarply_ On the 
other band, Black Gate IIi-Q bas an oveTWbebning difference of 40 to l00db comparing to b 
or c, therefore the capacitor can huptove SIN ratio dJastically. 

FIGURE 2 sbows impedance and KS_R.cbaracteristic of 1Ii-Q, and there is a resonance 

pcjnt whereas it's hard to be measured. Then connecting Hi-Qs by' Super E-capi�;ystem to 
C30Cell resooaoce, so the capacitance becomes double, but the result is weD with DO bad 
in11uence_ It can operate beyood IOGBz_ 

When replacing a capacitor c inside an above BS converter with the Super E-Caps Black 
Gate IIi-Q, the distortion ....., is cancelled as expected, the picture becomes clear, the 
resoIutioo and sensitivity is graded up much. and it is proved that it improves SIN 
ratio. 

Refer to "'1. ··Technical Report No.35, ... ,. ... No.37, ....... No.68 
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* Super E-Caps senes vo!. 7 * 

Black Gate-N 

Noo-Pobrized'" 5upeI" E� 

Power can be applied in both directions tJu-ough coope�tioo 

of this pair. 1bey're strongest 00 earth! 

"Jelmax Technical Report No.86" 

8GNX5IIVD.n .. F 

Disk Cenm.icl B)(8)(3 

� 11 
• •  

Please try to replace countless ceramic capacitors in all of radio communication 
equipment such as tuners. auto radioes, or bypass and coupling capacitors inside 
televisions. etc., with Black Gate Hi-Qs completely and see them. All equipment is freed 
from harmful ceramics distortion and the SIN ratio is improved incredibly. This is the 
birth of the dream capacitor! Finally, Black Gate becomes almighty over the digital 
transmission of all frequency ranges from audio frequency to GHz . 

.. Refer to Technical Report No.98 fur Black Gate-NX Hi Q' SOV O.1f'!' 

1 BG-NXSOVO.47J.<F Hi-Oand 
Dietoltioo. Cbar"acteristD Compri!on F'JIIIII'e 2 BG-NX SOV o.47JiF ImpedaDce E.S.R. 

.1 

Input VolGge(V) 10kHz 
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" Super E-Caps" revive FM sound as the best 
FM can be higher grade and more economical with BG-NX 

<::r Super E-Caps series voL8 <::r 

Many people think the tone quality of FM is inferior to the one of record. When the 
FM source is the same record as you listen on your player, the tone quality which once 
going through a FM receiver becomes certainly worse. This is not because of a defect 
of FM system, but the main cause comes from a wave detector or ceramic capacitors in 
the set. 

[n the case of a ratio(FM) detectior DET circuit in figure below, which is widely 
used, the tone quality mainly depends on smoothing capacitors CN, ,CN, which are set 
at an output side of diode D, ,D,. Not only audio signals but also high frequency wave 
are flowing into the capacitors, and the caps should he symmetrical and have no 
distortion electrically. Moreover, they have to be linear impedance and phase 
characteristics over high frequency wave, however there's no such a capacitor on the 
market. Ordinary electrolytic capacitors are non-symmetrical and having inner 
resonance point, therefore inside both impedance and phase characteristics are 
completely disordered. The wonderful features originally FM has are almost lost when 
the signals go through a detector. As a result, the tone quality is far from 
brilliant. 

On the other hand, Super E--u.ps wave detector which use non-polarized Black Gates 
CN, and CN, making up Super E-Caps satisfies above necessary conditions perfectly, 
therefore the detection becomes no distortion and real-linear, it's the only one in 
the world. Of course, the output distortion noise decreases remarkably, the 
resolution improves, and it can receive marvelous sound for the first time. Now, FM 
system revives completely. 

The second problem is ceramic capacitors C, -C" which used a lot in high frequency 
bypass coupling in each stage of intermediate frequency(IF) Q, -Q 5 .  As we introduced 
in Jehnax Technical Report No.86, ceramic ones generate non-linear distortion terribly 
in high frequency, the difference between the caps and our brand-new product BG-NX 
Hi-Q becomes 6Odb(a thousand times!) per just one piece. Therefore large distortion 
noise generated from high frequency IF each stage decreases by replacing with BG-NX 
Hi-Qs, then FM threshold level improves, SIN and tone quality graded up rapidly. The 
perfect DX, which had been impossible becomes real now! 

By these above improvements, the quality of FM broadcasting such as a studio live and 
a live tape recorded by overseas' stations surpasses the one of a record, and it has 
heen highlighted as the hest sound source. Don't miss it, for all music lovers! 

HI·Q 

.<, 

Co-C .. BG-NlU.IVI.4l,ooF IiO-QXf T,-l.tH ID.l&o1H< 
�I",- R'.R'2.lKlh.II'!�K 

CN"CN. s..- i� 8GNSIlYIC}'.ISYJJ .. 
BGA,CSOYIO,..SOYI � .. 

cs .. cs. lOllP. C .. 0.01 � ...... � 
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Unconventional BG-WK POWER TANK is born 

. suppresses noise completely! 
Remove an UIiavoidable self-interference occurred in a common power, 

supply handles pulse: The most important process for your set! 

A lot kinds of electronic equipment which 
television has a caihode ray tube imaging 
exception, it has a horizontal fly hack 
deflection of fuirly large voltage. In fact, 
noise generation. . 

handles 
display 
circuit 

this is 

with pulse such as a 
device inside. Without 
for an electron-beam 
the biggest source of 

The noise invades other mnnerous circuits connected with a same power supply 
directly, and self-interference occurs inside because the noise is 
uoexpectedly larger than that of coming from outside. 

(1) Removing a harmful effect 00 picture quaJity especially for color 
reproducing circuit 

While horizontal output pulse flies hack, a large ringing power including odd 
numbers harmonics generates. (See Figure 1) This is the cause of noise 
generation, aod the ringing power goes ihrough a power supply and hits other 
circuits directly. It damages Y signals enormously that deciding the picture 
quality, and also deteriorates the color signals of I and Q and the operation 
of a phase detecting circuit particularly. 

A conventional electrolytic capacitor for smoothing noise is polarized, so it 
can smooth noise in only one <llrection. The opposite direction is left 
uncontrolled, and makes the performance of other circuits connected with the 
same power supply had. 

Then, to replace such a capacitor wiih non-polarized Black Gate, the noise 
has vanished completelY and picture quality has improved drastically because 
BG can work in the both directions. Now, Black Gate has got much attention 
for the perfect non-polarized operation of wide voltage range by even a single 
piece. 

(2) The new braod BG-WK, the revohrtiooary structure 
This Black Gate looks like a polarized electrolytic capacitor in appearance, 

yet it is entirely different. The inside is asymmetrical aod non-polarized 
structore which has two different working voltages: the +pole is 200V aod the 
-pole is l00V. 

This is unconventional as well as the most reasonable structure because when 
a pulse voltage at its peak l00V adds to the ringing power that superposes on 
a driving DC voltage of around 130V that is rectified by l00V power supply can 
be smoothed and bypassed as no distortion, low loss, aod ultra high speed. 
(See Figure 2) 
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'6, lelmax Technical Report No, 89 _I}' 
(BG-WK POWER TANK! Part 1) 

At last, ]elmax nas complerea a Stare-'-<)I-we-an D\.r-YV" �wv aUJ-Ir: mgD 
performance and very efficient capacitor for various characteristics in the 
same size as a conventional one. 

Ordinarily, a ringing noise superposed on a conventional smoothing capacitor 
is all under lOllY, therefore BG-WK can eliminate the noise completely. This 
is certainly the indispensable weapon against sejf-interference which HOTV has 
to face in the near futore. We are going to explain why is the capacitor a 
power tank type in the next issue for a switching power supply. 

(3) The power increases a lot and the life becomes longer by severnI times . 
In a conventional capacitor, the reverse pulse is directly absorbed inside 

and becomes loss power that would make the temperatore of electrolyte rises. 
It dries up faster and the life of the capacitor becomes shorter. TV 
monitors, inrage receiving devices and PCs, all of them which are very 

frequently used suffer much for this. 
On the other hand, the inner loss of BG-WK is the only E.S.R. due to a 

non-polarized structore, so the temperatore rises just a little. 
The electrolyte inside is consumed as less as 11100 compared to conventional 

ones. Therefore the power has increased and the lif� has become as much as 3 
to 5 times longer! 

We believe that these are wonderful news for TV stations that have to spend a 
lot of money to maintain yPT, for companies using OA, and medical institotions 
using high class medical equipment. 

F"lgUl'e 1 Horizontal Output PuIse Wavefonn 
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Black Gate-WKJPOWER TANK: The best capacitor 

- • . I ' 

ultra high speed charge and discharge at primary side'1 
- -

. ." _... _ . . - . - . . - --_ .. -

. - . .  . 

The great power for high efficiency, low noise,long Ii� 
and miuiaturization 

Continued from the last Report No.89, this subject is for an important switching power 
supply. As electronic equipment advances, power supplies inside need to be 
miniaturized, high-powered, and long life. 

The idea that the size would become smaller as a sampling rate becomes bigber has been 
_ of date and the rate has already reached the limit as around 100KSPS at present. 
This is because an existing main capacitor for charge and discharge at primary side 
Jacks ability. 

[Why does the electrolytic capacitor at primary side prevent to mioiabtrize a power 
supply] 

When charging or discharging stored electric charge at ultra high speed, a main 
electrolytic capacitor needs the ability of following the speed. But any conventional 
capacitors cannot do this due to ion transferring struct:ure--Ion is origioally 
impossible to move at high speed. The ontput wave that should be square form loses its 
shape to triaogle wave as Figure I, and the output circuit always lacks transmission 
power and several parts in there heat up by overload. Thus the life becomes short. 
Then, Black .Gate-WK has finaDy been create<! to satisfy the expectation of the world 

hoping a brand new electrolytic capacitor that can operate thoroughly at ultra high 
speed. 

(1) The iotecoal structure is The Traoscendeot Electron Transfer 
The inside of BG-WK POWER TANK is The Transcendent Electron Transfer. the internal 

signals are transferred at the speed of eIectron moving. Th.erefore the transferring 
velocity improves to GHz"� and the signal wave keeps square' form without df'rlioing of 
the power by intenoittent at ultra high speed. The function will not deteriorate by 
increasing of the sampling rate. 

(2) The perfect non-po1arized structure 
The POWER TANK looks like polarized, but it is unprecedented non-polarized and 

asymmetrical structore having two different voltage proofs of lOOV as +pole and 200V as 

-pole. This is the most reasooable and noiseless capacitor"' to charge and discharge 
square wave of its peak 130V for intennitting DC of around 130V which is tomed from AC 
100V by directly rectified. 

(3) Almost perfectly Iossless and no beating up 
The POWER TANK is non-polarized like a film capacitor, so the loss is only E.S.R.·' 

(about BOrn,,) due to reactance mostly. When load correut is 2.0A, the loss is only 
O.32A, thus the heat hardly generates. This capacitor is small sized but has enough 
performance for power supplies of medical or OA equipment because of the large 
capacitance having as much as 2OOW. That is why we name this "POWER TANK". 
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(4) Long ute 
The . life span of general electrolytic capacitors mainly in1Iuenced by 

temperature and self heating. As we explained above, the POWER TANK hardly generates 
heat and the electrolyte is consumed as 1/100 less as an ordinary capacitor because of 
the Black Gate structure. Thus, as we have proven in the result of TV experiment'; the 
life span becomes several times longer than an ordinary one. 

(5) Contributing to miniatorize and improve a power supply 

The operation range reaches until as much as 400KHz of the resonance point as Figure2. 
The ripple mise and E.M.1. noise at secondary side which are the most concerned 
problem have been aD resolved by using Super E�ps system" jointly. (See the below' 
Chart) 

The Black Gate POWER TANK meets aD the requirements for miniabnization and up 
grading of a power supply, and having resolved difficulties completely. 

-- Conclusion --
The Chart shows the difference of efficiency when replacing capacitors at p.imary and 

secondary sides of a 100KSPS power supply. The tests (1) and (2) both using Black 
Gates are improved drastically: 7% more for (1) and 11 % more for (2) compared to the 
original one made by .. V' company. At the same time, the noise level is rednced by 95% 
less for (1) and 96% less for (2) than the original. The test (2) using both POWER 
TANK and Super E-Gaps performs overwhelmiogly. This is the perfect improveIneDt. 

The size is the same as an ordinary capacitor, so just ralsing the samptiug rate up to 
around 4OOKSPS, you will easily sncceed to complete a brand new power supply that is 
small sized, high powered, noiseless and 100g life. The Black Gate age has come at 
last! 

'V �,�,CXI<lU 1nput1OCN �2fjW 5V5A 36XUX13g 20"C 
Test (1),(2); QQ.IIt Ullctlenghg. and just � eactI � , III prrnu.y , 

� 

·1: Refer to the Jelmax Technical Report No.85 
"2: � No.89 
*3: $ FIgUre 2 in this � 
'4: the Jelmax Technical �� ,,!<>�64 
-5: $ No.?l 

FJgW"e 1: Switching waves depend OD capacitors 
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Super E-Caps bias circuit for vacuum tube amplifier 
creates ultimate sound 

It's also very· effective for a heater lighting circuit 
.?:i. Super E-Caps series vol.9 .{i. 

. . 

Before Black Gate was invented, there had always been a question about a vacuum tube 
amplifier, which was better in quality, self-bias or fixed-bias. However, as we 
developed a self-bias circuit with non-polarized Black Gates': we were aware that 
self-bias is overwhe1mingly superior in tone quality without doubt. 

There was a vacuum tube pre-amplifier set manufacture in the V.S. which once featured 
a fixed-bias one, but later they changed to a self-bias one because they noticed that 
they had made a mistake. It tells us there is a clear difference between them in SIN 
ratio. At this time, we're going· to introduce self-bias circuits with Super E-<:apS'2 
which is aimed at higher grade, and we'll pursue ultimate sound. 

FIGURE 1 is a pentode tube and beam tube output circuit, when connect cathode and 
earth potential by Super E-<:aps Cl' and C" of which lead wires are twisted each other at 
the shortest length, the cathode becomes perfect earth potential over high-frequency 
range, and noise which had been generated and fed hack to grid are all cancelled, then, 
unprecedented high SIN level will be obtained. Therefore the sound of the circuit 
becomes more high-graded than any other circuit including a fixed bias one, of course. 
And BG-WKZ should be used for bypass coupling C" of high tension Bt for the best. 

FIGURE 2 is an example of a filament type triode of large voltage, when earth the 
either end of filaments by Super E-Caps connection made by a pair of BG-N lOOV 33OflF, 
it is the best for output circuits such as 845, 3OOB, and 211, etc. At the same time, 
replace an ordinary heater and a filament lighting circuit with a Super E-Caps circuit 
like one of FIGURE 3, SIN will be more and more improved. Although a pulsating current 
of a rectifier has higher order pulsating noise, Super E-<:aps caneeU. all of these. 
Not a few enthusiastic fans of Black Gate who practiced the above examples are amazed 
that it is very effective not only for a filament lighting circuit, bot also for a 
cathode one. 

Below figures are examples of single amplifiers, but we can say these are the same 
things as push-pull ones. And another important thing is tone quality is decided by 
distortion generated from circuit parts except vacuum tubes, therefore all of 
electrolytic capacitors inside should be replaoed with Black Gates, and please avoid 
using ceramics and tantalum" capacitors, and so on which is the root of all evil for 
distortion, or everything will be spoiled. .. -Refer to Technical Report No.49 *'-No.68 

*1-No.37 and 50 

FIGURE 1 Multi Grid Tube Output Circuit FIGURE 2 Fibment Type Triode 

" . 

FIGURE 3 Heitel" aDd F� Ughling Circuit 
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UNBELIEVABLE CAPACITOR, BLACK GATE IMPROVES SIN 
IN CIRCmT DRAMATICALLY 

DETECfING LESIONS RANGING FROM 1mm to 10 mm 
IS NOW POSSIBLE. 

Medical Doctor, Mr. S in Fukuoka Pref. is an 
enthusiastic audio-phile. One day he had a chance to 
listen to the audio amplifier in which all capacitors were 
replaced with Black Gate and he was enchanted by 
clear and bright sound coming from the audio system. 
After this experience, he replaced all capacitors in his 
CD players and D/A converter, and then TV set, 
video, and BS tuner with Black Gate capacitors 
enjoying new world of audio video equipment. 

At this point he came to the idea that those effect might extended to the 
medical instruments. So he started to replace capacitors in ultrasound system 
with Black Gate. The result was far beyond his expectation. The resolution 
(SIN) enhanced drastically. He sent us the image in which the result was 
clear, although the idling process(*) had not finished yet. 

Why could he get such a successful result? This is because the signal 
inside of an electronic circuit is transferred by electron (electron 
transfer), which means transmission is carried aut by the speed of electron, 
while signal is transferred by ion in case of ordinary electrolytic capacitor 
in circuit. Due to the slow movement of ions, signal gets big distortion in 
power, phase and non-linearity. Consequently signal deform and dropout occur. 

These distortion cannot be eliminated by circuit technique. As Black Gate is 
electron transfer, the signal transmits steadily without distortion, 
deterioration of quality and dropout. There is no other capacitor than Black 
Gate which brings extremely high SIN ratio. 

*The . idlingyroces� 
Once Black Gate capacitor mounted on an electronic device is actuated, a 
signal current flows into it and then the electrodes are gradually activated, 
reducing nonlinear distortion and phase distortion dramatically while power 
transfer efficiency being enhanced. Although the time for this process varies 
with capacitance, voltage and signal level, total of about 30 hours is the 
standard. Once this process of idling is completed, the effect continues as 
long as the capacitor is kept at the same place, or as the operating 
environment is changed. The effect of idling has been proved with all types 
of electronic equipment--analog, digital, high-frequency and others. It must 
be noted that idling is different from aging which applies a direct current 
voltaee without !liviD!! shmals. 
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The sound covering effect of speakers by an interference is the great enemy for Hi-Fi. 

It you use just one piece of Black Gate Non polarized lOOV 1330I'F, 
you'll get the wonderful result like magic. 

In the onc amplifier with multi-speakers system, the sound covering effect is certain to 
happen because of the interference depend on each of speakers. Talking about a camera, the 
light oovcring happens when you take a picture against light, so there's a prevention by the 
hood for shading the light. However, there's no such good countermeasure for sound wave, 
it's dc[cnsclcss. The sound wave generated from speakers interfere each other, then the 
cross modulation effect happens. Yet nobody notices and talks about it. We'll give you the 
general causes for this problem as foUows: 

• Mechanical cause * 

F In fact, the diaphragm vibrates pretty much even outside of its reproducing band, and 

o generates harmonic distortion a lot, then it interferes the sound wave of otber frequency 
bands: this is the sound covering effect. Especially, the low frequency band has a big 
influence over the middle and high ones. 

• 

• 
Q. 

* Electrical cause * 
The driving power of a woofer is always large, therefore its non-linear distortion of 

capacito� which is paraUeled by the network and the harmful distortion signals which is 
generated by the reflection from the middle & high freq.bands of the outside of the inner 
resonance point rc-invade the middle and high freq.bands which have the network in 
common through the lines. It causes the sound covering effect among the signals each other . 

# Effective Measures # 
The way is easy. Showing by the figure, aU you have to do is just connecting BG-N l00V 

I3�F in parallel when the impedance of the line is under SO. 
It looks simple, but the result will be great. We're not going to explain the reason in 

dctail because it's complicated, but the rarc aDd valuable purification which only Black Gatc 
N(Non-poJarizcd) has prevent the sound covering effect as if by magic, then the 
clearness, separation, sound staging and stereophonic effect will be imprOVed much. It's 
a wonder that the sound volume will be up some. 

You're make sure to use the amplifier replaced all caps.with Black Gates. There's a lot of 
unsolved matte� in audio-visuals, it's hard to master. We're going to introduce the perfect 
measure for the. sound covering effect in the next report. Will you pleaSe wait a while. 

�lli�'..:mcl' 12db/Qctave 

'. 

ua ... ���·:·\ . 
.. : .. ' ... 

® 

® 
..'''. 

, 
. . .  - _._-'-'--

fo: Crossover fTequeocy 
Rc: Impedance tor each 5peake�1 
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*Super E-Caps series 10* 
"SUPER E-CAPS" removes the cancer, the sound covering effect in a speaker system. 

You can change your room to a music hall easily! (PART 2) 

As we mentioned in our last Technical Report No.94, tbis report will tell you the advanced 
measure for the sound covering effect by Super E--caps, the ultimate way! 

The capacitor we're going to use is Black Gate-AC, of which foils are plain(no-etching), 
and it is non-polarized, has no distortion and the effiCiency is the best in Black Gates. 
However, tbere is a little L-component due to the foil winding inside, because of that, the 
sound covering effect will happen. Therefore, if you remove the cause, the epoch-making 
super network will be completed. Before you try, the capacitors of the amplifier has to be 
replaced with Black Gates. Because it's meaningless to improve for the network which still 
generates distortion. You won't get the correct result. 

[Basic way of Thinking} 
Our ean; are very sharp for the middle frequency band of 200Hz to 600Hz. Because this 

band includes human voice and the basic musical scale, e.g." An as 410/440Hz, and it is 
frequently heard in everyday life. Therefore, in three speakers system, please choose the 
best one for the middle freq.band, then you can get rid of the sound covering effect 
generated from the low freq.band which has ao influence on the middle one. It will be very 
clear sound that wasn't existed befQle. For tbis improvement, would you please start with 
tbe low freq.band first. 

Many people misunderstand. that the deviation of the inductance L and the capacitance C 
influence the sound quality directly. In fact, we can hardly recognize the difference of 
around 10%, however, the distortion of L or C is very important. You'll understand when 
you bear the difference of the tone quality between an ordinary capacitor and the Black 
Gate even their capacitance are the same . 

[Explanation of tbe Structure} 
As tbe figure 1, there are two Black Gate-ACs CII,C'l have the same capacitance. They 

have E.S.R.(Equivalent Series Resistance) Rs1,Rs!I and the ideal capacities C"",C"" and inside 
inductance L1 ,L2 , then the magnetomotive force and the electromotive force are generated 
wben electric current runs inside. If you connect tbe lead wires in parallel as the 
structure in the figure, magnet power and voltage a;e canceUed each other, and the two 
BG-ACs become Super E-caps of which capacity value becomes double, tbe E.S.R.becomes 
112 between the terminals SI,S')., tben the outside of woofer will short completely, this 
brings tbe wonderful effect which the sound wave and the voltage of the covering effect 
will disappear. This is the birth of the non-reflectec!. �pa��r. 

Black Gate AC 

50V 15 F 

Non-Polarized 

€l 

® 

_._-=---

Figure 1: 

r R" m, m, RS! 1 
CII LI i Lt cJ" 
l cN! I 

L
.,'-"� CN2 
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Figure 2: 12db/octave network by Super E-Caps 

Ro: lmpedance of each speaken 
to: CI'O$.$O¥cr fTequeocy 

Jelmax Technical Report No.95-8 

Chart 1: Needed BG-ACs depend on frequencies 
for Super E-Caps making Super Network 

47 x2 ,/' 

22 x2 15 x2 

22 x2 6.6x2 

22 x2 /' 

10 x2 6.8x2 

6.8x2 6.6x2 

22 xl /' 

10 x2 .,./ 

.1be DOfDlaJ network applied 10 this band 
(001 Super E-caps) 

" 

74 

57.6 

44 

J3.' 

Z7.2 

11 

10 

[0 the case of the network of the figure 2, the sound covering effect is generated for about 
8OmV, -36db when you put the signals voltage of 5V with using an ordinary electrolytic 
capacitor. On the otberhand, this effect will be reduced to 17mV, -49db with using just one 
piece of BG-AC. Moreover, if you make the network Super E-caps, the value becomes 3mV, 
--&db, it almost disappears. 'There is the little covering from the middle frequency band to 
the high one, but its level is normally very low and it doesn't have much influence, 
therefore you don't have to change the network of the middle frequency band CA,CB to 
Super E-Caps. 

The chart 1 is the list of BG-ACs for making the network of 12db octave. When the 
frequency is 600Hz, you'U use just one piece of BG-AC due to the kinds of BG capacitance. 
For other frequencies, you'U use two or four pieces of ACs to make Super E-<:aps for the 
super network. The deviation doesn't influence to the sound quality. 

[The Conclusion] 
There is another way to decrease the only high frequency band with adding other parts to 

the woofer's diaphragm, however, this way has the week point that remove even the needed 
information of the low freq.band, therefore we don't recommend this. 

00 the other hand, there is no any unnatural part in the super network of Super E-Caps, the 
sound is the clearest tban any other system, it has full of reality, the sound staging and 
stereophonic effect is overwhelming. You 'U know the sound from your speakers become 
endlessly close to the one of a live performance in a music hall, then you're amazed by the 
great power of Black Gate. 
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All capacitors have internal reflection, except for the "Super E-Caps" 

Using "Super E-Caps" is the only available alternative for overeoming the 

capacitance of densely packed digital circuits 

All capacitors are buill with rolled 
their electrodes in a "'ay that they 
cannot eliminate Internal reso
n.o.nc:e. The impedance. curve of or
dinary capacilors jumps sharply to 
the right of the "Co" point and has 
a "V" shaped curve, as shown in 
the figure right. The elevated 
portion comes from the "imped
an�" cUMle of t,he II1.Dterials and 
construction, not from capacitor 
's function. Then energy is re
neeled instead of bdng absorbed 
so, in errec::t, all ordinary capaci
tors function to reflect the energy 
put into them. That is why ordi
nary capacitors cannot eliminate 
residual ripple-noise and why 
they produce EMJ noise in power 
supply smoothing oyer a wide 
band of frequencies "I, 

in capacitors, 
The "S�per £..Caps." 

Designing cquipmcnt which integrates noise generating power supplics cannot possibly give the expected results. The only 
way to substantially resoiye the noise is to make a capacitor which does not han a renection capacity and which will 
redllcethe impedance in a continuous Cashion as the frequency increases. The ''Super E-Caps,"'lthe top of the Black 
Gate capacitor line, met this requirement for the first time in the world. 
Although readers already know about the details or our "Super E-Caps" from our catalogue and published technical 
reports, we would like to describe the essential points as follows, for your consideration: 
(1) Power supply noise yanishes 

"The Super E-Caps" completely eliminate the ripple noise which occurs during pulse rectification. The noise leyel 
reduction is proportional to the total E.S.R yalne of the "Super E-Caps." 

(2) No need for noise filters 
If you just combine impedance elements with ordinary electrolytic: capacitors, all you do is move out the imped
ance from the inside oC the capacitors. This is jusl like collecting your trash inside comer of a room instead of taking 
it outside. When the "Super E-Caps" are used, the use of "L" elements is no longer needed. 

(3) No need Cor EMI treatment 
Power supplies using ''Super E-Caps" do not produce any external reflection, so shielding is not required. In 
addition, no measures are needed to treat EMI noise. Therefore, the "Super E-Caps'" oITerunlimited cost savings. 

(4) Eliminate interference between circuits 
In densely packed digital circuits, pulse noises are mutually reinforcing and there are no counler measures available 
ill their design. Only the "Super E-Caps" can eliminate this interference. The elimination provides dramatic 
effects and clears problems l>efore they occur, which has been a headache for almost every engineer. Therefore. 

the amazing resuits, offered only by the''Super E-Caps"makes it the Gospel for the adYancement or electronic 
technology. Everyone can expect great advancements in electronics. 
The superficial "re-.organization" or corporations to make them efficient seeks to downplny the powerof technol
ogy. 
This Is not the way to hit a homerun in business. We recommend the"SuperE-Caps" to these worriers. The Cruits 
of doing $0 will far exceed what they can imagine from corporate rationalization. 

*1: See lechrical rep:>rt No. 71. 
*2: See our "Super E·CaJll" calaJog 
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lelmax Technical Reporf No.98 

HIGH FREQUENCY NON POLARIZED BG-NX lIH) j)YO.1.F 

FROM DC TO GIGAHER1Z HAS COMPLETED 
SAPPHIRE CAPACITOR WITIl NO RESONANCE,LOW E.S.R. 

AND UNBELIEVABLE LOW DISTORTION 

BGNX -RiO has developed into BGNX -SOVO.1 FIJ HiO which has excellent 
quality and works from DC to gigabertz with 00 resonance as a resuJt of 
reducing electrode area 10 the limit of manufacturing technology. 

tal j, • :1 
, i' 

Ilea bU!1; i 

Film and mica capacitor arise internal resonance in this capacitance, 
consequently they are Dot able to operate in high-frequency. Ceramic 
capacitor, also, worsen SIN in the set because of large distortion noise 
from high dieletric materiaL Those capacitorn, therefore, 
are not suitable for these purpose. 
No capacitor fully wow for eve')' frequcocy band. We made extra thin 
dielectric to increase capacitance per area, and then mjnjmj7,ed the size 
of electrode while maintaining the capacitance. Finally, sandwiching 
both electrodes with patented graphite particle containing dielectric 

material of loss-free electron transfer together with alminum oxide thin layer. we expeUed 
ion t:raosfer which is the cause of inefficient quality of capacitors. As a result, the 
dielectric with aluminum Oxide(AL10) ),the same quality as sapphire, demonstrates its power 
hundred percenL We may call it the appearance of sapphire capacitor. It also means the 
appearance of dream capacitor which attained all the condition such as no resonance, low 
E.S.R. and enra low distortion. 

*No limitation to frequency band :as is shown on fig. 1, in terms of impedance 
characteristics. resonance point is below measuring range. 

·'Extra low loss, low E.S.R. :as same level as foil type p:tlypropyleoe E.S.R.:1.5..a..o n  
100KHz, it i s  unprecedentedly good at high frequency . 

• Extr.t. Iow distortion noise :as is shown in fig.2, distortion decreased -16Odb that 
is 60db lesser than ceramic capacitor. Tremendous 

improvement of SIN is unquestionable . . 

·Size, cost :as is shown on the picture, extra small size of 
4x7mm, 0.2g with copper lead and low cost. 

*Connection with BG Super E--caps is OK: 
to make assurance doubly sure, BG Super E--eaps connection 
is rca)(nmended in high frequency as GHz 

This capacitor has no limitation of 
frequency and application, and is 
suitable to apply to all electric 
devices up to SOV. It will contnDute 
to low noise measure that Pc['S()nal 
Handy Phone Systems and transmitting 
device of multi media require. 
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lelmax' Technical Report 

YOUR AUDIO SYSTEM CREATES ABSOLUTE SOUND BY 

BLACK GATE ONCE YOU REPLACE ALL CAPACITORS 
WTI1-I BLACK GATE 

BLACK GATE'S ABILITY IS FIVE TIMES as MUCH as CONVENTIONAL 
CAPACITORS. YOU DON'T NEED TO CONCERN ABOUT SPACE. 

Before using Black Gate, everyone wonders" Does the sOllnd become such 
a good quality only by the replacement of capacitors with Black Gate?" 
However, everyone who experienced Black Gate admires the quality and send 
us letters of gratitude. We remember our early days when we first listened 
to our audio system with Black Gate and moved deeply. 

Actually, ion transfer which is the only defect in the circuit by 
replacing capacitors with Black Gate is expelled and all the circuit is 
activated by electron transfer as the resnlt of exchange. As a matter of 
course everyone was surprised at the revolutionary improvement. 

BH 100V 10000"F 

BS·H 100V i200"F 

These are several points if you would like to replace 
capacitors in your equipment with Black Gate . 

l)Space for replacement 
No room for replacement? No problem. Black Gate has 

more than twice to five times ability compared to 
conventional ones. Therefore as far as you keep voltage, 
half of the capacitance would be enough. If your Black 
Gate is too tall to set up, you can lay it down and extend 
lead wire. Ion transfer has low ability for its capacitance 
therefore Jelmax's Black Gate lOOOOpF is worth 30000pFto 
50000pF conventional ones. If you prefer to use BG-N, 
capacitance of 2200pF is O.K. 

2)Change all capacitors 
You should not keep any of conventional ones. Only a 

conventional one in equipment is enough to sppil whole 
performance. You will realize how badly ion distortion 
damage the sound when you replace the last one by Black 
Gate. Most people believe distortion as true sound. 

3)Selection of Black Gate 
BG-FK and BG-N are recommended for NF, bias and 

coupling circuit, though standard type would be available. 
4)Idling process 

Since around thirty hours for idling is required at 
least, you need not worry about overdoing. It is fun to 
observe sound changing of your audio equipment while idling. 
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"SUPER HAPS" IS ABSOLUTELY NOISELESS and 

A PIONEER IN TIIE FIELD OF DIGITAL TRANSMISSION 

�IIW'"'" 
� ,,::" 

_ , 
What is ideal power source? , .. _ .. _______ � _____ ______ ..... _________ � _ __ �CJ 
After we succeeded in developing perfect noiseless secondary 
side SR power supply, we have recently developed high-voltage 
SUPER E-CAPS for primary side which is widely used for 
image machinery. so that all noise is cut down. At tbe same 
time it still demonstrates the characteristics of phase 
stability, which only SUPER E-CAPS has. Therefore we 
proudly announce tbe birth of an ideal power supply to the 
wodd. (US PATENT No,5,379,181) 

" ' � """'.... " � . . �� 1,l!",�'TIlCW<" ptljj,gh-�ltage Sl[!'.§ll- E�Al'!> 
Using a pair of same conditioning electrodes and a newly developed separator, JELMAX . has 
completed high-voltage non-polarized BLACK GATE which has perfect symmetric characteristics 
working up to ultrahigh frequency, paired them as SUPER E-CAPS connection, and finally 
created ideally efficient high-voltage SUPER E-CAPS which works up to GHz. As the result, 
perfect noiseless characteristics covering overall frequency is attained. In addition, it 
has solved the big problem of pulse interval disturbance of digital signal while passing 
through the capacitor. It is a revolutional result that any kind of capacitor has yet been 
obtained. SUPER E-CAPS eliminates pbase change caused by inner resonance which ordinary 
capacitor always has. 

ffii<W2 ' " . � , � ,�-----� -�",,.,,-.�-. 'st oll!i�y�I!>�\\.§Ul'Ell,�ll;;C�� 
Since it has no limitation of use, it is classified according to power, power supply zone and 
smoothing ability. All power supply for any kiod of electronic devices will be covered by 
these four kinds of Black Gate listed below. 

rroTie:r·�si1ririh zone UD to L 2KJ Uo to 2,5H Applicatid 
lOOVzone BG NB BG NB 

AC80V 160V 100,fFx2 160;
�

�2�;�X2 PC BOARD 
-123V 22x25 17g, 30X5 3 ' 

.Up'to L 5XI U > to 3, on� 
200VZONE BG NB BG NB 
AC90V 350V 68,Fx2 350V 150,Fx2 PC BOARD 
-264V 30X25 3k 35x35 56g,_ --

NEW 
u.s. Patent NO.5,379,181 

=== Jan.3,1995 
_ 

,11 _ � , ,1.£= __ �"""""'"''"'''"r'''-''''< .. " .. =' , 
�ti��_���E!��"'2!.§u:r���" ,J. 
These days everyone is talking of digitization; in the area 
of broadcasting, medical, DVD, multi media and so 00. But no 
one talks of power supply which supports these systems. 
If you don't have adequate capacitors in your power supply, 
they might Dot work well. Power supply with Black Gate SUPER 
E-CAPS can onJy survive next age. 
JELMAX is always looking forward next ceotury. 
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GURANTEED HIGH OUALlYY SOUND 
at STATION, in AUDITORIUM, or in . .  
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off your professiooaJ skills by cutting or comecting signals from a 
variety of sound sources and partly mix signal levels with making 
them up and down. 

On the surface of a mixing console contains first grade switches, 
however, the inside of it has sevetal ampIliefs and equalizers 
consists of thou:s<wlds d vanooes or smaI eectroIytic capacitors 
of poor quaIty: each of these capacitors generate dista1ion noise 
and _ Ofumation _, and _ tore (J>aIily. 

Jemax Black Gale Pt< series \'viI so/w the problem because It Is M 
0I*TUn �or for sicJlaIleYeIs of a mixer. One piece of BG-PI< 
reduces distortion by aT'IIIZir9Y -20 to -4CkI:l(See the Figure), 
therefore � aI capac:itool In the whole ci'cuits with this 
capacitor, the diffrerence wI be beyon:i belief. 

Be sure to use BG-N (Non-PoBtzed Block Gem: The red one In the 
PIcture) for a couplirg circuit betNeen zero potentiII because 
ordinary polarized ones are fatal for the performance of the circuit. 

-
A pcNt'er 5UJ)I:iy needs to be replaced its capacitors with 8G as well. -

The BG-N Super E-Gaps connection w�1 be the best choice {Refer to t. 
the Jelmax Super E-Caps catalog for details), 

PlOfes:Joc I8Is enthusiastically endorse the exceIenI perfoonence of 
Black Gate-- makes SOLfld brIgller U1an � The Black Gate 
capacitor has a lie spEW1 ftIt'e trnes longer than a CClIWeI1tiooal 
capacltOl'. Try BG for ideal sound. 
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New Product 

The ultimate capacitor Black Gate-WKZ for 
tube use amplifier has completed 

All defect of tube use amplifier is expelled and real sound arises 

Heart of Muoe -

5OOVTI))J<F)(2 

Nowadays tubes for audio equipment become easy to obtain. Consequently, 
all over the world, there is a sign of revival of tube amplifier. However, 
in the case of tube amplifier we can hardly satisfy with the sound quality 
because it beavily depends on high voltage electrolytic capacitor. 
Traditional technology is oot eligible for high voltage electrolytic 
capacitor which adapts perfectly to high operation signal action of 
tube amplifier. 
lelmax carried out bold and thorough reform of the inside structure of 
capacitor wbich matched to dynamic characteristics and created new 

revolutional structure(*l). What we did was to introduce gate electrode 
layer using conductive particles into high Voltage electrolytic capacitor 
for the fust time. 

After more than three years research and development, we have succeeded in invention of this 
new product, BG-WKZ. Now, we launch BG-WKZ to the market all over the world with 
pride .. 

[The feature of sound with BG-WKZ] 
You will be overwhelmed by the presence of ultimatic quietness and torrential quantity of 
infonnation. Moreover, most people will be thrilled at unusual stability of sound position 
and distance. Gate electT{xles layer with patented· ooodocti.ve particle put into original 
action fOT the first time when it is used in high voltage electrolytic capacitor. Since 
signal phase is perfectly stabilize, true vaJue of" Black Gate" is demonstrated. one hundred 
percent. While testing Black Gate, we had listened to the record of famous woman pianist and 
felt as if the Muse was there playing the piano. That is why we named BG-WKZ 
" Heart of Muse" 

[Caution] 
To draw out the ability of BG-WKZ fully, please replace all other electrolytic capacitors 
with Black. Gate. Since power smoothing choke coi1(*2) is also harmful because of sound 
distortion, use resistors. Rectification tube is Dot necessary so that diode only is 
acceptable. D.C.(*3) should be cut by BG--N for NF loop. These are the .. must" for high 
fidelity sound system. If you follow thus, you will enjoy the world's best sound. 
By the way, BG-SKZ has fulfilled its important mission and is to be retired for transfering 
the position to BG-WKZ. 

*1 Technical Report No.90 
*2 Technical Report No.32 
*3 Technical Report No.55 

size 
500V H)(lPFxZ 

500V HpFX2 

SOOV loopF 

.150V loopFx2 

350V 220pFx2 

I 
I 

I 

BG-SKZ BG-WKZ 

3S X120 1 5x l70 

35 x 6-0 35x 65 

35X 60 15X 65 

35x 60 35;< 60 

35 x 100 I 35 x 1 00 

http://www.partsconnexion.com
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Secondary Side 

DC/DC conveners 

OutputOC 3.3V-5V 

IIG·NX UV 410IIF 12.5)(24 

BG-NX 6.JV 22O .. F S XII 

uv l00 ... F 6..lXII 

OuIput;DC 5V-35V 

!IG·NXlSV 680 .. r 16X24 
8(j·NX25V looo .. r 16)(24 

(lG.NXIOV lsoo .. r 16XU 

l1li ..... ......,.,110 _ 
_ ... 0 ID bII l6oRI. 
or.lWIel!O-N� _ 
� 35V 4roo .. F 
..... IIG-N "" IOODwF .. 
-
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Jeltnax Technical Report _No.t06�lif�� 
"Black Gate" Promises to Ultimately Improve Every Electronic Eguipment 

The Brightest Capacitor holds unconventional performance and life spao 

" 

[Performancel 
20 years ago. we started tebmi.. the st:ruct:ure of an ex-i« eIedrol)tic ..... m. of 

ion 11_ that '""'" aI!ects siBooI i"."."" We IinaIIy compIet<d • _ Gate" due to 
succeeded in creating the ien::au:...y *puMbx that lead to The TrwlIsCI''''W F.ledron 
T......re.. We export our products to IDIDf (JIrt8 oUbe wodd today. 

Black Gate possesses amazingly , ... DCW"' ..... peaia"MUIl'!8 that the signal nms 100 times 
r.ster. the distortioo ooise decreases 1/1000 and the power transmission efficiency Hnproves 
10 ..... Iar&er 00""""", to an ordinary one. RepIriog wftb Black Ga.... any eIectrooic 
equipment suclo as audio _. _. PCa. _ pbooeoo. DVD piByo:oB. ...., ,",","_ 
or ........., electronic ..... _ will drastically upgrade. 

[LiIe Expoctmcy] 
This characteristic counts more importmce. The soructure of an ordinary eJectro!ytic 

capacitor is m Lt...... that depends � little aIIDDI: eX eledlUlyte wbich is impregnated 
in ._.,. poper. Gos is __ whenever aorrent runs. and the electrolyte gradually 
dries up. This fatal defect is IdIiaK • ' .... ,. _ tIoree to five ,.... that is the 
slxrrtest life span in an electronic oomponents. The life of electronic equipment must 
finish when the lives eX iooide � "'" ...... 

Bbck Gate, on the other hand, the inside structure is The Tl.� EIec:trul T:r.IdlIfer" 
and (Xmsnmes as sman as 11100 of electrolyte wwpares to an ordinary ODe, the life 
expectancy is prolooged by five to "'" tDes. BG will greoiIy help ,... eaxoo .. iaRr. 

[Black Gate: Japanese most influential invention] 
Most of the Japanese electrical equipment mamotocourers _ys pursue ...., eX _ 

lePdi". than tecb.,'IJ. They have forgotteo. Ihcir: '.· .. ·dll- pritJ:ipes and have 
surrendered PC field to other ooommes especially the U.S. 
The revobJlXmary Black Gate, however, otelwbe:kai el_ilg dectlloiytic .... ihlS in the 

world. that means it bemmes 011. the tDp m J5qW n!iII basic ., ..... *I"'S used in aD electrical 
equipment. This is the finest ... uti_te )ij_' E te iate:d:iuo. in the finale of the 20th 
cenlllIy. 

http://www.partsconneXion.com
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Non-polarized Very Low Noise Electrolytic Capacitor 

tantalum 
capacltofs 
I�VH/lF 
3)(5X7 

I I 
BGNX-H,Q 
6.3V22jJF 
,xl 

BGNX.H,Q 
S 3V41J1F 

� 3)(7 

lelmax has recently put on sale two nnconventional types of very SOlaU Black 

Gate capaciton; BG-NX Hi-Q which are non-polarized. noiseless capaciton; 

based on an electron transfer and are classified in a Dew genre. 

These capacitors have a patented structure in which fine graphite particles 

are distrihuted in a separator provided between a pair of electrodes and 

including electrolyte. Ion transfer inside of the capacitors is converted into 

an electron transfer in operation, and thereby baving marked a noise level of 

-174dh by measurment with a distortion meter CLT -1 EX which level being 

the lowest in the world. 

The noise level generated by them is lower by 4O-SOdb than that generate 

by tantalum and organic semiconductor capacitors ordinary used. Therefore, 

when they are used in a DC-DC converter of ceU phones. they can completely 

eliminate the harmful noise gene.rated from the smoothing capacitors by a 

switching wave and can wipe out the noise contamination against medical and 

communication equipmcots. 

http://www.partsconnexion.com
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_ .  _ _ . . _ .. . ... .. . t 
# The Only Capacitor Survives Digital War # 

Black Gate Works on Giga-Pulses without Problem 
While Other Capacitors Cause Digital Signals To Delay and Distort 

[Defective capacitors worst affects equipment] 
You may think tbe performance of capacitors are all the same as far as their 

capacitances are equaL In fact, ordinary capacitors generate enormous distortion 
noise that is 1 0,000 times{BOdb) larger than that of Black Gate. The performance of 
devices using ordinary ones is very poor and cannot be improved without Black: Gate. *1 

(1) Delayed Characteristic 
BG-N This defect occurs in a wet type electrolytic capacitor using electrolyte inside. 

B6-WKZ IOOV 2200"F The capacitor of this type does not have a contact noise, however, the inside 
lor HI-Fi Power Output 

ham 
. - th I I 

- t th th efo th . als Eas�y lKW Above mee srn IS an Ion transfer as e e ectro yte IS a curren pa , er re e Sign 
5QOV IDOpFx2 

b-VIICI.JOOI Tube Al'nJ:tI\l: 
Wonderful Pertormance speed down, the phase between signal pulses are delayed, and a part of each bits 

BG-N 

drops, then some of the signal information are missing. 
This capacitor is originally created for audio systems and cannot follow the speed 

of the super high frequency bit tranfer which is quite faster than that of an audio 
system. This capacitor is totally unsuitable for the digital transmission . 

• 

(2) Distorted Characteristic 
The dry type capacitors such as a tantalum, an aIuminum-solid, an OS, a ceramic and 

a layered-ceramic capacitors have this defect. They have low RS.R. value due to a 
contact structure, however, they generate terrible contact noise of -8Odb{10,OOO 
times larger than that of Black Gate: measured by a distortion meter CLT-1). The 

l5V 4JCOI,F 
for Power Supply SIN of equipment with this capacitor worsens a great deal, and the tone and picture 

wilh Super E-Caps 100 qualities deteriorate particularly in a circuit with an AID or DJ A converter. 1bis The Capacitcr Champ 
f ·  sh uld be d· high all 

. 

BG-PK 
25V 4J)1F 

IO!" Relorrnlng 
Mixing Go� 
Ultra Small �Z6 

BG-NX 
50V Q.lIlF Hi-O 

type 0 capaCltor 0 not use In a qu ty eqwpment. 
A ceramic capacitor*2. has a piezoelectric effect distortion due to the quality of 

the material and it never be removed. We believe the capacitor industry needs the 
distortion measuring system(RCF-2003 of EIAJ) that has already been enforced in the 
resistor industry. Although the distortion standard of a capacitor requires at 
least -1.2Odb, ordinary capacitors have extremely larger distortion and most of them 
will disqualify_ 

[perfect Countermeasures] 
You must be surprised that almost all the existing capacitors are imperfect and 

poor quality. The capacitor manufacturers have not known or been biding this fact_ 
Jelmax discovered the fact more than 30 years ago, and aimed to develop the real 

and indefectible electrolytic capacitor. We finally completed the amazing "Black: 
Gate" that smoothly transfers pulse signals of giga Hz without any problems"'bd 
having very low E-S.R- value that is 1110 of ordinary ones, and reduces the 
distortion noise to -16Odb. Such outstanding characteristics have come true for the 
first time ever. The inside mechanism is the complete noiseless Transcendent 
Electron Transfer that is so novel and revolutionary, and belongs to new genre. 

The digital age has come and varieties of its devices are overflowing for 
broadcasting, multimed,ia and medical equipment or computers and so on, all of them 
need high performance. Black Gate is the only component to make these equipment 
demonstrate the maximum ability. The wOTld's demand for the product is drastically 
increasing. This is the time for you to decide. 

!Of Ultra High fmquency 
T�I& *1: Jelmax Technical Report No_ 50, 51 and 52 

*2: Jelmax Technical Report No. 98 
Wor'd's Only One 

Top oftM World 
" Heart of Muae" 

150V U .. F 

for Ifgh PI:Jwer DIM 
L..- A'''', 

lDOV 3U)1F 

for Self -Bill!! of 
VI'II:U.m Tube 

"""'" Im_ 

BG-N 
lIV llllF 

for Any Smal-Slzed 
""'" """" 

- """"""'" 
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Black Gate Decides Picture and Tone Quality: World's Knowledge 

You Will Enjoy The Unsurpassable Sound Throughout Your Life 

8G-N 
lOOV 2200JlF 

Review: The essence of Black Gate· 
Although an electrolytic capacitor employs the dielectric of the best quality on 

earth, its ion tr.msfer mechanism most wo�ns signal information and much lowers 
the operating range of equipment. The ion transfer is the root of evil because 
signals have to swim the long distance of electrolyte that is 20,000 times wider 
than the thickness of the dielectric, with riding on ions which moves very slowly. 
The signals are always delayed a great deal. 

8G-WKZ 
500V lOOJlFX2 

tor I-I� f>o¥.o6r Output 
Easiy llQN AbcMI 

Black: Gate was born foUowing the the discovery of tbe revolutionary fact tbat 
with introducing some amount of fine graphite particles into a separator. electrons 
were freed from the confiDcmcnt to ions and started to run by themselves in a 
noiseless electron transfer along the particles without contacting to an electrode. 
This Transcendent FJcctroo Transfer shortened the long distance of electrolyte 

torVIICUUll Tube AmpllIIor 
Top ofll"e Work! 

--� 

8G-N 

virtually zero, and all the bad influences that had affected signals were canccled. 
The dielectric that was equal to the quality of sapphire demonstrated the full 

ability for the first time, and the perfonnance was iDcornparably improved. The 
operation range expanded over 10 GHz, the signals spccdcd up as almost the same as 
the speed o( light, the distortion noise was reduced to 1/1(8), and the power 
transfer efficiency increased 10 t:ime8 larger. We believe this is the onc of thc 
greatest progress in the basic electrical component. 

The perfonnance of any devices replaced all the inside capacitors with Black: Gates 
improves to its maximum because Black Gate removes 99% of all the cause (or 

35V 4100;.F deterioration of the tone and picture quality. This capacitor also contributes to 
!of Power Supply the oost reduction best because it will completely work almost permanently because 

with St.per E-CapG of no ion coosumption. Black Gate is coming to the world's new standard. 
""-� 

'" 

8G-PK 
25V 41;.F 

"'
M� CornoIa 
Ultra Small SiuI 

I 
8G-NX 

The voia::s from our customers 
# A building inspector Mr. M.M. in the U.S. personally came to Japan for 

Jelmax as a representative of his top-level audiophile fellows in order to buy lots 
pieces of BG-N 35V 4700pF. He emphasized that how the Super E-caps system of 
ooo-polarized Black Gates was effective to audio systems. He said at parting with 
satisfaction that he much appreciated Jelmas: create such wonderful oomponent. We 
were amazed and very glad that Black Gate was more understood and accepted 
overseas than Japan. 

# A high school boy called us in an excited voice tbat the performance of his 
low-priced CD player exceeded luxury ooes by replacing inside all ordinary 
capacitors with Black Gates in his allowance. We thanked and explained that only 
Black Gate makes audio systems perfect. 

Why BO? 
Because the only way to improve the deterioration of tone and picture caused by 

the dcfect of basic oomponents is just replacing them with the real quality oncs. 
Black Gate is the sole oomponent for the ideal capacitor. 

The technical magazines and newspapers, however, repeat the articles that circuit 
technologies can solve the problem, against. the truth. The publishers are lying to 
their readers, and the manufacturers which continue to produce defective audio 
systems betray their fans. They have to face the reality immediately. 

Conclusion 
50V O.lJlF Hi-Q The Black Gate has been spreading out in the world and steadily obtaining many 

!or lJIra T�IorFr8quency supporters. You are welcome to join when you would like to gain supreme tone and 
WO!1d'a CWy OOG picture. We promise that you will be wholly satisfied with the performance. 

-: Refer to The Jelmax Technical Report No.50,51 and 52. 

• HaM of Muse· 

8G-NH 
3S0V 68.uF 

!or Hi\tl Power 0riY0 
......... .... '" 

•: . 
'. 

" 

BG-N 
100V llO.uF 

for SeIf-9as of 
Vacu.nl TWIt 

""", -

8G-N 
16V 33.uF 

tor Any s.w.-SIzed 
"""" """"" 

-' ''''-
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11�h Gate 
The Harmful Noise Generated from 
Cell Phones is Caused ny an Inside 

Smoothing Polarized Capacitor Swtithces 
Black Gate Eliminates the Distortion 

Noise on Earth 
The Noise Pollution Today A champion of super low noise level: -174db 

Two kinds of new Black Gates I • The number of cellular phones are 
drasticaJly increasing over BeVenI. 
millions, aod Q bush ooise can 
affect. devices for ·cmlfJII�. 
1ICIari.T, medial, and so on have been 
reported. The noise pollution due to 
ioside smoot:bing c;;;Jp;I(iton whicb 
Je1m.u Co. warned iD our Tedwical 
Report. has become a reality.'" 

BGf'(�-li;Q 
1.IVII"F 
.. , 

'" 

""'·00 CD; 
I,IVII�F 
'.IX' 
"'1' � 

"�"'fI.," 
IIVI1"F 
!XIXJ 

The au.......at of noise generated from capacitors much varies according to their distortion values 

even if their smoothing ripples are the same 

The majority of smoothing capacitors are dry-type 
eled::roIytic ones in DCIDC ooo.verter.I as a switc:b of 
ceHular phones. This type of capacitor is , • 

• 

• 

• -rv, -, � , L • 

1/ • 

ooogeoit:aUy defective because only its forward 
direction WIXks properly and the opposite direction 
works as a resistor: It JX)Ssesses just hal" of the 
essential ability of a capacitor(Reier to Figure 1). 
Even if the E.S.R. value is low, the actual pedonnaoce 
can not be so good. The oon-reciprocal elemenL in 
which the forward and backward impedance values are 
different like this have a large noo-linear distortion 
cbaract.eristic and produces barmonic distm tion ooise 
in wide bands wben alternating current is passed. This 
is the root cause of the noise pollution. 

"I-
"'f 

,.!l ! ._ 

� 1- ,",,:00 _ 01· ".cam. ... ,_ -, , r:· f-:":;IS """ or'!!'""""" .. ,_ 
C ' .... - N Ilvr""'� .....r-

� E - ' .. 3_ Ro 2' � 
-- '. 

. ...... -
.,. 

i 
--

- - -;l. . .!-� 

""" " - -. 
c_ "" ... -1-"'-"" 

- - - -

The pulse 1t2'I'e also generates larger clistodim noise, 
and DC Iioes after smoothing a switch or neighboring 
human bodies radiate emnoous EMl noise wave. The sole , 
countermeasure is to terminate rect:ifying loads by a 
capacitor having super low disto:rtio:o noise and loss 
d:macteristics. 

s 0 ... ""' "'"'-_'1 .... ( .... ) 

Figure 2 is the comparison of distortion values between two kinds of organic semkooduc:tive 
capacitors and a IlOll}lOlarized Black Gate N, each of them bas the capacitance of lOO,uF and 
almost the same voltage. There is a surprising difference (.4Q--6Odb, 100-1000 times) even the 
input vo1tages are the same. You will understand wbicb one is the cause of the noise 
generatioo. 

Why is the non-po1arized Black Gate "BG-N" noiseless? 
The noo-poIarized electrodes of BG-N are pcrfectjy symmetrical"and does not have DOO-linear 

dmactcristic. 1be Traoscmdeot Electron Transfer occurs between the electrodes due to the 
patented fine �pbite partides introduced in its separators without cootact. and the 
distance between two dectrodes where electrons come and go becomes virtually zero. 
Black. Gate does DOt have any noise factoc and radiates no barmouic ooise when a rectifying 

input voltage is applied. Only ripples corresponds to a capacitance is generated. Moreover, 
this capacitor consumes no ioos and radiates 00 beat and have a long life, iIDd the quality of 
cJiclcctrics is as same as Iflat of sapphire. Black Gate therefore has an ultra-Iow loss 
cbaracteristic and does not generate ally ooises. This is sureJy the wuivalcd capacitor. 

._-
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' - " JeImax �. has created two kinds of very ultra low 1lIlise, super smaJl sized and 
noo-polarized Black Gates BG-NX Hi-Q. We tested them in a 1 een boost converter 
produced by"

, 
M" company in the V.S. The circuit was simple as Figw-e 3. The noise 

level was decided by C, , C, or C, , and the distortion value of C, enom:aously 
inflllenced the level. 

I I 

, 
J,;;, 1� :RIi:. • 

• • ' U/O . L-
.< " . 

. ' 

-The measuring result-

BG-NXs did oot generate any noise, but as expected tantalum 
capacitors generate noise that caused the noise pollution. The 

Table 1: Noise lest of HG-NX in 1 cell hoost converter 
a;;;;;;; .... �F'Iatn! cac-., . 0,(" oom " . ...lema>; """" PfOO"'" 

SmooIIIIng capI('"'-MOO . s· com.·, ChIP tMtaiun eG-N� fW 
c •. c . 1 5V 17 F 3X�Xl I , l � I] F 1 . I X l 

E.S.R,YIIuI ,""" _3 lOOKH. '''"" E
l esult of using BG-NX 6.3V 22,uF was almost the same as that of 

�NX 6.3V 47JlF except that their rippLe values were different, 
• • Bypass upaclMC8C. us� conrTIiC ch(l G,l� 

OisIorb'I ......, 1$41> 
BG· NX lIiQ �vo l�F 

Distort..,.., ....... -Ilild\l 
thus we omit it. .. ...... - \I",� Ilm� 

- - Il�. ll.1OU The great difien."DCe ci perlormaoces between the tantalum and 
the BG in rable 1 is caused by their distortioo gap. When the 

residual ripple was 15mV, the barmaoic noise of Black Gate was 

-174db(O.OOOO5J,1.V) as Figure 4: The level was surprisingly klw 

that can be recognized as zero. Black Gate will defWtely 

improve the quality cl the various mobUe ioformal:ioo devires 

InpJI ",,"-,C\I'IIIIlI 1:->11 01......, I)OtIeIy Ono piucc 01-'" b.no 
I 4V )2m" I 4� l2mA 

��"*" ' " I . I V 
!I'n 11 ...... mn l _ 

""""" "" - b .... 

" ... _- ,� 

1iII� '"" 01 C/JI*'itrY - � 
I 

used for the ttansmissioo of muJbmedia, such as cellular phones, f9n'e 4. 
TIWd t.mlnic tbIu1klto �f_l EJq 

medical and banking devices by making their power supplies 

ooisdess. 

-. 
-. 

J"' -. ! -.. -:' 
.' -

-, ' 
• , - ' , , - ' 

,-

-,--t-
When a pair of non-polarized Black Gates are particularly 

roooocted in panlllel or in series, each one of the capacitors 

caoceIs the inteJDal magnetic flux generated by the other, and 

oomplctely e:limioatiog internal resonance and decreasing tot31 
impedance to absolute zero as the frequency increases. This 

system also cancels phase changes of digital W<lves and remove 

noises in a super higher frequency band. * � 

.L:: l-'� -- " i---F-t--� O,'",*"", ",,, ... _ 1 -.. , l-' I' ... _ ..... U>'n., 

- . 

1-· -I' - . • I. • • • 
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Black Gate improved a distortion meter and marked the world record of low noise: 
For reviving the technological industry 

ClT-I, a Darush distortion roelC£ having bighest sensitivity was introduced to Japant and 

contributed to the invention of Black Gate a few decades ago. Jelmax Co. later replaced all 
the inside capacitors of this device with Black Gates i.n order to improve its SIN, 
collaborated with one t.ecbnica1 scbool. 

After three years of operation, the inside Black Gates finished charging up and the level of 
measuring limit. of CL T -1 lowered its minimwn and finally reached -l8Odb, Uae ultra low noise 
zone. We renamed it CLT-l EX and utilized. it for the development of UJe non-polarized Black 
Gate-NX 8i-Q. Tills capacitor marked super low noise Ievel-17.<tdb; the value was too low that 
any other distortion meter never- detects it. 

The quality of BG-NX Hi-Q strrpasses any other existing capacitors including a film capacitor 
regarding the performance, size, rost and life span... We are proud to create and develop sllch 
an innovative component and highly recommend you our products to break through the 
technological recession. 

, 
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'1 Refer to Jelmax 
TacmlcalRap:>rt 
No.85 

'2 Refer to Jelm8;:( 
T eclv1iCal Report 
No.5O 

'3100KHz E.S.R.meter 
273A 

'4 Refer 10 Jelm8;:( 
T ecmk::al Report 
No.98 

'5 By " K" com.'s 100MHz 
2ch."""""",," 

'6 Loc.amg a reGe/vef 
closely 10 an oulpul 
'"" 

"7 Refer 10 JeImax 
catalog 01 
__ poIarimd BG 
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Jelmax Technical Report No,,111 

If you get rid of E.M.1. noise, you can control all over the world. 

Special 

News 

Black Gate capacitor is the only onc to kill the noise completely because of 
the Transcendence Electron Transfer as tunnel effect. 

The noise difference estimates 6Odb; even though you make a cheap trick as a counter 
on a circuit, it radiates harmful noise outside, 

its SIN and the function inside become worse, causing self-destruction. 

rl1)(; Trallsccmicncc Elcctrun Transfer aN tunnel effect is the c:;scncc of the invention of 
Black. Gate.1 

A: Figure I shows all urdinary polarizcU electrolytic capacitor its structure is an ion 
transfer at a slow speell. This is the source of the noi� generatiun due tu the lion-linear 
characteristic. Figure 2 shows the non-polarized Ul:lck Gate. it's symmetric perfectly. '111e 
inside of 130 is the Transcendence Ekctron Transfer that isn'\ effected by a medium Ion 
which always binds an electron. Jelmax ha� finally achieved the revolutionary non�dcfect 
connection between dielectrics. '1l1C great difference 50dh in the chart A is a natural result. 

['Ibe tlHferencc of E.S.R. is over Olle digit, the noise difference between them will be bigger 
! even more.] L U: l1tere is a great difference about the characteristics between ordinary electrolytic cap. 
I and BO even in the chart B of E.S.R.value. This is Ihe proof of the non�dcfecl connectiOIl 
[_ in BO. The noise is lowenl even llk.1h, therefore the total difference about the E.S.R. and r the noise reaches 6Odb. That '5 hecause of the Transcendence Electron Transfer�thc grcat 

I pioneering invention in this century that you can realize the first time. Moreover. if you 
t connect non�polari ... ed no by Supcr E�Caps way. the difference will be bigger very much F particularly in high range. 

I lit's completely wrong ami u:;cIc."S measures for getting rid of noise if you do some cbeap '�--' tricks on your set .. without removing the source of the generation.] 

i To get rid of the noise gcnerated from defect polarized caps., there's only onc counter� 
[-'- mea�ure that replacing them to Dlaek Gates which has Ilon�dcfect characteristics. Any other 
� measures arc meaningless and uselc.�s. Without Black Gate. the set� have to generate much 
r noise Ilot only to out .. ide, but also to inside other components. it's the cause of 
� deteriorating the function am] SIN ratio. It will be a big obstacle for multimedia. 
, 

jWe must wipc out the generation of noise which danlagc. .. an environment and the 
progres ..... ] 

'nle electromagnctic interferencc wave and noisc generated from cellular phones have be� 
come a serious problem and eallsed a quite sensation recently. However, the newest Black 
G,l\e has conquererJ it by its e)[ccllent power. On the other hand. there's a SR power supply 
that generates morc noise which is several hunrJrcd times I)iggcr than the cell phones'. A 
lot of collusive companies make a low standard for it. then they use a cheap trick as uselc. ..... 
countcrmca.o;urcs on their products. thus they let the noise goc. .. out in public. 111CY say, 
.. I'm not the only onc for doing it!" with onc voice. Such situation is exactly the same 
kind as the case of " The harmful effect .. of a medicine for AIDS" in Japan. Wc have to 
crack down on them as soon as possihle by BG. the strongest weapon in the world. 

Perfect noiseless switching jl<Jwer supply 

primary side smoothing. 
8(;NH 350'1 !i8.ISO�F 

I60VIOO.22D�F' 

seoolHJary side 
8GNX IOV 1500�F 

2SV 1001,,1" 
JSV bIIO"F 

Figure I 

Ordinary polari,.ed <!al" 
-ioll transfer short life 

targe Loss generating heat 

dielectric' 

Figure 2 

NOIl-poLari7A!d tlG 
-T.E.transf�r /ollg li(� 

a lillLe loss no heat 

Chart � : ComP<lrison graph with Ofdinary 
electrolytic capaei\Ofs 

� :C""'fI"""" C"" .. ,,"",,"" """-'on,,, d,"O""'o 0' 
BG'�' ,od ",,,., .. , .. ",,01,0.< "","'O' 

. . • - .. ,.,. 

" .J 7"'2=±::-::-J-1-1 tll ' '"'1' . ,,,. " . w 'O<o'd 0' 
"C-,'·�"c ""·�·�·"""J.--"--'!,---J! -,,� "" -

Input voltage 10kHz(mVj 
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Jelmax Technical Report No. 112 BId!.;!'- '� 
fJ� •• Gate 

It's fatal for digital sets if you make a mistake to select CAPACITOR inside. 
A leading CPU company makes a dangerous bet that running through to a BLANK ZONE. 

they ignore the theory of digital. 
However, Non-polarized BLACK GATE breaks through all frequency bands easily. 

OGH'-HoO OGI<'_ 
,,,,,,,r 'Pill. , 

i!lI !ill 
, 

I i I' 
" 

Which caps. do you choose for your future digital sets being as a wise consumer? 
there has been a rumor su far, the aCLit!ent 

up-guue for the type I of 200MH1.. A 
magazine said a number of no-name brand electrolytic 
capacitors are used on the boards and they caused PCS OUl of spec. [t also mentioned pes 
would be all ri ght if these caps. were replaced with tantalums or O.S.caps. Really'! It's too 
optimistic because there's 110 capacitor can operate perfectly ollcr lhe frequency 20()MH7 .. 
Without any improvement, the mortal accident will occur which shakc� the business at tht: 
company tu its fuundation. 

the BLANK ZONE, there's no existence of capacitor can operate perfectly except BLACK GATE 

For the pulse transmission of 200MHz, its band is required at least 10 times or more than 
the value of its pulse, hence there has to be 2GHz and above. Plcase look at the " blank 
zone" on figure 1. If you use ordinary electrolytic capacitors on sets for this zone ignoring 
its theory, the phase changes widely, the pulse spacing isn't working properly and the CPU 
gets a heart attack, then it will be greatly damaged (that's a common knowledge about pulse 
transmission! ). For this blank zone, no capacitors which could operate perfectly has been 
invented except Black Gate. 

[21Reliability of dry-type electrolytic capacitor is the worst in all kinds of caps. 

We measured the distortion (=rcliability) about dry-type electrolytic caps: a tantalum, 
an O.S.cap. and an aluminium solid by CLT-l EX: a distortion measuring device having 
the highest sensitivity. The result is on figure 2. All the dry-type ones are over the 
standard level of -120db by far, the worst in all kinds of caps. Moreover, they are weak at 
the reverse pulse, but there has been no announcement that this point can be improved. 
Dry-type ones have to be non-polarized originally, however, it has been impossible to 
produce it yet. This is the another reason make their reliability the worst. 

*Non-polari:tcd Black Gate is the champion of super high-speed digital transfer 

As YOll are aware, l3lack Gate is the greatest invention of the century that makes a new 
genre. The internal speed of this becomes the Transcendence Electron Transfer: it's nearly 
a light velocity. Moreover, the frequency range reaches even JOGHz. Therefore the B1aek 
Gate satisfies the above heads not only ]1], but also [2] about reliability: the best 
capacitor in the world. Please look at figure 3: BG wins as a champion literally by an 
overwhelming margin over any other electrolytic capacitors. This is the ideal one which for 
the companies pursue digital has been waiting for eagerly. We expect very much that 
motivated firm will start using the Black Gate. 

Figure 2: Reliability characteristics of various capacitors 

o o 
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lelmax Technical Reporf Black'
_HOc 1�3''m..Gate 

Conventional Polarized Electrolytic Capacitors: 
The Source of Generating Electro-Magnetic Wave 

Black Gate "Super E-Caps" Perfectly Smooths Pulses, 
Offers The Best Perfozmance, Long Life and Cost Benefit 

1.[Polarized EJectrotytic Capacitor Can Not Stop Geoer:ating EIectro-magnetic Wave] 

The Perfect Noiseless Switching Power Supply 

� s.ooct.ioI _ c- s--y � 810<:1< <'-
�£--e-IAC9CT264V �I� 9GNH 350V 68, l 50uF BGNX 1 cv 1 500J,IF 

.••• ,.16OV HlO220uF \ 25V lOlXluF .,.... . 35V S80uf' -,.:'·0 :" ····0 

A cOO.vm:icmI polarized clectroIytic apacitor of ion transfer is 
impossible to keep .. oDIe film on its catbode, 90 it ooIy works 
W � ib initial ability. Even once the film is .b:med on the 
cathxle, it is destroyed by ions moved from an anode. Due to 30 
ulldesini-= imoene cutreOl Haws from the cathode 10 the .mc, 
� puiges are easily radiated. 1hls type of capacitor is 
the biaesl auae of gelV!l"llting eIectro--magaet wne because it is 
apparently a DOlt-linear n ...... pnI;, and whenever pulses are applied, 
........ IMIII ••• WZft:S are gmemed enoonousI:y. 

The amotmt of these waves is 6{kI) (1000 times) � than that of a 
aoa--poI;ariIed BDc:k G3I:e as iD F'JRIft 1: The gap is so tremendous 
that ca aut be oanuwed by- ..,. IIhiekI or abaorbe:r. Please remembeI" 
that conveoti:ml polarized electrolytic capacitors are Id a ..
.... bet. but a miae gn ...... . 

2.[Smoothi:og Capacitor Sbould Be Noo-polarized and Have Low E.S.R.] 
A cooventiooaJ. polarized electrolytic capacitor is jomrq)Iete due to 

these aerious deIects, however, • aoa--poI;ariIed Black Getc is a ral 
• "'lA M... With using the capacitor. tbe eIectro--magaet wne is 
CCI!If!d. and any oolses decrease as the KS.R. niae goes down. 

F".IJPIre 2 is the comparison of impedaoce aod E.S.R. characteristics 
of capacitors. These values of a IDl-p_a..t BIIck c.te is almost 
1110 cl otbers because of its electroo transfer system. and the noise 
value is also reduced to below • oatunItDae bd, as F"1gUre L 
The .. 5upeI- E--Capf , shown in F"1gUre 2, is the .......... J stn.::ture 

that tctlIIy aaceI its iotemal IdI' .... e by partic:uJarIy .... .,., ling 
two picc:cs of the idmfiraI DOIl--pIob.iud BIIdt c.tes. On the 
contrary to coovent:iooal pobrized capaciCors wbicb loae its prq»e£ 
fiD::tiou in the frequency band (Jft!I" the m .... we poiot, the Black 
Gate .. Super E-Caps" system pedectIy openltea over tbe point because 
ib flvdaore a.d E.5.R.. wIPes ..... aaIy deaeaae. The 
improvement with Black Gate is tbe most effective but reasooabIe. 
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T I 7i h '  I R t Black�\� �Je=m�a�x=e�C=n�/C�a� �e �'Po"""r�...."No....".11"",..5 �Gate 
Rule The World with The Revolutionary Capacitor 

King BLACK GATE, Eradicates Electro-Magnetic Wave and Distortion, 
Realizes The Ultra Hi-Fi, Super High Infonnation Density, Freezeless 

[Polarized Capacitors Drive Signal ImiImatm into Deteritaatil:« and Droppiog] 
There is no esseoliaI. didectric(oxide film) on the cathode of existing dry 

and wet type pobrized electrolytic � because it is always destroyed 
by ions. The signal direction from the cathode to anode becomes loss 
Ji " ••• e as Figure 1, and the capacitors just work baIf of its .initial 
-•. 
1be performances in a forward direct:im. and backwud OIE are, therefore, 

Noise -in Pulse Power 

totaRy different when AC signals flow into the capacitor. The backward one is 
1000 times(6Odb) WOflIe than the forward one in cm aoaIog ciIaait(Refer to Table 
I). In a digital: ci:n:uit, pulse signals in the backward one become ractiaed to 
other nearby circuits or outside, and change to eIec:tro-magnet wave noise. 

The noise deteriorates infonnatioo signals, and 16 bit signals declines to 
around 10 bit.. Heat is generated as well when current runs through the loss 
resistance, and it is mainly responsible for the short ife of the capacitor_ 

Figure 1: The Structure Comparison 

I 1011 Tl3DSfer I 
A ootorious a:mputer MPU free:r;iog is also caused by the capacitor because they 

are driven in a frequency band bigber thao their operatioo. baod in electrolyte. 
Such botbec would ultimately cause a YeIY serious iocideot as the whole system 
break down. Now is the time to consider these troublesome capacitors. 
It is surprising how many companies are still pursuing the elcctronics without 

noticing or understanding the criUcaI ddect of the capacitor structure. The 
best resolution is, utilizing a wide---baoi � electrolytic capacitor 
of which the etemal oDie fims are fanned on the both dectrodes even UDder 
DC cunm... Such capacitor, however, was thought to be impossible to realize. 

j�iilFIUk · ·r ············· Bad<onrd 
-;- ,,- Dielectric(0Iide Fam) I 

[!be ___ """"'" BIad Gal< � by The __ ....."..,. 
M� 
Jclrna.J; discovered that when distributing some amount of fiue coodocti¥e 

partides without any contact each other in a separator. Ire OC electric field 
which had been occurred from ooe clect:rode and inOuenced on the other 
disappeared. Electrons gepiInted fnm ioos. and an conventional ioo transfer 
system judependentJy uxm:ated to iIIl eIectml lrlIIJsU one having 100.000 times 
ultra faster s()eed. The typic;iII. destruction 00 the oxide films due to the 
impact of ions stopped. and a perlect noo--poIarDed Black Gate was born. 

Table 1: Non-LiDear Disto<tioo. "The unprecedented achievement was a giant leap for capacitors. 'The � 
�ea:sured by CLT-l EX) dJid katares are the frequency cbaracteristic improved 100,000 times &ster. 

- ·"

I���§�§t��� 
distortioo noise reduced to 111000. impedance and E.S.R. characteristics 1110 II _ _ leas. power transfer efficiency iR4aovtd by 5 times. and moreover. the life 

] ... .,r proIooged to almost pemafilt(Refer to Tabk: 2). The extraordinary klDg life � I I span of Black Gate is due to DO ioo. � and it would be the best cost 
'j " oo '/ ' : _�:: �::::� beDe6tforyourproducts. 
! .110 �_ .. _: ::....::=:; A pennanent mide film with seJectcd � is formed on the cathode of every 

.... 
..... ._ .. o .... , .... , ... �. Black Gate capacitor as Table 3. and the non-polarized operation of Iitn low 

J .,.., 

-" distrxtiw is secured within each selected voltage . 
• '''0 As you are aware, all the electronic devices are comprised L. C. R and active 

� - � . . - '�". :g ·'00 ;..<" .... IpIOPl .. s. and C is finally become periect: by Black Gate. It contributes 
� .'00 significantly to the .inp:OwemeD: <i your products, and that has been proved all 

-,"", Ill:> '- _ r.....; "'" Mo.o -,I) over the world . 
• 

,
,,, '00 >00 _ ..,. _ 

No other Bisting capacitor has realized its 1f(II(\erfuI features and opeIatioo.. 
,.. Adopt the Black Gate and commit the quality levokltit:n for the new century. 

Table 3: Tbr: C:.tOOde F!InIlO.Wn Voltage for Whole Bbck Gate Products 

� BG� rG-l=K 
BG-WK 

BG-WKZ BG-WKZ BG·AC,BG-N 
I I BG-PK,C BG-VK,K "'" SOO, BG-NX.BG-NH 

�1_ 2.0 I 10 '00 "0 20O n.. __ -. 
-- --.� 
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lelmax Technical Report _No.116 Black� 
===========================b Gate 

The Best Chance of Adapting Incredible Black Gate Capacitor 
To Win The Fierce Electronic Competition 
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.. Black Gate Features" 
The Tl'3ltsC"dent Electron Tr.msier due In a tur:mel effect contdJutes to the frequeocy 

� ;mpro..d 100,000 times, ..... reduced ID VlOOO, '-'""" .... E.S.R. VlO 
less, .... ..... Ioog 1Oc • 

.. Reciproca1 Cbaracteristic": 'The clectro--cbacacristic always equal to the both directioos 
when AC current flows in a oompooent. The essential point for noiseless equipment 

;0 • 
• • 

• Ccnular Pbone • 
F .... the UIlll8l, ...... of � picture: 

Uee 8bd< Gate. 

o 

C1&w Vol� 

BG-NH 350Vl50IJF BO·N 35V4700.uF 

I p,"""" Compooeot T� I 

+ 0 Linear Chafacteristic 

I ActWe Cam""",", I 
o '"""" c""-'"'" 

All the decI:rooic equipneot o:mprises the 
......... i. of ac:tnoe aod .,..ne conpooents. Their 
total quality (<< sir(paIs directly decides the 
rn'u.-e oitbe equipmenL 
Any compooenl is required a linear cha:aJeiiatic. 

While the active componeDts have this characteristic, 
most of the passive components have noo--lioea£ ODe, 

and generate ... n.tidabk: distmtim. and 1II'Ee. A 1II'Ue 

bm in a digital signal is worse than that in an 

_one. 
Aa elecbolytic �M is the wust. compooent 

because it has � cbaracteristic and 
DDIt-fl'.:Cipnx structure. The improvement is so 

� that any attempt througbout half a century 
bas been tmed. 
]dmu. fioaIIy acoomplisbed the creation of tbe 

pedect ..... iI.. at the end of 20th century: This is 
Ba.::k Gate. CwrenUy eIpOrted to 17 00ImIries and 
bigbly csteenuI The BIadr. Gate Te'fOkltioo has been 
started in the world. This is your best cbaooc to 
adapt our product to get rid of ropy tecbookJKJ· 

o 
'd 

• Tube Amplifier • 
Forlbe � lane qualitJ due \0 

the pedtJc:t NI" �tKln; 
U .... BIIc:k Gate. 

• s,telIite. 
"or tbe � bwrea 
reli:abiliJ.r aud C08l benefit' 

� the!Ie "12ntMun: 
U ... l!.Iad.; G.te.. 
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